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Secure multiparty computation protocols allow multiple distrustful parties to jointly

compute a function of their private data while both ensuring correctness of the results and

maintaining maximum privacy. Recent progress in concretely efficient implementations

has shown that these once theoretical tools are becoming mature enough to secure a

variety of applications from cryptocurrencies and auctions to machine learning and

medical diagnosis. However, there is still a gap between the requirements of many real

world scenarios and the guarantees and performance offered by generic protocols. In this

dissertation, I demonstrate how tailoring secure computation protocols to the requirements

of specific applications can allow for efficient solutions that can be deployed today. In

particular, I focus and improve upon the scalability and practicality of the following

concrete applications:

1. Hardware wallets are small special purpose devices that are used to store the

secret keys that allow users to control their cryptocurrency funds. Surprisingly, hardware

wallets currently on the market provide little guarantees against an adversarial (malicious)

manufacturer (or equivalently a compromised supply chain). This puts user funds at

risk. Current solutions either provide vague and ad hoc security guarantees or rely on

generic secure computation protocols that are not practical to use. We introduce a formal

security model for hardware wallets that adequately captures the capability of an arbitrary

adversary and design a concretely efficient solution by constructing a special purpose

threshold signature scheme that meets this definition.

2. I investigate how to perform large-scale machine learning training on data held by



thousands of mobile phones in a privacy-preserving way. Referred to as federated learn-

ing, this scenario presents unique challenges where mobile phones coordinate through

a central server and have limited bandwidth and computational resources. Crucially,

the situation demands that the computation proceeds to completion even if users drop

out anytime due to network or other issues. To allow training models in this distributed

scenario without leaking sensitive user data, we design and implement a new efficient

Secure Aggregation protocol that provides strong privacy guarantees while less than

doubling the communication necessary for training. Google is currently evaluating this

scheme in the context of next-word prediction in their Android keyboard app.

3. I look at the more general problem of how to securely compute arithmetic func-

tionalities. These include many tasks such as statistics, machine learning computations,

and cryptographic primitives (e.g., threshold ECDSA operations which are useful for

cryptocurrencies). While a lot of progress has been made in the context of securely

evaluating boolean functions, significant bottlenecks remain for arithmetic functions. We

design and implement a new protocol which can evaluate any arithmetic circuit with

active security (i.e. secure against parties who can deviate from the protocol arbitrarily).

The protocol can be built generically (black-box) using any passive (i.e. secure against an

adversary who follows the protocol but tries to extract information from it) instantiation

of a simpler building block referred to as the OLE functionality. Furthermore, it requires

as little as two times more OLE invocations over what is currently needed by protocols

that only achieve passive security. In contrast, previous works have either focused only

on passive security or relied on concrete implementations of the OLE functionality (often

using not-well-known assumptions). Our experiments demonstrate that for a wide range

of applications, our protocol outperforms the state of the art (TinyOLE and Overdrive)

while relying on standard assumptions.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Secure Computation (SC) is a fascinating area of Cryptography. Its goal is to allow a

set of distrustful parties, each with their own input, to compute a function of those inputs

while ensuring correctness of the result and leaking no more information than what can

be learned from the output of the function. For example, consider an auction: participants

want to compute the identity of the highest bidder and the price they should pay while

keeping all other bids secret and preventing malicious participants from misbehaving (i.e.

Bob might tamper with the system to bid exactly one dollar more than Alice).

Introduced in the 1980s by Andrew Yao [136], and Goldreich, Micali, and Wigder-

son [62], SC was primarily of theoretical interest for the first twenty years [49]. The

first implementation of a general purpose secure two-party computation system, Fair-

play [100], dates back to 2004. Fairplay’s capabilities were limited: its largest reported

benchmark took 7 seconds to compute the median of 20 16-bits numbers, 10 provided by

each of the two participants in sorted order.

Since then, SC has become more and more practical, fueled both by the innovation and

optimization of the cryptographic primitives and protocols and by generic improvements

in computing power and network speed. In the last ten years, we are starting to see

the first examples of SC being deployed in the real world: auctions for sugar beets

production contracts in Denmark, statistical studies to identify wage gaps between

different demographics in Boston (USA), solutions for key management within a single

organization, and the generation of public parameters for the Zcash cryptocurrency [22,

49, 9].

While promising, these are still isolated cases, and several roadblocks need to be
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addressed before SC can see a more widespread adoption. First, general purpose SC

protocols are still not efficient enough in a variety of scenarios, especially when the

number of parties is very large or the computation itself is expensive. Second, the formal

guarantees of such protocols are often not aligned with the constraints and requirements

of real world applications, being either so strong as to prevent efficient implementations

or not strong enough to accommodate, for example, a large fraction of parties dropping

out of the protocol or parties who cannot keep any long term state.

In this dissertation, I seek to address some of the above issues by looking at SC from a

real world perspective. I initially focus on two specific practical problems and show how

tailoring the security definitions and protocols to the specific applications can sometimes

allow for efficient, deployable solutions that capture real world security concerns.

• First I address the challenge of improving authorization guarantees of cryptocur-

rencies and making hardware wallets more secure, especially against malicious

wallet manufacturers, without imposing extra burden on their users. In this case, a

tailored definition of security, more similar to the one of threshold signatures than

to the one of generic SC, allows a very efficient, modular, and practical solution.

• Second, I look at how to enable large-scale neural network training on user data

stored on thousands of mobile phones while preserving user privacy. In this case,

performing the whole training under secure computation is completely out of reach

due to the high number of parties, the expensive bandwidth of mobile connections,

and the fact that mobile phones are likely to frequently drop out of the computation

(i.e. they might run out of battery or loose network signal). Instead, one can

use a distributed training strategy where for every round each user independently

produces an update vector. Computing the sum of these vectors in a secure way

is both sufficient to perform the training and gives the users meaningful privacy
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guarantees. We design an efficient and robust protocol to compute such sum with

less than twice the bandwidth cost over computing it without any security.

Then, informed by these two specific examples, I turn my attention to generic protocols

and investigate how to make their efficiency closer to real world requirements.

• In particular, I focus on improving the efficiency of two-party computation for

arithmetic functionalities, which include many applications for machine learning

and threshold signatures similar to the ones in the first two examples. We designed

and implemented a two-party protocol with active security which outperforms the

state of the art (TinyOLE and Overdrive) in a variety of settings.

I expand on each of these three contributions below, describing the problems in more

detail and summarizing the results of the following chapters.

Securing Hardware Wallets Against Malicious Manufacturers

At a very high level, one can think of cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin simply as a balance

sheet, together with a set of rules on how balances can be updated. This is similar to

how a bank maintains a balance sheet of all the accounts (addresses in our analogy) that

customers have opened at the bank. Transferring money between two accounts boils

down to asking the bank to update these balances, decreasing the amount in the sender’s

account and increasing the receiver’s one by the same quantity. However, in Bitcoin,

there is no bank that can verify whether the entity requesting the transaction is authorized

to do so: instead, such authorization is enforced through a cryptographic primitive called

digital signatures.
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A digital signature scheme is the digital analogue of a wax seal ring or a physical

signature: only the owner of the ring should be able to produce sealed documents, and

even after seeing several sealed messages, it should be hard for someone without the

ring to forge the seal. It consists of three algorithms: a key generation algorithm, which

produces a secret signing key and a public verification key; a signing algorithm, which

takes as input a message and the secret signing key and outputs a signature; a verification

algorithm, which takes as input a message, a signature, and a public key and outputs

whether the signature is valid or rejected. It is easy to see how a digital signature can

be used to enforce authorization of a transaction (similar to how signing a paper check

works): users generate their own key pair and advertise their public key/address to

receive funds. Funds held by a specific public key/address can only be spent by signing a

transaction with the corresponding secret key, which everyone can verify.

In the early days of Bitcoin, most people used to simply store the secret key which

controlled their coins on their personal computer. However, this makes such keys easy to

compromise. For example, as Bitcoin grew in value and popularity, numerous examples

of wallet-stealing malware have been reported. A need to better protect the users’ signing

keys emerged. A popular solution has been to move these keys into dedicated hardware. A

hardware wallet (or token) is a small tamper-proof hardware device which connects to the

user’s computer, typically over USB or Bluetooth, and controls the user’s cryptocurrency

signing keys. Such keys are generated by combining a random seed, sampled by the token

itself and not accessible by the user’s laptop, with a password provided by the user, which

prevents abuse if the token is lost. The token often has a dedicated secure screen: before

it signs any transaction, the user can confirm the details of such transaction on the screen

and needs to press a physical button on the token to authorize the signature. The small

firmware and simple interface with the user’s computer make a hardware wallet very

difficult to compromise for malware and, even if the user’s computer is compromised,
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the physical confirmation button prevents the wallet from being abused.

Hardware wallets have become very popular, and products from several different

manufacturers are available on the market. However, their security guarantees had

not been properly analyzed. In all products I am aware of, if the manufacturer is

malicious, it might embed a backdoored pseudorandom generator in the token: this way

the manufacturer would know the seed and would just have to bruteforce the password

(in an offline attack) in order to be able to steal the user’s funds. Furthermore, since the

signatures produced by this token have to be posted on the public blockchain, the token

might use the entropy in such signatures as a covert channel to signal to the manufacturer

information about the password, making this attack even easier.

One might think to solve this problem with generic SC between the token and the

user’s laptop (where the token inputs its seed and the user inputs the password and a

message to produce a signature). However, this solution is likely to be inefficient. Fur-

thermore, while it would prevent the token from leaking information about the password

to the outside world, it would not prevent the brute force attack by the manufacturer.

To resolve this vulnerability and establish formal guarantees for hardware wallets, my

joint work with Rafael Pass and abhi shelat introduces the notion of two-factor signature

scheme (2FS). This primitive, presented in Chapter 2, is a generalization of a two-out-of-

two threshold signature scheme in which one of the parties is a hardware token which can

store a high-entropy secret, and the other is a human who knows a low-entropy password.

Defining security for a 2FS turns out to be a nontrivial task. Although this is still an

example of SC, defining this primitive as a reactive functionality and giving a simulation

based definition (which is common in the context of SC) is complicated by the fact that

we do not want to require the client to keep any state (beyond the password). Instead,

we opted for a set of game-based security definitions which, while being sufficient in
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practice, allow for simpler proofs and the leverage of extensive literature on threshold

signatures directly in our construction. In particular, we explicitly require that a malicious

manufacturer, who can instruct the token to run any arbitrary program program but cannot

communicate directly with it, should not be able to forge any signatures even if he knows

the password. As far as we are aware, none of the commercially available hardware

wallets satisfy this notion.

We show that two-factor signature schemes are possible to realize in practice by

providing a black box construction from any threshold signature scheme (with an ad-

ditional security property) to a 2FS (in the Random Oracle Model). Instantiating this

construction with slight variations of the schemes Nicolosi et al. [113] and Lee et al. [41],

we obtain efficient provably-secure 2FS schemes which produce either Schnorr signatures

(assuming the DLOG assumption), or EC-DSA signatures (assuming security of EC-DSA

and the CDH assumption). Our EC-DSA based 2FS scheme can directly replace currently

used hardware wallets for Bitcoin and other major cryptocurrencies to enable security

against malicious hardware vendors.

Performing Federated Learning with privacy at scale

The second problem I look at is how to perform privacy preserving machine learning at a

large scale, in a setting where the training data is distributed across a large number of

resource-constrained devices such as mobile phones. Machine Learning (ML) enables

computer systems to leverage large amounts of data using patterns and inferences to

perform tasks without being explicitly programmed to do so. In most cases, ML proceeds

in two phases: first, a training algorithm consumes some data and produces a model,

which is then used to make inferences about some previously unseen data. These
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techniques have seen tremendous growth in recent years and applications include, among

many others, self driving cars, recommendation systems, and predictive language models.

However, the vast and often sensitive data which is required to train such systems poses

new privacy risks that require innovative solutions.

For example, assume Google wants to train a machine learning model to predict the

next word Android users will type on their phones’ keyboards as they compose a text

message. The straightforward solution would be for each user to send everything they

type to Google, which would use this data to train a model on Google’s servers, and then

send this model back to the users to improve their typing experience. While practical, this

solution has the major drawback of transferring personal and potentially sensitive data

from users’ phones to Google’s servers, which would violate user privacy and expose the

data to external threats. Moreover, in scenarios such as training based on the pictures

users take with their phone’s camera, the data might be too large to be sent to the server.

Note that while in principle the mobile phones could use generic SC to compute the

output of the training algorithm directly, this is impractical due to the thousands or more

parties involved, the complexity of the training algorithm, the expensive bandwidth, the

slow speed, and the unstable network connections mobile phones have.

Federated Learning (FL) refers to a set of approaches to performing training in

this mobile scenario by keeping the training data on the devices and optimizing the

communication complexity of the training process, which is coordinated by a central

server. At a high level, training works in rounds: in each round, a subset of the clients

(mobile phones) is selected to participate. Such phones receive a partially trained model

from the central server, perform training locally based on their own data, compute a

compact model update (a vector of numbers), and then send it back to the server. The

server then averages the updates from all the clients and uses them to update the partially
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trained model which will be used for the next round.

FL is already an improvement in terms of user privacy, since in this setting the server

only receives the model update each client sends and does not have direct access to

the raw training data. However, in some cases, these model parameters can still leak

partial information about the training data. If the server could compute the sum of the

update vectors without learning each vector individually, this would greatly enhance

the privacy guarantees of the protocol. Computing a multiparty sum of vectors while

keeping individual contributions private is a problem known as Secure Aggregation.

While various techniques have been explored to solve this problem, preexisting solutions

have a large bandwidth overhead or are unable to handle many users dropping out in the

middle of the computations and thus are not equipped to operate within the constraints of

the mobile environment.

To overcome these bandwidth and robustness limitations, in Chapter 3, I present a joint

work with Keith Bonawitz, Vladimir Ivanov, Ben Kreuter, H. Brendan McMahan, Sarvar

Patel, Daniel Ramage, Aaron Segal, and Karn Seth. We design a novel, communication-

efficient, failure-robust protocol for secure aggregation of high-dimensional data. Our

protocol allows a server to compute the sum of large, user-held data vectors from mobile

devices in a secure manner (i.e. without learning each user’s individual contribution),

and can be used in the FL setting just described. We present two variants of the protocol:

a 4 rounds one, which we prove secure against passive adversaries1 in the plain model,

and a 5 rounds, one which also guarantees privacy against active adversaries assuming a

public key infrastructure in the random oracle model.

We evaluate the efficiency of our protocol and show, by complexity analysis and

a concrete implementation, that its runtime and communication overhead remain low

1Passive or honest-but-curious adversaries follow the protocol but may collude with each other to learn
as much as they can. Instead, active or malicious adversaries might deviate from the protocol arbitrarily.
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even on large data sets and client pools. For 16-bit input values, our protocol offers

1.73× communication expansion for 210 users and 220-dimensional vectors and 1.98×

expansion for 214 users and 224-dimensional vectors over sending data in the clear.

Limiting the privacy guarantees provided by SC to the aggregation component of

the protocol is an acceptable tradeoff that allowed us to achieve an efficient solution.

Although there are no recent public news releases about the deployment of this protocol,

in a 2017 blog post [104] Google stated that they were “expecting to deploy this protocol

in the near future”, which would make it one of the first examples of secure computation

at such a large scale.

Secure Computation of Arithmetic Functionalities

Lastly, I focus on the more general problem of efficiently and securely computing arith-

metic functionalities. Most generic secure computation protocols work by representing

the function to be computed as a boolean circuit. A boolean circuit is a directed acyclic

graph, in which each node (or gate) is labelled as either an input gate, an output gate, an

AND gate or an XOR gate. A circuit with n input gates and m output gates represents a

function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m whose value on input x = x1, . . . , xn can be computed

by assigning a value to each gate of the graph, from the input to the output gates. First,

each input gate (input gates have no incoming wires) is assigned a bit value xi from the

input (using a specified order). Then, all AND and XOR gates whose incoming wires

originate from input gates (i.e. whose predecessors are input gates) are assigned as value

the AND or XOR of the values of their predecessors respectively. Then, iteratively, all

AND and XOR gates whose predecessors have a value are also assigned a value in the

same way. Finally, output gates (which have a single incoming wire) are assigned the
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same value as their predecessors. The output of the function is obtained by concatenating

the values of the m output gates (again in a prespecified order). Most protocols work by

performing this iterative computation step by step, and therefore the communication and

computation costs of the secure computation depend on the size of this representation.

Circuits which have low depth (i.e. where the longest path between an input and an

output node is short) w.r.t. to the total number of gates allow for more efficient protocols,

as gates at the same depth can be evaluated in parallel or even batched and computed

together.

However, in several applications that could benefit from SC (such as threshold

cryptographic schemes, statistics, and machine learning training and classification), a lot

of the computation is arithmetic, i.e. consisting mainly of operations over a specific ring.

In these scenarios, expressing such computation as a boolean circuit is not efficient, both

in terms of circuit depth and total number of gates, because the computation has to be

performed bit by bit. An alternative approach, which has been explored more recently,

involves representing such computation using arithmetic circuits. An arithmetic circuit is

similar to a boolean one, but it is defined over a specific ring: the inputs and outputs of

the circuit are ring elements (as opposed to bits) and the gates represent ring operations

(for example, addition and multiplication over the integers model some natural number

N ). This representation makes the computation more efficient and therefore brings these

applications closer to being practical.

In particular, I focus on the efficiency of secure two-party computation. In joint work

with Carmit Hazay, Yuval Ishai, and Muthuramakrishnan Venkitasubramaniam, presented

in Chapter 4, we design, optimize, and implement an actively secure protocol for secure

two-party arithmetic computation. A distinctive feature of our protocol is that it can make

a fully modular black-box use of any passively secure implementation of oblivious linear
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function evaluation (OLE). OLE2 is a commonly used primitive for secure arithmetic

computation with the same function as oblivious transfer in secure boolean computation.

Using OLE in a black-box way allows our protocol to be instantiated with any specific

implementation of this functionality, ensuring that future improvements to this primitive

would immediately benefit our protocol as well.

For typical (large but not-too-narrow) circuits, our protocol requires about 4 invoca-

tions of passively secure OLE per multiplication gate. This significantly improves over

the recent TinyOLE protocol [42], which requires 22 invocations of any actively secure

OLE, or 44 invocations of a specific code-based passively secure OLE.

Our protocol follows the high level approach of the IPS compiler [72, 73], optimizing

it in several ways. In particular, we adapt optimization ideas that were used in the context

of the practical zero-knowledge argument system Ligero [6] to the more general setting

of secure computation and explore the possibility of boosting efficiency by employing

a “leaky” passively secure OLE protocol. The latter is motivated by recent (passively

secure) lattice-based OLE implementations in which allowing such leakage enables better

efficiency.

We showcase the efficiency of our protocol by applying its implementation to several

useful instances of secure arithmetic computation and provide an implementation. On

“wide” circuits, such as ones computing a fixed function on many different inputs, our pro-

tocol is 5x faster and transmits 4x less data than the state-of-the-art Overdrive [79]. Our

benchmarks include a general passive-to-active OLE compiler, authenticated generation

of “Beaver triples”, and a system for securely outsourcing neural network classification.

The latter is the first actively secure implementation of its kind, strengthening the passive

security provided by recent related works [110, 76].

2OLE is a two-party functionality defined over a field F , where the sender inputs two elements a, b ∈ F
and the receiver inputs x ∈ F and receives ax+ b
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CHAPTER 2

MINIMIZING TRUST IN HARDWARE WALLETS WITH TWO FACTOR

SIGNATURES

This chapter contains joint work with Rafael Pass (Cornell University), and abhi shelat

(Northeastern University). It appeared in the Proceedings of the 23rd International

Conference on Financial Cryptography and Data Security (FC) 2019 [101].

2.1 Introduction

Cryptocurrency hardware wallets are increasingly popular among Bitcoin and Ethereum

users as they offer seemingly stronger security guarantees over their software counterparts.

A hardware wallet is typically a small electronic device (such as a USB device with

an input button) that holds the secret key(s) to one or more cryptocurrency “accounts”.

It provides a simple interface that can be used by client software on a computer or

smartphone to request a signature on a particular transaction; the wallet returns a signature

to the client if the user has authorized it by pressing the physical button1. Typically, the

user also has to enter a pin or password, either on the device itself or through the client.

Some hardware wallets like the Trezor include a screen that can be used by the user to

confirm the details of the transaction before authorizing it.

Ideally, a hardware wallet runs a firmware that is smaller and simpler than the software

running on a common laptop (and thus may be less vulnerable to bugs and exploits),

is built using tamper proof hardware that makes it difficult to directly read its memory,

and is designed to prevent the private keys it holds from ever leaving the device. Thus,

1The physical button prevents malware from abusing the wallet without cooperation from the user.
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stealing funds from an address controlled by a hardware wallet is considered to be harder

than stealing from a software wallet installed on the user’s laptop.

Can we trust the hardware manufacturer? However, most hardware wallets suffer

from a serious issue: since the wallet generates and holds the secret keys for the user’s

account, a compromised wallet might be used to steal the entirety of the coins it controls.

Consider, for instance, a malicious wallet manufacturer who introduces a backdoored

pseudorandom generator (to be used, for example, to generate the signing keys) into a

hardware wallet. Because of the tamperproof properties of the hardware, such a backdoor

might be extremely hard to detect and go unnoticed even to a scrupulous user, especially

if it only affects a small portion of the company’s devices (perhaps those shipped to

customers who hold large coin balances). Yet, without the need of ever communicating

with the devices again, the manufacturer might suddenly steal all the money controlled

by those addresses before anyone has time to react! This is also true in the case where

the user picks a password to supplement the entropy generated by the backdoored PRG,

since passwords have limited entropy which can be bruteforced and, as we detail later, the

wallet can bias the randomness in the signatures to leak information about such password.

Even if the company producing the wallet is reputable and trusted, supply chain

attacks by single employees or powerful adversaries are still hard to rule out for customers.

For example, the NSA reportedly intercepts shipments of laptops purchased online in

transit to install malware/backdoors [129]. Indeed, trust in a wallet manufacturer, its

supply chain, and the delivery chain are a serious concern.

One possible solution is to store the funds in a multi-signature account controlled by

a combination of hardware (and possibly software) wallets from different manufacturers.

However, the above is inconvenient and limiting. It may also be possible for a single

supplier to corrupt multiple manufacturers of hardware wallets.
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A Formal Treatment of Hardware Wallets In this paper, we initiate a formal study of

the security of hardware wallets. As discussed above, completely relying on the token to

perform key generation and signing operations requires a strong trust assumption on the

hardware manufacturer. To avoid this, we focus on a scenario in which the user has both a

single hardware token and a (low-entropy) password, and formally define appropriate an

appropriate cryptographic primitive, which we name two factor signature scheme (2FS).

Roughly speaking, a 2FS scheme can be thought of a special type of two-out-of-

two threshold signature scheme [39] but where one of the parties (the user) only has a

(potentially low-entropy) password, whereas the other party (the hardware token) can

generate and store high-entropy secrets. Even defining unforgeability properties of such

2FS schemes turns out to be a non-trivial task; we provide the first such definitions. Our

notions of unforgeability consider both malicious clients, malicious tokens, and attackers

that may have selective access to honestly implemented tokens.

As already mentioned, as far as we know, in all currently known/used schemes,

unforgeability does not hold when the hardware token can be maliciously designed,

and thus no currently known schemes satisfies even a subset of our unforgeability

definitions. Our main contribution is next the design of 2FS that satisfy them. In fact, we

present a general transformation from any two-out-of-two threshold signature scheme

which satisfies some additional technical property—which we refer to as statistical Non-

Signalling—into a 2FS in the random oracle model, which produces public keys and

signatures of the same form as the underlying threshold signature scheme.

We note that it may be possible to generically modify any TS to become Non-

Signalling by having the parties perform coin-tossing to generate the randomness, and

then prove in zero knowledge that they executed the signing protocol consistently with

the pre-determined (and uniform) randomness. Using such a method, however, would
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result in a (polynomial-time but) practically inefficient scheme. In contrast, we show how

to adapt two existing threshold signature schemes to satisfy this new technical property

with very little overhead. Using our transformation, this gives secure 2FS schemes which

efficiently generate Schnorr and ECDSA signatures.

Theorem (Informal). Assuming the discrete logarithm assumption, there exists a secure

2FS scheme in the Random Oracle model which generates Schnorr Signatures.

Theorem (Informal). Assuming the DDH assumption holds and that EC-DSA is un-

forgeable, there exists a secure 2FS scheme in the Random Oracle model that generates

EC-DSA signatures.

The first construction is based on the Schnorr TS signature scheme of Nicolosi

et al. [113], while the second one is a slight modification of an EC-DSA threshold

scheme of Lee et al. [41]. As EC-DSA signature are currently used in Bitcoin, Ethereum

and most other major crypto currencies, our 2FS for EC-DSA can be directly used for

hardware wallets supporting those crypto currencies. To demonstrate its practicality, we

evaluate such scheme and estimate its performance on hardware tokens that are much

less powerful than the CPUs on which we can benchmark the protocol. We confirm that

running the protocol on two server-class CPUs (Intel) requires roughly 3ms to sign a

message. When one of the parties is run on a weak computer (e.g., a Raspberry Pi 3b) and

the other is run on a server, the protocol requires roughly 50ms. Our estimates confirm

that the bottleneck in our scheme will be the processing capacity of the hardware token.

Using a very secure, but weak 8-bit 1Mhz ATECC family processor [106], we estimate

that ECDSA keys can be produced in under a minute and signatures can be completed in

3s. The entire signing process requires human input to complete (button press), and thus

is likely to take seconds overall anyway.
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2.1.1 Technical overview

The Definition. At a high level, in a Two Factor Signature scheme the signatures are

generated by two parties: a client C who receives a (typically low entropy) password

as input from a user, and a token T , which can store and generate secrets of arbitrary

length, can produce signatures for multiple public keys and as such keeps a state which

can be modified to add the ability to sign for new public keys. It consists of a tu-

ple of algorithms (KeyGenC,KeyGenT,PKC,PKT,SignC,SignT,Ver), where

KeyGenT(1
κ, sT ) and KeyGenC(pwd) are an interactive protocol used by the token

and client respectively to produce a public key and to accordingly update the token

state sT by “adding a share of the corresponding secret key”; PKC(pwd) and PKT(sT )

are two algorithms used by the client and the token (on input the password and the

current token state sT respectively) interacting with each other to retrieve a public key

pk which was previously generated using the first two algorithms; SignC(pwd,m) and

SignT(sT ,m) are similarly used to produce signatures; Ver(pk,m, σ) is used to verify

the signatures.

We proceed to outline the unforgeability properties we require from such Two Factor

Signature scheme. We consider 4 different attack scenarios, and define “best-possible”

unforgeability properties for each of them. The first two are simply analogs of the standard

unforgeability (for “party 1” and “party 2”) properties of two-out-of-two threshold

signatures.

1. For the Client: The simplest and most natural attack scenario is when the user’s

laptop is compromised (i.e. by malware), even before the key generation phase.

We require that, except with negligible probability, such an adversary cannot forge

signatures on a message m with respect to a public key which the token outputs
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(and would typically show to the user on its local screen) unless it asked the token

to sign m. This notion mirrors the classic one of unforgeability (for party 1) of

threshold signature schemes.

2. For the Token: We next consider an attack scenario in which the adversary can fully

control the token T . We let it interact arbitrarily with an honest client, and receive

the signatures and public keys output by such client during these interactions. We

require that the probability that such an adversary can produce a forgery on a

message m that would verify with respect to one of the public keys output by

the client (during a KeyGen execution) without asking the client to sign m, is

bounded by the min-entropy of the user’s password. Again, this notion mirrors the

classic notion of unforgeability of threshold signatures (for party 2), except that

since the user only has a low-entropy password, we cannot require the probability

of forging to be negligible; instead, we bound it by q/2m where q is the number of

random oracle queries performed by the adversary, and m is the min-entropy of

the password distribution.

Note that the unforgeability for the token security bound is rather weak (when the

password has low entropy), but is necessarily so because the only secret held by the client

is the password, and thus an attacker that “fully controls the token” (i.e., controls its

input/outputs while at the same time participating in other outside interaction) and gets

to see public keys, can simply emulate the client algorithm with a guessed password and

attempt to create a forgery. Yet, note that to carry out this type of attack (which leads

to the “unavoidable” security loss) and profit from it is quite non-trivial in practice as it

requires the token to be able to somehow communicate with an attacker in the outside

world (which is challenging given that a hardware wallet is a physically separate entity

without a direct network connection).
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Consequently, we consider two alternative attack scenarios that leverage the fact that

often the token cannot communicate with the adversary and capture more plausible (i.e

weaker) attack models. Yet, in these weaker attack models, we can now require the

forging probability bounds to be significantly stronger.

3. For the Token Manufacturer: We consider an adversary who cannot fully control

the T party, but can specify ahead of time a program Π which the T party runs.

For example, this models the case of a malicious token manufacturer who embeds

a PRG with a backdoor. Program Π can behave arbitrarily, but its answers to

the interactions with any client have to satisfy the correctness properties of the

scheme with overwhelming probability (if the token aborted or caused the client

to return signatures which do not verify w.r.t. the expected public keys, the user

could easily identify such token as faulty or malicious). The adversary can then

have an honest client interact arbitrarily with Π (A is given the resulting public

keys and signatures), and should not be able to produce a forgery on a message

m that would verify with respect to one of the public keys output by the client

(during a KeyGen execution) unless it received a signature on m as a result of

such an interaction. We require the forging probability to be negligible (as opposed

to bounded by q/2m).

4. With Access to the Token: An alternative scenario is one where the token is not

corrupted, but the attacker can get access to it (for example, in the case of a

lost/stolen token, or a token shared between multiple users). More precisely, the

adversary can interact with an honest T and may also interact with an honest

client C (which itself interacts with T ) and has to produce forgeries on a message

m (which C did not sign, but on which T can be queried) w.r.t. a public key

which C output during an interaction with T . Whereas unforgeability for the token

implies that the above-mentioned adversary’s forging probability is bounded by
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q/2m where q is the number of random oracle queries, we here sharpen the bound

to q′/2m where q′ is the number of invocations of T . (As T could rate-limit its

answers by e.g., 1 sec, q′ will be significantly smaller than q in practice.)

As far as we know, no previously known scheme satisfies all of the the above properties;

in fact, none satisfy even just (1) and (2), or (1) and (3).2

The Construction The high-level idea behind our construction is natural (although the

approach is very different from Trezor and other currently used hardware wallets). We

would like to employ a two-out-of-two threshold signature (TS) scheme where the token

is one of the parties and the client is the other. The problem is that the client only has

a low-entropy password and cannot keep any persistent state. In fact, even if it had a

high-entropy password, it wouldn’t be clear how to directly use the threshold schemes as

in general (and in particular for EC-DSA), secret key shares for threshold schemes are

generated in a correlated way.

To overcome this issue, the key generation algorithm begins by running the key

generation procedure for the TS: the token and the client each get a secret key share

(which we denote skT and skC respectively), as well as the public key pk. Next, since

the client cannot remember pk, skC , it encrypts pk, skC using a key that is derived—

by using a random oracle (RO)—from its password; additionally, the client generates

(deterministically) a random “handle” as a function of its password, again by applying

the RO to the password. It then sends both the handle and the (password-encrypted)

ciphertext to the token for storage.

Later on, when a client wants to get a signature on a message m, it first asks the

token to retrieve its password-encrypted ciphertext: the token will only provide it if the
2Although we are not aware of any formal analysis of Trezor, it would seem that it satisfies (1) and (4),

but there are concrete attacks against the other properties.
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client provides the correct handle (which the honest client having the actual password

can provide). Next, the client decrypts the ciphertext (again using the password), and

can recover its public and secret key. Finally, using its secret key, and interacting with

the token the client can engage in the threshold signing process to obtain the desired

signature on m.

The Analysis: Exploiting Non-Signalling and Exponential-time Simulation While

we can show that the above construction satisfies properties 1,2 and 4 assuming the

underlying threshold scheme is secure, demonstrating property 3—that is, security against

malicious token manufacturers, which in our opinion is the most cruicial property—turns

out to be non-trivial.

The issue is the following: as already mentioned, if the token is fully controlled by

the attacker (which participates in outside interactions), then we can never hope to show

that unforgeability happens with negligible probability as the attacker can always perform

a brute-force attack on the password. In particular, in our scheme, the attacker can simply

brute-force password guesses against the ciphertext c to recover the client’s threshold

secret key share. However, a malicious manufacturer which generates a malicious token

but cannot directly communicate with it, would have more trouble doing so. Even if the

malicious token program can perform a brute-force attack, it cannot directly communicate

the correct password (or the client key share) to the manufacturer! If the token could

somehow signal these information to the manufacturer, then the manufacturer could

again break the scheme. And in principle, with general threshold signatures, there is

nothing that prevents such signalling. For example, if the token could cause the threshold

signing algorithm to output signatures whose low-order bits leak different bits of c,

after sufficiently many transactions that are posted on a blockchain, the adversary could

recover c and brute force the password himself.
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Towards addressing this issue, we define a notion of Non-Signalling for TS: roughly

speaking, this notion says that even if one of the parties (the token) is malicious, as long

as they produce accepting signatures (with overwhelming probability), they cannot bias

the distribution of the signatures generated—i.e., such signatures will be indistinguishable

from honestly generated ones. In fact, to enable our proof of security—which proceeds

using a rather complex sequence of hybrid arguments relying on exponential-time simu-

lation—we will require the TS scheme to satisfy a statistical notion of Non-Signalling

which requires that the distribution of signatures generated interacting with the malicious

party is statistically close to the honest distribution.

We next show that if the underlying TS indeed satisfies statistical Non-Signalling,

then our 2FS also satisfies property 3. Towards doing this, we actually first show that our

2FS satisfies an analogous notion of Non-Signalling, and then show how to leverage this

property to prove unforgeability for the token manufacturer. We mention that the notion

of Non-Signalling for 2FS is interesting in its own right: it guarantees that a maliciously

implemented token Π (whose answers are restricted to satisfy the correctness properties

of the scheme with overwhelming probability) cannot leak (through the public keys and

the signatures which it helps computing) to an attacker any information which an honestly

implemented token would not leak. In particular, if the honest token algorithm generates

independent public keys and uses stateless signing (as the ones we consider do), even a

malicious token cannot leak correlations between which public keys it has been used to

create, or what messages it has signed.
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2.1.2 Additional Properties

Unlinkability Other than the Non-Signalling property, our scheme satisfies an additional

desirable privacy property, Unlinkability, which roughly speaking guarantees that mul-

tiple public keys (and signatures with respect to different public keys) generated with

the help of the same honest token (or with different tokens on input the same password)

look independent from each other as if they were generated by both different tokens and

passwords. This property holds even an adversary who can interact arbitrarily with such

tokens, as long as it cannot guess the passwords. This allows a user to have different

public keys using the same hardware token with the guarantee that such public keys will

look unrelated to each other to any external observer. Further, even if a token is lost or

such user has to go through customs and her hardware wallet is inspected, a public key

cannot be linked to such token unless the corresponding password is known.

Backing up the token state If the token is lost, stolen or otherwise malfunctioning (due

to hardware failures, or even “ransom attacks” where the manufacturer might set up the

token to stop working unless a ransom is paid), the user might not be able to produce

signatures any more, which would result in a loss of money. Most current hardware

wallet solutions derive all the secret keys for the addresses they sign for from a single

short seed (say 256 bits), and offer the possibility to backup the seed at initialization time,

by encoding it as a list of a few words that are displayed directly on the token’s secure

display for the user to write down [116]. This ensures that the seed is never stored on the

user’s laptop and thus is out of reach from malware.

In our case, the token’s state is much larger (as it includes randomness generated from

the client and a ciphertext encrypted under the user’s password), and therefore this method

cannot be applied directly. As an alternative solution, the token might encrypt its whole
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state at initialization time with a fresh key, transfer the ciphertext to the client’s computer

(so that it can be backed up), and give the key to the user directly (again, in the form of a

few words shown on the token’s screen for the user to write down). In this case, extra

care should be taken to ensure that a malicious token cannot leak information through

the ciphertext in the case where such ciphertext is later compromised (for example by

choosing a key known to the manufacturer or using biased randomness in the encryption).

For this reason, the client should also re-encrypt the ciphertext under a fresh key of its

own choice (which the user should again write down and store securely). We stress that

both in this case and in existing hardware wallet solutions, correctness of the backup is

not guaranteed. As such, these backups should be verified using independent devices.

Handling multiple addresses efficiently Another important feature for hardware wallet

users is to be able to control multiple independent looking key pairs (addresses). Briefly,

using several addresses rather than a single one to store one’s currency makes tracking

multiple transactions made by the same user more difficult. For example in Bitcoin, when

a transaction is performed, the “change” generated by the transaction is often moved to a

fresh address (controlled by the sender) rather than being sent back to the address which

is funding the transaction. While it is feasible to use more than one public key with the

same hardware wallet with our proposed Two Factor Signature scheme, by just running

the KeyGen algorithm every time a new address is needed, this is inconvenient because

each such new “change” address generation requires a separate backup step. Indeed,

most commercial hardware wallets offer the possibility to derive more than one signing

key pair from the same seed.

One first approach to overcome this limitation would be to extend the scheme by

generating more than one independent key pair for the underlying threshold signature

scheme every time the key generation algorithm of the Two Factor Signature scheme
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is run. These different addresses could be distinguished by a counter (which the user

would provide as an additional parameter to the Sign and PK algorithms to identify

which of the key pairs to use). Moreover, they would all be encrypted and backed up

together with a single encryption key (using the mechanism of the previous paragraph)

so that the number of words the user has to write down doesn’t increase. As an additional

optimization, in our EC-DSA based instantiation, the most computationally expensive

output of the key generation algorithm (namely the precomputed OT extensions) could

be reused accross multiple key pairs for increased efficiency.

Another possibility is to pick a threshold signature scheme that allows to efficiently

sign w.r.t. multiple independent looking public keys given a single pair of secret key

shares (whose size does not depend on the number of public keys). The EC-DSA based

threshold scheme we describe can be modified in this sense by applying a technique

detailed in section 4.4 of [61] (this idea can be adapted to the Schnorr case as well).

Briefly speaking, in the original scheme, at the end of the KeyGen algorithm each

party holds a multiplicative share of the secret signing key. It is therefore easy to modify

such algorithm so that the client and the token can agree on an additional random string

c (which is stored by the token and included by the client in the ciphertext it sends to

the token). Then, as an additional input to the Sign algorithm, the client can pick any

identifier i to distinguish each of the many public keys required (for example, a simple

counter): the public key associated with identifier i would be computed by both parties

as pki = pkH(c,pk,i) (where pk is the original public key and H is a hash function), and

signatures could be computed by having the client use skC,i = skC ·H(c, pk, i) instead of

skC as the secret key in the threshold signature algorithm (the token would keep using the

same secret key). See [61] for more details. Note that these modifications to the signature

scheme would require adapting the security definitions to fit this scenario, which we

leave to future work. For example, the Non-Signalling definition would also have to
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require that the many public keys generated by different values of i look independent to

an outside observer or to the token manufacturer. Similarly, the unforgeability definitions

and proofs would need to be adapted to ensure that a corrupted client cannot use an

execution of the signature algorithm where the token intends to produce a signature for

the key associated with counter i to produce a signature for a different identifier i′ (we

conjecture that this is the case for the EC-DSA signature scheme we propose).

2.1.3 Related Work

Threshold Signatures Threshold signatures [39, 56, 119, 20, 5] are signature schemes

distributing the ability to generate a signature among a set of parties, so that cooperation

among at least a threshold of them is required to produce a signature. Nicolosi et al. [113]

present a threshold signature scheme for the Schnorr signature scheme. Particularly

relevant to the cryptocurrency application are the works of Goldfeder et al. [61, 55],

Lindell [89, 90], and Lee et al. [41] which propose a threshold signature scheme to

produce ECDSA signatures, which is already compatible with Bitcoin and Ethereum.

Passwords + Threshold signatures MacKenzie and Reiter [98, 99] and Camenish et

al. [25] consider notions somewhat similar to the one of a password-based threshold

signature scheme: as in our setting, signing requires knowledge of a password and access

to an external party (in their case a server rather than a hardware token), but in contrast to

our setting the signer may additionally hold some high-entropy secret state (and indeed,

the schemes considered in those papers require such secret state). This rules out the usage

of such schemes in our scenario, as we want the user to be able to operate his wallet from

any client without relying on any external state beyond its password.
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2.1.4 Organization of the chapter

Section 2.2 introduces some notations, recalls the security definitions for encryption

schemes and presents some auxiliary lemmas. In Section 2.3 we recall the definition

of Threshold Signature scheme and introduce the Non-Signalling property. Section 2.4

defines Two Factor Signature schemes and Section 2.5 presents our main construction

and proofs of security. Section 2.6 presents the two modified TS schemes (based on

Schnorr and EC-DSA) which can be used to instantiate our construction, and Section 2.7

discusses the Unlinkability property.

2.2 Preliminaries and Notation

If X is a probability distribution, we denote with x ← X the process of sampling

x according to X . When, in a probabilistic experiment, we say that an adversary

outputs a probability distribution, we mean that such a distribution is given as a poly-

time randomized program such that running the program with no input (and uniform

randomness) samples from such distribution. For two-party (randomized) algorithms

we denote with ⟨α; β⟩ ← ⟨A(a);B(b)⟩ the process of running the algorithm A on input

a (and uniform randomness as needed) interacting with algorithm B on input b (and

uniform randomness), where α is the local output of A and β is the local output of B.

Whenever an algorithm has more than one output, but we are interested in only a subset

of such outputs, we will use · as a placeholder for the other outputs (for example we

could write (·, pk) ← KeyGen(1κ) to denote that pk is a public key output by the

KeyGen algorithm of a signature scheme in a context where we are not interested in

the corresponding secret key).
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Token Oracles. In our definitions, we will often model a party/program implementing

party T . We say that a Token Oracle is a stateful oracle which can answer KeyGen,

PK, Sign queries. Initially, its state is set to ⊥. To answer such queries, the oracle

interacts with its caller by running the KeyGenT, PKT, SignT algorithms respectively

using its own inner state (and a message m supplied by the caller for Sign queries).

As a result of KeyGenT queries, its state is also updated. Moreover, when explicitly

specified, the oracle could also return to the caller the public keys pk which are part of

its local output during KeyGenT and SignT queries.

2.2.1 Symmetric encryption

Our construction requires indistinguishability under a chosen ciphertext attack: no

adversary, given an encryption oracle that, each time it is queried, takes as input two

messages and always encrypts the first or the second one, and a decryption oracle which

cannot be queried on outputs of the first oracle, should be able to tell which of the two

messages the encryption oracle is encrypting. We also require integrity of ciphertexts: no

adversary, given an encryption oracle, should be able to create a new ciphertext which

successfully decrypts.

Definition 1 (Symmetric Encryption). A Symmetric Encryption scheme is a triple of

PPT algorithms SE = (SE.G,SE.E,SE.D) such that:

• SE.G(1κ)→ ek is the “Key Generation algorithm”, which on input the security

parameter κ outputs a secret key ek. In this work, we assume without loss of

generality that SE.G simply samples3 ek ←R {0, 1}κ.

3One can turn any encryption scheme into one which satisfies this convention by considering as a secret
key the randomness used in the key generation algorithm. When using an encryption scheme based on a
block cipher such as AES, this requirement is already fulfilled.
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• SE.E(ek,m)→ c is the “Encryption algorithm”, which on input a secret key ek

and a message m outputs a ciphertext c.

• SE.D(ek, c) → m is the “Decryption algorithm”, which on input a secret key

ek and a ciphertext c outputs a message m, or a special error symbol ⊥ if the

ciphertext is invalid.

We require that any Symmetric Encryption scheme satisfies the following correctness

property for all κ and all messages m:

Pr[ek ← SE.G(1κ) : SE.D(ek,SE.E(ek,m)) = m] = 1.

Definition 2 (Indistinguishability of plaintexts). Let SE = (SE.G,SE.E,SE.D) be

a Symmetric Encryption scheme. Consider the following the following experiment

between an adversary A and a challenger, parameterized by a bit b:

SE.ExpIND-CCASE
A,b(1

κ):

1. The challenger computes ek ← SE.G(1κ).

2. It runs A(1κ). A can ask SE.E and SE.D queries. For any SE.E query, A

submits two messages m0,m1 of the same size and receives SE.E(ek,mb). For

any SE.D query on input c, A receives SE.D(ek, c) if c is not the output of a

previous SE.E query, and ⊥ otherwise.

3. The adversary outputs a bit b′, which defines the output of the experiment.

A Symmetric Encryption scheme SE is said to be IND-CCA secure if for all PPT A

there exists a negligible function µ such that

|Pr[SE.ExpIND-CCASE
A,0(1

κ) = 1]− Pr[SE.ExpIND-CCASE
A,1(1

κ) = 1]|< µ(κ)
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Definition 3 (Integrity of ciphertexts). Let SE = (SE.G,SE.E,SE.D) be a Symmet-

ric Encryption scheme. Consider the following the following experiment between an

adversary A and a challenger, parameterized by a bit b:

SE.ExpINT-CTXTSE
A,b(1

κ):

1. The challenger computes ek ← SE.G(1κ).

2. It runs A(1κ). A can ask SE.E and SE.D queries. For any SE.E query, A

submits a message m and receives SE.E(ek,m). For any SE.D query on input

c, A receives SE.D(ek, c) if c is not the output of a previous SE.E query, and ⊥

otherwise.

3. When A halts, the output of the experiment is defined to be 1 if A received an

output m ̸=⊥ from at least one SE.D query, and 0 otherwise.

A Symmetric Encryption scheme SE is said to be INT-CTXT secure if for all PPT

A there exists a negligible function µ such that

Pr[SE.ExpINT-CTXTSE
A (1κ) = 1] < µ(κ)

For our case, a Symmetric Encryption scheme which is both IND-CCA and INT-

CTXT secure can be constructed in the random oracle model.

2.2.2 Min Entropy

Definition 4 (Min Entropy). Let X be a discrete random variable. The min entropy of X

is

H∞(X) = max
x∈X
− log2 Pr[X = x]
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The following are two useful lemmas which bound the probability of guessing a

password with the min entropy of the distribution it is sampled from.

Lemma 5. Consider the following experiment involving an adversary S:

ExpGuessS(1
κ) :

1. S(1κ) outputs a distribution PWD over {0, 1}κ.

2. The challenger samples pwd← PWD and continues running the adversary SGuess(·),

which now has access to an oracle which takes as input a guess pwd′ and returns

0 or 1 depending on whether pwd = pwd′.

3. When S halts, the output of the experiment is set to be 1 if one of the guesses from

S was correct, and 0 otherwise.

For all integer functions q(κ),m(κ), all (even computationally unbounded) adver-

saries S which output distributions whose min entropy is lower bounded by m(κ) and

which make at most q(κ) queries, it holds that

Pr[ExpGuessS(1
κ) = 1] ≤ q(κ)

2m(κ)

Proof. For any fixed number of guesses q(κ), the adversary with the best success proba-

bility is the one which guesses the q(κ) passwords which have the greatest probability of

being sampled by the distribution PWD. By the definition of min entropy, each of these

guesses will be correct with probability at most 2−m(κ), from which the claim follows by

a union bound.

Lemma 6. Consider the following game involving an adversary S:

ExpGuessTwoS(1
κ) :
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1. S(1κ) outputs a distribution PWDS over {0, 1}κ × {0, 1}κ.

2. The challenger samples (pwd0, pwd1)← PWDS and continues running the adver-

sary SGuess(·), which now has access to an oracle which takes as input a guess pwd′

and returns 1 if pwd′ = pwd0 or pwd′ = pwd1 and 0 otherwise.

3. When S halts, the output of the experiment is set to be 1 if one of the guesses from

S was correct, and 0 otherwise.

For each distribution PWDS over {0, 1}κ × {0, 1}κ, we can consider the two “trun-

cated” distributions over {0, 1}κ obtained by sampling an element from PWDS and

truncating the first or the last κ bits.

For all integer functions q(κ),m(κ), all (even computationally unbounded) adver-

saries S which output distributions where each of the truncations has entropy lower

bounded by m(κ) and make at most q(κ) guesses, it holds that

Pr[ExpGuessTwoS(1
κ) = 1] ≤ 2q(κ)

2m(κ)

Proof. The proof is similar to the previous one. For any fixed number of guesses q(κ), the

adversary with the best success probability is the one which guesses the q(κ) passwords

which have the greatest probability of being sampled as the first or second element by the

distribution PWDS. By the definition of min entropy, each password can be sampled with

probability at most 2 · 2−m(κ), as it can be sampled with the same probability of at most

2−m(κ) both as the first and as the second component of the couple. The claim follows by

a union bound.
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2.3 Threshold Signature scheme

This section recalls the definition of a Threshold Signature scheme. In addition to the

standard Unforgeability properties, we also introduce a new Non-Signalling property

which is required by our construction. The formalization presented here is for a 2-party

setting (C and T ) and the key shares are computed by the parties using a distributed key

generation algorithm (as opposed to being provided by a trusted dealer).

Definition 7. A (2-out-of-2) Threshold Signature scheme consists of a tuple of distributed

PPT algorithms defined as follows:

• ⟨TS.GC(1κ);TS.GT(1κ)⟩ → ⟨skC , pk; skT , pk⟩ are two randomized algorithms

which take as input the security parameter and, after interacting with each other,

produce as output a public key pk (output by both parties) and a secret key share

for each of them. We use TS.Gen(1κ)→ (skC , skT , pk) as a compact expression

for the above computation.

• ⟨TS.SC(skC ,m);TS.ST(skT ,m)⟩ → ⟨σ;⊥⟩ are two randomized algorithms

interacting to produce as output a signature4 σ. We use TS.Sign(skC ,m, skT )→

σ as as a compact expression for the above computation.

• TS.Ver(pk,m, σ)→ 0 ∨ 1 is a deterministic algorithm. It takes as input a public

key, a message and a signature and outputs 1 (accept) or 0 (reject).

These algorithms have to satisfy the following correctness property: for all messages

m

Pr

⎡⎢⎣ (skC , skT , pk)← TS.Gen(1κ) :

TS.Ver(pk,m,TS.Sign(skC ,m, skT )) = 1

⎤⎥⎦ = 1

4This definition states that party T does not output the signature. However, in our construction we do
not rely on σ being “hidden” from T , so threshold schemes where both parties learn the signature can also
be used in our construction.
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Definition 8. Let TS be a Threshold Signature scheme. Define the following experiment

between an adversary A and a challenger:

TS.ForgeCTS
A :

1. The challenger executes TS.GT(1κ) interacting with A (who plays the role of C)

and obtains a public key pk and a secret key share skT . It gives pk to A.

2. The adversary can adaptively ask signing queries for an arbitrarily chosen message

m. For each such query, the challenger runs TS.ST(skT ,m) interacting with A

in the role of C.

3. The adversary outputs a forgery (m,σ). The output of the experiment is 1 if

TS.Ver(pk,m, σ) = 1 but the adversary never asked a signing query for m.

An analogous experiment TS.ForgeT can be defined, where the adversary plays

the role of C and the challenger plays the role of T . In this case, for each signing query

the adversary also gets the signature locally output by the SignC algorithm which the

challenger runs.

A TS is said to be existentially Unforgeable for C (resp. Unforgeable for T )

under a chosen message attack if for all PPT A the probability that TS.ForgeC (resp.

TS.ForgeT) outputs 1 is negligible. A TS which satisfies both properties is simply said

Unforgeable.

The Non-Signalling definition consists of two properties. First, we require that

a malicious token cannot bias the distribution of the public keys output by TS.Gen

when interacting with an honest client (as long as such token does not make the TS.Gen

execution abort). More in detail, we require that for any polynomial sized circuit Π (which

does not make the execution of TS.Gen abort with more than negligible probability),
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the distribution of public keys output by an execution of the TS.GC interacting with

Π in the role of T is statistically indistinguishable from the distribution obtained by

running TS.Gen with both parties implemented honestly. This is formalized as an

experiment where an adversary A (not necessarily running in polynomial time) outputs a

PPT program Π and then has to distinguish whether it is given a public key generated

by an honest client interacting with Π or by an honest client interacting with an honest

token.

Analogously, the second property requires that a malicious token cannot bias the

distribution of signatures output by the TS.Sign algorithm. An adversary A outputs

a public key pk, a message m, a secret key for the client skC and a polynomial sized

circuit Π which can interact with a client running TS.SC(skC ,m), such that (with all

but negligible probability) the output for the client interacting with Π is a valid signature

on m w.r.t. pk. We require that A cannot distinguish between the output of such an

interaction and a valid signature on m w.r.t. pk sampled uniformly at random.

Definition 9. Let TS = (TS.GC,TS.GT,TS.SC,TS.ST,TS.Ver) be a Threshold

Signature scheme. Consider the following two experiments between an adversary A and

a challenger, each parameterized by a bit b:

TS.NS12FS,bA (1κ) :

1. A(1κ) outputs a polynomial size (in κ) circuit Π, such that

Pr[⟨·, pk; ·⟩ ← ⟨TS.GC(1κ); Π⟩ : pk ̸=⊥] > 1− µ(κ)

(i.e. running the circuit interacting with an honest TS.GC implementation results

in such honest implementation outputting ⊥ with at most negligible probability).

2. If b = 0, the challenger computes ⟨·, pk; ·⟩ ← ⟨TS.GC(1κ); Π⟩; otherwise it

computes ⟨·, pk; ·⟩ ← ⟨TS.GC(1κ);TS.GT(1κ)⟩. Then it returns pk to A.
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3. A outputs a bit b′, which defines the output of the experiment.

TS.NS22FS,bA (1κ) :

1. A(1κ) outputs a polynomial size (in κ) circuit Π, a secret key share skC , a

message m and a public key pk, such that Pr[⟨σ; ·⟩ ← ⟨TS.SC(skC ,m); Π⟩ :

TS.Ver(pk,m, σ) = 1] > 1 − µ(κ) (i.e. running the circuit interacting with an

honest TS.SC implementation on input skC ,m results in such honest implemen-

tation outputting a valid signature for m under pk with overwhelming probability).

2. If b = 0, the challenger computes ⟨σ; ·⟩ ← ⟨TS.SC(1κ); Π⟩; otherwise it samples

a valid signature at random, i.e. it samples σ ←R {σ : Ver(pk,m, σ) = 1}. Then

it returns σ to A.

3. A outputs a bit b′, which defines the output of the experiment.

TS is said to be Non-Signalling if for all PPT adversaries A there exist a negligible

function µ such that

|Pr[TS.NS12FS,0A (1κ) = 1]− Pr[TS.NS12FS,1A (1κ) = 1]|< µ(κ)

|Pr[TS.NS22FS,0A (1κ) = 1]− Pr[TS.NS22FS,1A (1κ) = 1]|< µ(κ)

If the above equations hold even for adversaries A which are not bounded to be PPT

(but that output circuits Π which still have to be polynomially sized), the TS is said to be

Statistically Non-Signalling.

2.4 Two Factor Signature Schemes

A Two Factor Signature scheme is similar to a 2-out-of-2 threshold signature scheme,

where signatures are generated by two parties: a client C whose only long term state is
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a (typically low entropy and independently generated) password, and a token T , who

can store and generate secrets of arbitrary length. We envision the token party T to be

implemented on a hardware token (which a user would carry around) with a dedicated

screen and button which would ask the user for confirmation before producing signatures.

The semantics of the scheme are designed to capture the fact that a token party T

has a single state sT which can be used as input to produce signatures according to

different public keys (for which an initialization phase was previously performed). This

is useful, as typically a hardware wallet would offer support for multiple cryptocurrency

accounts, and therefore such semantics allow us to design a scheme which natively

supports multiple such accounts and reason about the security of the whole system.

More specifically, one can think of each public key that the scheme can produce

signatures for as being associated with both a password and a (not necessarily private)

mnemonic key identifier (or account identifier in the hardware wallets application) chosen

by the user (i.e.“savings” or “vacation fund”). In order to generate a new public

key the client executes the KeyGen algorithm with a token T . The client’s inputs are

the key identifier and its password pwd, while the token updates its state sT as a result of

running this algorithm. Later, the client can produce signatures for that public key on a

message m by running the Sign algorithm (interacting with the same token) on input m

and the same password and key identifier. Additionally, the PK algorithm can be used to

reconstruct a previously generated public key (both the password and the key identifier

are required in this case as well). In our formal description, for the sake of simplicity and

w.l.o.g., we consider such key identifier to be part of the password itself.

Definition 10. A Two Factor Signature scheme (2FS) consists of a tuple of PPT algo-

rithms:

• ⟨KeyGenC(pwd);KeyGenT(sT )⟩ → ⟨pk; pk, s′T ⟩ are two randomized algo-
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rithms interacting with each other to produce as output a public key pk (output

by both parties). sT represents the state of party T before running the algorithm

(which would be ⊥ on the first invocation), and s′T represents its new updated state.

We use KeyGen(pwd, sT ) → (pk, s′T ) as a compact expression for the above

computation.

• ⟨PKC(pwd);PKT(sT )⟩ → ⟨pk; pk⟩ are two algorithms interacting with each

other to produce as output a public key. We use PK(pwd, sid, sT ) → pk as a

compact expression for the above computation.

• ⟨SignC(pwd,m);SignT(sT ,m)⟩ → ⟨σ;⊥⟩ are two randomized algorithms inter-

acting with each other to produce as output a signature σ, output by the first party

only. We use Sign(pwd,m, sT ) → σ as as a compact expression for the above

computation.

• Ver(pk,m, σ)→ 0 ∨ 1 is a deterministic algorithm. It takes as input a public key,

a message and a signature and outputs 1 (accept) or 0 (reject).

These algorithms have to satisfy the following correctness properties. Let sT be any

valid token state (i.e. any state obtained by starting with ⊥ as the initial state and then

updating it through several executions of KeyGen on input arbitrary passwords), pwd

be any password which was used in at least one such execution of KeyGen, pk be the

output of the KeyGenC algorithm in the most recent of the executions of KeyGen on

input pwd. We require that both

Pr[PK(pwd, sT ) = pk] = 1, Pr[Ver(pk,m,Sign(pwd,m, sT )) = 1] = 1

As discussed in the introduction, in order to give precise security guarantees depend-

ing on the capabilities of the adversary, we formalize several unforgeability notions for a

2FS.
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Unforgeability for the Client The first property, Unforgeability for the Client, is framed

as an experiment where the adversary plays the role of a client interacting with an oracle

simulating an honestly implemented token. The adversary is allowed to interact with the

token by adaptively asking multiple KeyGen, PK, Sign queries on arbitrary inputs.

The definition requires that (except with negligible probability) after interacting n times

with the token oracle on Sign queries for a specific message m, the adversary cannot

produce signatures on m for more than n of the public keys that the token had output

during KeyGen queries. Moreover, it requires that the adversary cannot make the token

output (as the result of a PK query) a public key which the token did not help generating

(and thus did not output during a previous KeyGen query).

In order to check the conditions described above, the challenger keeps a list g of all

the public keys returned to A by a KeyGen query, a list p of the public keys returned

by a PK query, and for any message m it records how many Sign queries for m were

asked by A.

Definition 11. Let 2FS = (KeyGenC,KeyGenT,PKC,PKT,SignC,SignT,Ver)

be a Two Factor Signature scheme. Consider the following experiment between an

adversary A and a challenger:

ExpForgeC2FS
A (1κ) :

1. The challenger runs the adversary A, giving it access to a token oracle T (A is

given the pk values output by such oracle during KeyGen and PK queries). A

can interact with the oracle arbitrarily. In addition, the challenger records the pk

values locally output by the token oracle for KeyGen queries on an (initially

empty) list g, and for PK queries on an (initially empty) list p.

2. A halts and outputs a message m and a list of forgeries (pk1, σ1), . . . , (pkn, σn).

We define the output of the experiment as 1 if either there exists a pk that belongs
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to p but not to g, or if for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Ver(pki,m, σi) = 1, all the pki are

distinct and are in g, and A made at most n− 1 Sign queries to the oracle T on

input m.

2FS is said to be Unforgeable for the Client if for all PPT adversaries A there exist

a negligible function µ such that for all κ

Pr[ExpForgeC2FS
A (1κ) = 1] ≤ µ(κ).

Unforgeability for the Token The second property, Unforgeability for the Token, is

analogous to the previous one. It is formalized as an experiment where A plays the role

of a token who can interact in arbitrary KeyGenC,PKC,SignC queries with an honest

client simulated by the challenger. The definition requires that (except as specified below)

after interacting n times with the client oracle on Sign queries for a specific message m,

the adversary cannot produce signatures on m for more than n of the public keys that

the client had output during KeyGen queries. Moreover, it requires that the adversary

cannot make the client output (as a result of a PKC query) a public key which the client

did not help generating (during a KeyGenC query).

In this case, since we want the honest client not to keep any long term state between

different executions besides the password (so that having physical access to the hardware

token and remembering the password is enough to produce signatures), the definition

must allow the adversary to succeed with the same probability with which it can guess

such password. This is formalized by presenting the definition in the random oracle model.

Initially, the adversary outputs a password distribution PWD from which the challenger

samples the password which the honest client will use. The scheme is unforgeable for

the token if no adversary can forge with probability better than the one of guessing such

password (given a number of guesses equal to the number of random oracle queries
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asked by A). We quantify this probability in terms of the min entropy of the password

distribution PWD.

Definition 12. Let 2FS = (KeyGenC,KeyGenT,PKC,PKT,SignC,SignT,Ver)

be a Two Factor Signature scheme. Consider the following experiment between an

adversary A and a challenger:

ExpForgeT2FS
A (1κ) :

1. The challenger runs the (stateful) adversary A(1κ) on input the security parameter.

A outputs a distribution PWD over {0, 1}κ.

2. The challenger samples pwd←R PWD.

3. The adversary can adaptively query the following oracles:

• KeyGenC: It takes no input from A, and executes KeyGenC(pwd) inter-

acting with A (who plays the role of T ) and gives A its local output pk. In

addition, the challenger appends pk to an (initially empty) list g.

• PKC: This oracle takes no input from A, and executes PKC(pwd) interact-

ing with A and also gives it its local output pk. In addition, the challenger

appends pk to an (initially empty) list p.

• SignC : It takes as input m from A, and runs SignC(pwd) interacting with

A, and also gives it its local output σ.

• RǑ(·). This oracle implements a random oracle which might be required

by the scheme.

4. A halts, and possibly outputs a message m and a tuple of forgeries (pk1, σ1), . . . ,

(pkn, σn). We define the output of the experiment as 1 if either there exists a pk

that belongs to p but not to g, or if for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Ver(pki,m, σi) = 1, all
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the pki are distinct and are in g, and the SignC oracle was queried at most n− 1

times on m.

2FS is said to be Unforgeable for the Token if for all PPT adversaries A such that

A(1κ) makes at most q(κ) queries to the random oracle and outputs distributions PWD

with min entropy lower bounded by m(κ), there exist a negligible function µ such that

for all κ

Pr[ExpForgeT2FS
A (1κ) = 1] ≤ q(κ)

2m(κ)
+ µ(κ).

Unforgeability With Access to the Token In the next definition, Unforgeability With

Access to the Token, we consider an adversary which can arbitrarily interact with a token

oracle, and in addition has access to a client oracle. This client oracle models a client who

uses a password sampled from a distribution chosen by the adversary and answers the

adversary’s queries by interacting with the token oracle. Unlike in previous definitions,

here the adversary is allowed to interact with the token on input the message on which it

will forge, but its success probability in forging is bound by the probability of guessing

the password (given one “guess” per interaction with the token oracle). As before, this

limitation is expressed in terms of the min entropy of the distribution from which the

password is sampled.

Definition 13. Let 2FS = (KeyGenC,KeyGenT,PKC,PKT,SignC,SignT,Ver)

be a Two Factor Signature scheme. Consider the following experiment between an

adversary A and a challenger:

ExpForgePwdGuess2FSA (1κ) :

1. The challenger runs the adversary A, giving it access to a token oracle T (A is

also given the pk values output by such oracle during KeyGen and PK queries).

A can interact with the oracle arbitrarily.
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2. During the execution, A outputs a distribution PWD. The challenger samples

pwd ← PWD. From this point on (in addition to T), the adversary is allowed to

make queries to a new client oracle C which supports KeyGenC, PKC, SignC

queries. For each query, this oracle will execute the respective client algorithm on

input pwd, interact with the token oracle T (by asking an appropriate query) and

return C’s local output to A (for SignC queries, A can also specify the message

m that the oracles will use in their interaction).

In addition, for each KeyGenC query where the C’s output given to the adversary

is pk, the challenger creates a record (pk, s) where s is an initially empty set of

messages and adds it to an (initially empty) list g. For each SignC query on input

pwd and m, the challenger adds m to the set s of the most recent record in g.

3. A halts and outputs a triple (pk′,m′, σ′). The output of the experiment is 1 if

Ver(pk′,m′, σ′) = 1, there is a record (pk, s) in g where pk = pk′ and5 m′ ̸∈ s .

Otherwise, the output is 0.

2FS is said to be Unforgeable With Access to the Token if for all adversaries

A such that A(1κ) makes at most q(κ) queries to the T oracle after it outputs PWD,

and outputs distributions PWD with min entropy lower bounded by m(κ), there exist a

negligible function µ such that for all κ

Pr[ExpForgePwdGuess2FSA (1κ) = 1] ≤ q(κ)

2m(κ)
+ µ(κ)

Unforgeability for the Token Manufacturer The next definition, Unforgeability for

the Token Manufacturer, is formalized as an experiment where the adversary first outputs

a stateful program Π, and then can ask an honest client (simulated by the challenger)

5Note that this restriction allows A to ask T a Sign query on input m′, as those queries do not modify
the list g or any of the sets s.
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to interact with such program in arbitrary KeyGen, PK and Sign queries (where the

adversary can pick the pwd and m inputs for such client and receives its outputs). The

definition requires that (except with negligible probability) the adversary cannot produce

a forgery on a message m valid w.r.t. one of the public keys pk output by the client,

unless it previously received a valid signature on m w.r.t. pk as the output of a Sign

query.

We restrict such definition to adversaries which satisfy a compliance property. Infor-

mally, an adversary is compliant if during any execution of the unforgeability experiment,

with overwhelming probability, it outputs programs Π such that the outputs of the honest

client (simulated by the challenger) on the adversary’s queries respect the same correct-

ness conditions as if the simulated client was interacting with an honestly implemented

token. In particular, running a PK query on input some password pwd, the client should

obtain the same pk which it output during the most recent KeyGen query on input the

same pwd; similarly, the output of a Sign query on input m and pwd should be a valid

signature w.r.t. the public key pk which was output during the most recent KeyGen

query for pwd.

Remark 14. Restricting to compliant adversaries is a reasonable limitation: if a user

notices that her hardware token is not producing signatures or public keys correctly,

for example by selectively aborting during signature generation or by returning invalid

signatures or inconsistent public keys, such abnormal behavior would be easy to detect or

even impossible to go unnoticed. For example, if a 2FS was used to sign a cryptocurrency

transaction, but the client output an invalid signature for the user’s expected public

key/source address of the transaction, then even if the client side software did not check

the signature and it got broadcasted to the network, the receiver of the funds would

eventually complain that the funds were never transferred.

Definition 15. Let 2FS = (KeyGenC,KeyGenT,PKC,PKT,SignC,SignT,Ver)
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be a Two Factor Signature scheme. Consider the following experiment between a PPT

adversary A and a challenger, parameterized by a bit b:

ExpForgeTokMan2FSA (1κ) :

1. A(1κ) outputs a polynomial size circuit Π, which implements the same interface as

a Token Oracle. We stress that this program is not bound to implement the honest

algorithms, but may deviate in arbitrary ways (subject to A being compliant as

specified below).

2. A can now ask an arbitrary number of KeyGen, PK and Sign queries to the

challenger. In each query, the challenger simulates an honest client C interacting

with Π in the role of T on input a pwd and possibly a message m both arbitrarily

chosen by the adversary (in the case of a Sign query, Π is also given as input m),

and gives A such client’s output.

In addition, for each KeyGen query, the challenger records the simulated client’s

output pk in an (initially empty) list g, and for each Sign query on input some

message m where the client’s output is σ, the challenger adds a record (pk,m) to

an (initially empty) list s for any pk ∈ g such that Ver(pk,m, σ) = 1 (if such a

pk exists).

3. A halts and outputs a triple (pk′,m′, σ′). The output of the experiment is 1 if

Ver(pk′,m′, σ′) = 1, pk′ ∈ g and (pk′,m′) ̸∈ s. Otherwise, the output is 0.

During an execution of ExpForgeTokMan2FS, we say that a query asked by A

(i.e. an execution of either KeyGen,PK or Sign where the challenger executes the

algorithm for C interacting with Π in the role of T ) is compliant if the output of the

challenger in this interaction satisfies the same correctness conditions that interacting
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with an honest token implementation would. In more detail, the query is compliant (with

respect to a specific execution of ExpForgeTokMan) if:

• in the case of a KeyGen query, the output of the client (simulated by the chal-

lenger) is a pk ̸=⊥ (which implies that Π did not abort or send an otherwise invalid

message)

• in the case of a PK query on input some password pwd, the simulated client output

the same pk which it output the most recent time it executed a KeyGen query

on input the same pwd (or ⊥ if the adversary never asked any KeyGen query on

input pwd)

• in the case of a Sign query on input m and pwd, the simulated client outputs a

valid signature w.r.t. the pk which was output during the most recently executed

KeyGen query on input pwd (or ⊥ if the adversary never asked any KeyGen

query on input pwd).

We say that an execution of ExpForgeTokMan2FS is compliant if all the queries in

that execution are compliant. We say that an adversary A is compliant if, with all but

negligible probability, any execution of ExpForgeTokMan2FSA (1κ) is compliant.

2FS is said to be Unforgeable for the Token Manufacturer if for all PPT compliant

adversaries A there exist a negligible function µ such that for all κ

Pr[ExpForgeTokMan2FSA (1κ) = 1] < µ(κ)

For simplicity, we say that a 2FS is unforgeable if it satisfies all the notions of

unforgeability.

Definition 16. We say that a Two Factor Signature scheme is Unforgeable if it is
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Unforgeable for the Client, Unforgeable for the Token, Unforgeable for the Token

Manufacturer and Unforgeable with Access to the Token.

Non-Signalling Towards proving unforgeability for the token manufacturer, it will be

useful to first show that our scheme satisfies a notion of Non-Signalling, which is of

independent interest. This property is formalized as an indistinguishability definition: the

adversary outputs a circuit Π, and then asks the challenger to interact with such circuit

on arbitrary KeyGen, PK and Sign queries. The challenger either uses Π to answer

all such queries, or an honest implementation of the token algorithms; we require that

no adversary can notice this difference with better than negligible probability. As in the

previous definition, we restrict our attention to compliant adversaries.

Definition 17. Let 2FS = (KeyGenC,KeyGenT,PKC,PKT,SignC,SignT,Ver)

be a Two Factor Signature scheme. Consider the following experiment between an

adversary A and a challenger, parameterized by a bit b:

ExpNonSignal2FS,bA (1κ) :

1. A(1κ) outputs a polynomial sized circuit Π, which implements the same interface

as a Token Oracle. We stress that this program is not bound to implement the

honest algorithms, but may deviate in arbitrary ways (subject toA being compliant

as specified below).

2. A can now ask an arbitrary number of KeyGen, PK and Sign queries to the

challenger. In each query, the adversary provides the inputs for C (i.e. pwd and

possibly m). If b = 0, the challenger interacts with program Π using the appropriate

algorithms for C and the inputs given by A (note that in the case of a Sign query,

Π is also given the message m supplied by the adversary as an input), and gives

A the local output of the C algorithm in such computation. If b = 1, instead, the
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challenger answers the queries by interacting with an honestly implemented Token

Oracle.

3. A halts and outputs a bit b′, which defines the output of the experiment.

Note that in an execution of ExpNonSignal2FS,0, A’s view has exactly the same

distribution as in an execution of ExpForgeTokMan. Thus, we can define a compliant

query asked by A w.r.t. an ExpNonSignal2FS,0 execution, a compliant execution of

ExpNonSignal2FS,0 and a compliant adversary as in Definition 15.

2FS is said to be Non-Signalling if for all compliant PPT adversaries A there exist a

negligible function µ such that for all κ

|Pr[ExpNonSignal2FS,0A (1κ) = 1]− Pr[ExpNonSignal2FS,1A (1κ) = 1]|< µ(κ)

2.5 Constructing a Two Factor Signature Scheme

In this section, we show how to construct a secure Two Factor Signature scheme (in the

random oracle model), by combining any IND-CPA and INT-CTXT secure Symmetric

Encryption scheme, a hash function (modelled as a random oracle) and any Unforgeable

and Statistically Non-Signalling Threshold Signature scheme.

Let TS = (TS.GC,TS.GT,TS.SC,TS.ST,TS.Ver) be a Threshold Signature

scheme, SE = (SE.G,SE.E,SE.D) be a Symmetric Encryption scheme, and RǑ be

hash function which maps strings of arbitrary length to {0, 1}κ × {0, 1}κ. Our proposed

construction depends on a security parameter κ, which is given as implicit input to all

algorithms.

The token state sT is structured as a key-value store (map), where the keys are
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strings in {0, 1}κ called handles and the values are tuples of strings. Initially, the

KeyGenT algorithm can be supplied ⊥, which is treated as an empty store. We define

sT .Add(handle, y) as the map obtained from sT by additionally associating the key

handle with the value y (which overwrites any previous value associated with handle),

and sT .Find(handle) as the value associated to handle by sT , or ⊥ if no such pair

exists.

All algorithms will abort (i.e. return ⊥) if any of their sub-algorithms abort (for

example if decrypting a ciphertext fails or the store sT does not contain the expected

value) or the other party aborts or sends a malformed message. Using these conventions,

we can define a Two Factor Signature scheme as follows (the scheme is also illustrated in

Fig. 2.1):

• KeyGenC(pwd) → pk: Run TS.GC(1κ) interacting with KeyGenT and ob-

tain (skC , pk) as the local output. Then, compute (ek, handle)← RǑ(pwd), c←

SE.E(ek, (skC , pk)) and send (handle, c) to T . Output pk.

• KeyGenT(sT )→ s′T : Run TS.GT(1κ) interacting with KeyGenC and obtain

skT , pk as the local output. Then, receive (handle, c) from KeyGenC, set s′T ←

sT .Add(handle, (c, skT , pk)) and output (s′T , pk).

• PKC(pwd): Compute (ek, handle)← RǑ(pwd), send handle to PKT. Upon

receiving c in response, compute (skC , pk)← SE.D(ek, c) and output pk.

• PKT(sT ): Upon receiving handle from PKC, retrieve c and pk from the state by

computing (c, skC , pk)← sT .Find(handle), send c to PKC and output pk.

• SignC(pwd,m): Compute (ek, handle) ← RǑ(pwd) and send handle to

SignT. Upon receiving c in response, compute (skC , pk) ← SE.D(ek, c), then

execute TS.SC(skC ,m) (interacting with SignT) and output the resulting σ.
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• SignT(sT ,m): Upon receiving handle from PKC, compute (c, skC , pk) ←

sT .Find(handle), send c to SignC and run TS.ST(skT ,m).

• Ver(pk,m, σ): Output TS.Ver(pk,m, σ).

KeyGenC(pwd) : KeyGenT(sT ) :

(skC , pk)← TS.GC(1κ) ↔ TS.GT(1κ)→ (skT , pk)

(ek, handle)← RǑ(pwd)

c← SE.E(ek, (skC , pk))
handle,c−−−−→ s′T ← sT .Add(handle, (c, skT , pk))

Output pk Output (s′T , pk)

PKC(pwd) : PKT(sT ) :

(ek, handle)← RǑ(pwd)
handle−−−→ (c, skT , pk)← sT .Find(handle)

(skC , pk)← SE.D(ek, c)
c←−

Output pk Output pk

SignC(pwd,m) : SignT(sT ,m) :

(ek, handle)← RǑ(pwd)
handle−−−→ (c, skT , pk)← sT .Find(handle)

(skC , pk)← SE.D(ek, c)
c←−

σ ← TS.SC(skC ,m) ↔ TS.ST(skT ,m)

Output σ

Figure 2.1: The Two Factor Signature scheme construction. The verification algorithm is
the one of the underlying TS.

The security of the scheme is established by the following theorems.

Theorem 18. If the underlying Threshold Signature scheme is Unforgeable for the Client,

the Two Factor Signature scheme described above is Unforgeable for the Client.

The proof of this theorem is essentially a reduction to the unforgeability for C of

the Threshold Signature scheme. The adversary B (against the TS) simulates for any

adversary A (against the 2FS) an execution of ExpForgeC; B guesses which of the

KeyGen queries by A will produce a public key pk such that A outputs a forgery on m

w.r.t. pk but A does not ask any Sign queries “with respect to pk” (in a sense explained
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in the full proof). B makes A interact with its challenger for such KeyGen query (and

the related Sign queries), so that if its guess is correct then the forgery produced by A

can directly be used as a forgery to win TS.ForgeC.

Proof. First, notice that by construction in the proposed 2FS scheme it is not possible

that p contains a public key which is not in g. This is because a token oracle T will

output a pk during a PK query (and thus such pk is part of p) only if such a public key

is already part of its internal state, and the only way in which pk could be added to such

state is through a KeyGenT query, which implies that pk is also part of g. Therefore, A

must be winning the experiment by outputting a message m and more valid forgeries on

m than the number of signing queries with T on input m.

During an execution of the ExpForgeT experiment, we say that a forgery (pkj, σj)

(produced by the adversary at the end of the experiment) is associated with the i-th

KeyGen query if pkj is the public key output by the token in the KeyGen query.

Moreover, we say that a Sign query is associated with the i-th KeyGen query if the

handle that the adversary sends to the challenger as its first message for the Sign query

is the same which was used in the last message of the i-th KeyGen query, and the

i-th KeyGen query is the most recent query before the Sign query with such property.

Intuitively, we only consider the most recent KeyGen query because a handle is used

by the token to retrieve the secret key share it will use on a specific Sign query. Asking

multiple KeyGen queries where the same handle is used results in a new secret key

share overwriting the old one.

Given all the above, for any A, if the output of an execution of ExpForgeC2FS
A (1κ)

is 1, then in that execution there must be at least one index i such that the adversary

output a forgery (on a message m) associated with the i-th KeyGen query, but there

is no Sign query for m associated with the i-th KeyGen query. This is because no
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two forgeries can be associated with the same KeyGen query (as all the public keys

in the forgeries must be distinct), each Sign query can be associated with at most one

KeyGen query, and the number of Sign queries for m must be smaller than the number

of forgeries. We will call an index i which satisfies this property important.

Assume by contradiction that there exists an adversary A which has non negligible

probability of winning the ExpForgeC2FS
A experiment. We can use A to build an

adversary B which contradicts the unforgeability for C of the underlying Threshold

Signature scheme. Let d(κ) be an upper bound on the number of KeyGen queries asked

by A to the T oracle. B works as follows:

B(1κ) :

• B runs A, simulating for it an execution of ExpForgeC. First, it samples

i ←R {1, . . . , d(κ)}, and its success probability will depend on such index i

being important for the ExpForgeC execution. Then it simulates the T oracle

for A as follows.

• All queries (of any kind) before the i-th KeyGen query are simulated as the

honest challenger would. In particular, B picks ⊥ as initial state sT for the token

oracle and handles the queries by executing the honest algorithms on input sT

(which is also updated as a result of KeyGen queries).

• The i-th KeyGen query by the adversary is handled differently. First, B makes A

interact with its own challenger in an execution of TS.Gen, where the challenger

runs TS.GT and A plays the role of C. At the end, B is given by its challenger

the public key pk∗ which is part of its local output (note that B does not learn the

challenger’s secret key share). Then, when A sends to the simulated oracle T, as

the last message of the KeyGen query, a message (handle∗, c∗), B records such

message together with pk∗. It completes the query by giving A the public key pk∗.
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• After the i-th KeyGen query, when A asks a Sign query to T on input m, where

A’s first message is equal to handle∗, then B first sends the recorded c∗ to A as

a response from T. Then, it continues simulating the query by having A interact

with its own challenger in an execution of TS.Sign. Analogously, PK queries

where the first message from A is equal to handle∗ are handled by returning to A

the recorded c∗. All other Sign and PK queries (where handle ̸= handle∗) are

simulated honestly. KeyGen queries are also simulated honestly. In addition, if at

the end of one such KeyGen query the adversary uses as a handle handle∗, then

B continues by simulating all subsequent queries (of any kind) honestly, including

the ones for handle∗ (in particular, B does not make any more queries to its own

challenger).

• When A outputs a message m and a list of forgeries (pk1, σ1), . . . , (pkn, σn), then

if there exists an index j such that pkj = pk∗ and Ver(pk∗,m, σj) = 1, then B

outputs (m,σj) as a forgery to its challenger; otherwise B halts without producing

any forgery.

First of all, notice that A’s view in this experiment has the same distribution as its

view in the ExpForgeC2FS
A one. This is because the only difference between the two

is that in some of the queries by the adversary where handle = handle∗, B provides

answers to A through its challenger (which implements the algorithms honestly with a

state consistent with what A would expect), and thus this difference does not affect A’s

view.

Moreover, we have that if the simulated ExpForgeC outputs 1 and B guessed the

important index i correctly (which happens with probability 1
d(κ)

conditioned on the

former event), then B’s output will also be a valid forgery for TS.ForgeC.

Thus we have that Pr[ExpForgeC2FS
A (1κ) = 1] ≤ d(κ) ·Pr[TS.ForgeCTS

B (1κ) =
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1], which contradicts the unforgeability against the client of the Threshold Signature

scheme.

Theorem 19. If TS is Unforgeable for the Token, and SE is both IND-CCA and INT-

CTXT secure, the Two Factor Signature scheme described above is Unforgeable for the

Token.

The proof is structured as an hybrid argument. In the first hybrid, we abort if the

adversary makes a random oracle query for the password picked by the challenger. If

this does not happen, then the secret encryption key used by the simulated client when

interacting with the adversary is hidden from its view, and therefore in the following

hybrids we can abort if the adversary tries to manipulate such ciphertexts (thanks to the

INT-CTXT security of the encryption scheme) and moreover substitute all the ciphertexts

with encryptions of 0 (thanks to the IND-CCA security). At this point, the threshold

signing key shares used by the client are hidden from the adversary and therefore, as in

the proof of unforgeability for the client, the challenger can reduce forgeries for the Two

Factor Signature scheme to forgeries for the Threshold Signature scheme.

Proof. Let d(κ) be an upper bound on the number of KeyGen queries asked by A. We

define the following hybrids:

• H0: Defined as ExpForgeT2FS
A (1κ)

• H1: Defined fromH0, where in addition the experiment is aborted (with a special

output GUESSED) if the adversary makes a random oracle query for the password

pwd sampled by the challenger in step 2.

• H2: Defined fromH1, where in addition the experiment is aborted (with a special

output FAKE CTXT) if A asks a SignC or PKC query where it sends to the
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challenger a ciphertext c such that i) c was not initially given toA by the challenger

as part of a previous KeyGenC query and ii) SE.D(ek, c) ̸=⊥ where (ek, ·)←

RǑ(pwd) and pwd is the password chosen by the challenger in step 2.

• H3: Defined from H2, where for each ciphertext computed by the challenger as

SE.E(ek, (skC , pk)) and sent to the adversary in a KeyGenC query, the chal-

lenger instead computes c ← SE.E(ek, 02k) and stores a record (c, (skC , pk)).

Analogously, during any PKC and SignC query, instead of decrypting the ci-

phertext c sent by the adversary as SE.D(ek, c) the challenger uses (skC , pk) if it

has a record (c, (skC , pk)), and behaves as if the decryption algorithm returned ⊥

otherwise.

To prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that for any PPT A there exists a negligible

function µ such that:

|Pr[H0(A, 1κ) = 1]− Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = 1]|< 2q(κ)

2m(κ)
(2.1)

|Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = 1]− Pr[H2(A, 1κ) = 1]|< µ(κ) (2.2)

|Pr[H2(A, 1κ) = 1]− Pr[H3(A, 1κ) = 1]|< µ(κ) (2.3)

|Pr[H3(A, 1κ) = 1]|< µ(κ) (2.4)

We will prove that each condition holds separately.

2.1. Let E be the event “A makes a random oracle query for the password pwd

sampled by the challenger in step 2”. Note that E has the same probability of happening

in both hybrids (Pr[H0(A, 1κ) : E] = Pr[H1(A, 1κ) : E]), that conditioned on E

not happening the view of A has exactly the same distribution in both hybrids (in

particular, Pr[H0(A, 1κ) = 1|¬E] = Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = 1|¬E]) and that Pr[H1(A, 1κ) =

GUESSED] = Pr[H1(A, 1κ) : E]. Therefore, the probability that A can distinguish can
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be upper bounded by the probability that A causesH1 to output GUESSED:

|Pr[H0(A, 1κ) = 1]− Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = 1]| ≤

|Pr[H0(A, 1κ) = 1|¬E]− Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = 1|¬E]| · Pr[H1(A, 1κ) : ¬E]+

|Pr[H0(A, 1κ) = 1|E]− Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = 1|E]| · Pr[H1(A, 1κ) : E] ≤

0 + Pr[H1(A, 1κ) : E] = Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = GUESSED]

(2.5)

Therefore to prove that equation 1 holds it is enough to show that Pr[H1(A, 1κ) =

GUESSED] < q(κ)

2m(κ) . We will prove that this is the case by leveraging Lemma 5. For any

PPT adversary A forH1, let’s define an adversary B for ExpGuess as follows:

BGuess(·)(1κ) :

• B runs A by simulating for it an execution ofH1. When A outputs a distribution

PWDS, B forwards such distribution to its challenger. Moreover, the challenger

samples (ek, handle)← {0, 1}k ×{0, 1}κ, which will be used as the output of the

random oracle on input the pwd picked by B’s challenger.

• Whenever A asks a KeyGenC, PKC or SignC query, such queries are handled

honestly, except that instead of computing (ek, handle)← RǑ(pwd), B uses the

values sampled in the previous step.

• B simulates the random oracle RǑ by sampling answers toA’s queries uniformly

at random and storing them in a table so that the same query always receives the

same answer. In addition, for each such queries for a string pwd, B submits pwd as

a guess to its Guess oracle: if the response is 1, then B can halt (and ExpGuess

outputs 1); otherwise the simulation continues.

• If A halts (with or without outputting a bit), then B halts as well (and ExpGuess

outputs 0).
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Notice that until B halts, the view of A has the same distribution as inH1. The only

change inA’s view is that, instead of computing (ek, handle)← RǑ(pwd), B samples

such values uniformly at random and independently from pwd. The only way that A

can notice such difference, is if it asks a random oracle query for pwd. But, in this case,

B will halt and win the experiment. This proves that Pr[H0(A, 1κ) = GUESSED] <

Pr[ExpGuessB(1
κ) = 1]. Moreover, the number of guess that B makes to its oracle

is upper bounded by the number of random oracle queries asked by A, from which by

Lemma 5 we have that Pr[H0(A, 1κ) = GUESSED] < q(κ)

2m(κ) , which is what we wanted

to prove.

2.2. Analogously as in the previous case, one can show that

|Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = 1]− Pr[H2(A, 1κ) = 1]| ≤ Pr[H2(A, 1κ) = FAKE CTXT]

We will prove that Pr[H2(A, 1κ) = FAKE CTXT] < µ(κ) by reducing this property to

the INT-CTXT security of the Symmetric Encryption scheme. For any PPT adversary A

that distinguishesH1 fromH2, let’s define an adversary B for SE.ExpINT-CTXT as

follows:

B(1κ) :

• B runs A by simulating for it an execution ofH2.

• Whenever A asks a KeyGenC, PKC or SignC query, such queries are handled

as inH2, with the following differences.

In any KeyGenC query, instead of directly computing c← SE.E(ek, (skC , pk))

on its own, B computes c by asking an encryption query to its own SE.E oracle

on input (skC , pk); moreover, it stores a record (c, (skC , pk)).

In any PKC or SignC queries, instead of decrypting (skC , pk) ← SE.D(ek, c)

on its own, B first checks if it has a record (c, (sk′
C , pk

′)) (for some (sk′
C , pk

′)). If
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so, it uses (sk′
C , pk

′) as the output of such decryption; otherwise, it submits c to

its own decryption oracle to compute such output. If the decryption oracle returns

a message m ̸=⊥, B halts with output FAKE CTXT (and SE.ExpINT-CTXT

outputs 1), otherwise the simulation continues (and the PKC or SignC queries

are aborted as if decryption failed).

Random oracle queries are handled exactly as in H1. In particular, if a random

oracle query would causeH1 to output GUESSED, then B also halts with the same

output.

• When A halts (possibly with some forgeries as output), B also halts.

Notice that until B halts, the view of A has the same distribution as in H2. This is

because the only difference in the two experiments is that in one of them the secret key

ek used to produce the ciphertexts given by the challenger during any KeyGen query is

computed as (ek, ·)← RǑ(pwd) inH2 and independently sampled by B’s challenger

in SE.ExpINT-CTXTSE
B ; however, since both experiments are aborted if A asks for

RǑ(pwd), such change cannot affect its view. Moreover, by construction if during a

PKC or SignC query A outputs a ciphertext which causes H3 to output FAKE CTXT

then B would also output FAKE CTXT, and the execution of SE.ExpINT-CTXT

would output 1. This proves that

Pr[H3(A, 1κ) = FAKE CTXT] ≤ Pr[SE.ExpINT-CTXTB(1
κ) = 1].

Since SE is INT-CTXT secure, such quantity must be negligible, which is what we

wanted to prove.

2.3. Assume by contradiction that there exists A such that |Pr[H2(A, 1κ) = 1] −

Pr[H3(A, 1κ) = 1]| is non negligible.
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We will use A to build an adversary B that contradicts the IND-CCA security of SE.

B works as follows:

B(1κ) :

• B runs A by simulating for it an execution ofH2.

• Whenever A asks a KeyGenC, PKC or SignC query, such queries are handled

as inH2, with the following differences.

In any KeyGenC query, instead of directly computing c← SE.E(ek, (skC , pk))

on its own, B computes c by asking an encryption query to its own SE.E oracle

on input ((skC , pk), 02k); moreover, it stores a record (c, (skC , pk)).

In any PKC or SignC, instead of directly computing (skC , pk) ← SE.D(ek, c)

on its own, B first checks if it has a record (c, (sk′
C , pk

′)) (for some (sk′
C , pk

′)) and,

if so, uses (sk′
C , pk

′) as the output of such decryption. Otherwise, it submits c to

its own decryption oracle: if such oracle outputs ⊥, then the simulation continues

(even though this specific PKC or SignC query is aborted as A submitted an

invalid ciphertext); otherwise, B aborts with output FAKE CTXT.

Random oracle queries are handled exactly as in H1. In particular, if a random

oracle query would causeH1 to output GUESSED, then B also halts and outputs

GUESSED.

• WhenA halts (possibly with some forgeries as output), B outputs a bit b′ computed

as in step 4 of ExpForgeT.

Notice that, ifB is running in SE.ExpIND-CCASE
B,0 (resp. SE.ExpIND-CCASE

B,1),

then A’s view has the same distribution as in H2 (resp. H3). This is because the only

difference in the two experiments is that in one of them the secret key ek used to
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produce the ciphertexts given by the challenger during any KeyGen query is com-

puted as (ek, ·) ← RǑ(pwd) in H1 and independently sampled by B’s challenger

in SE.ExpIND-CCASE
B,0; however, since both experiments are aborted if A asks for

RǑ(pwd), such change cannot affect its view. This proves that

|Pr[H2(A, 1κ) = 1]− Pr[H3(A, 1κ) = 1]|≤

|Pr[SE.ExpIND-CCASE
A,0(1

κ) = 1]− Pr[SE.ExpIND-CCASE
A,1(1

κ) = 1]|,

which contradicts the IND-CCA security of SE.

2.4. First, notice that by construction in an execution ofH3 it is not possible that p

contains a public key which is not in g. This is because the PKC algorithm will output

pk during a PK query (and thus such pk would be part of p) only after successfully

decrypting (skC , pk) ← SE.D(ek, c), where c is the ciphertext sent by A as the first

message. If such a ciphertext was originally given to A by the challenger during a

KeyGenC query, then during such query KeyGenC must have output pk, which

therefore must be part of g. Instead, if such a ciphertext was not given to A by the

challenger (and still decrypts correctly), then the experiment would be halted with output

FAKE CTXT. Therefore, whenever H3(A, 1κ) = 1, A must have output a message m

and more valid forgeries on m than the number of SignC queries on input m.

During an execution ofH3, we say that a forgery (pkj, σj) (produced by the adversary

at the end of the experiment) is associated with the i-th KeyGenC query if the output

of this query is pkj; moreover, we say that a Sign query is associated with the i-th

KeyGenC query if the ciphertext c that the adversary sends to the challenger as its first

message for the SignC query is the same whichA received as the last message of the i-th

KeyGenC query. Note that, since with overwhelming probability any two independently

generated ciphertexts must be different (regardless of whether they encrypt the same

message or not), each SignC query can be associated with at most one KeyGenC
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query6.

Given all the above, for any adversary A, if the output of an execution ofH3(A, 1κ)

is 1, then in that execution there must be at least one index i such that the adversary

output a forgery (on a message m) associated with the i-th KeyGenC query, but there is

no SignC query for m associated with the i-th KeyGenC query. This is because each

forgery must be associated with a different KeyGenC query (as all the public keys in the

forgeries must be distinct), and the number of SignC queries for m must be smaller than

the number of forgeries. We will call an index i which satisfies this property important.

Assume by contradiction that there exists an adversary A such that Pr[H3(A, 1κ) =

1] is non negligible. We can use A to build an adversary B which contradicts the

unforgeability for T of the underlying Threshold Signature scheme. Let d(κ) be an upper

bound on the number of KeyGen queries asked by A. B works as follows:

B(1κ) :

• B runs A, simulating for it an execution of ExpForgeC. First, it samples

i ←R {1, . . . , d(κ)}, and its success probability will depend on such index i

being important for this H3 execution. When A outputs a distribution PWD, B

samples pwd ← PWD and (ek, handle) ← RǑ(pwd). Then it handles queries

asked by A as follows.

• All queries (of any kind) before the i-th KeyGen query are simulated as the

honest challenger would in an execution ofH3.

• The i-th KeyGen query by the adversary is handled differently. First, B makes A

interact with its own challenger in an execution of TS.Gen, where the challenger

runs TS.GC and A plays the role of T . At the end, B is given by its challenger

6Formally, we are conditioning over this event which happens with overwhelming probability.
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the public key pk∗ which is part of its local output (note that B does not learn

the challenger’s secret key share). B computes c∗ ← SE.E(ek, 02k),sends A the

couple handle, c∗ and creates a record (c, pk∗).

• After the i-th KeyGenC query, when A asks a SignC query on input m, where

A’s first message is c∗, then B makes A interact with its own challenger in an

execution of TS.Sign, at the end of which it returns to A the challenger’s local

output σ. Analogously, PK queries where the first message from A is c∗ are

handled by returning to A the recorded pk∗. All other Sign and PK queries

(where c ̸= c∗) are simulated as inH3.

• When A outputs a message m and a list of forgeries (pk1, σ1), . . . , (pkn, σn), then

if there exists an index j such that pkj = pk∗ and Ver(pk∗,m, σj) = 1, then B

outputs (m,σj) as a forgery to its challenger; otherwise B halts without producing

any forgery.

Notice that A’s view in this experiment has the same distribution as its view inH3.

This is because the only difference between the two is that in some of the queries by

the adversary where c = c∗, B provides answers to A through its challenger (which

implements the algorithms honestly with a state consistent with what A would expect),

and thus this difference does not affect A’s view. Moreover, we have that if the simulates

H3 execution outputs 1 and B guessed the important index i correctly, then B’s output

will also be a valid forgery for TS.ForgeC. Thus we have that Pr[H3(A, 1κ) = 1] ≤

Pr[TS.ForgeCTS
B (1κ) = 1], which contradicts the unforgeability against the client of

the Threshold Signature scheme.

Theorem 20. If the underlying Threshold Signature scheme is Unforgeable for the Client,

the Two Factor Signature scheme described above is Unforgeable with Access to the

Token.
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The proof is structured as an hybrid argument. First, we abort if the adversary

interacts with the token using a handle derived as a hash of the password sampled by the

challenger (which probability can be bounded by q(κ)

2m(κ) ). Then, since the adversary cannot

query the token using the correct password, we can reduce to the Unforgeability for the

Client property of the Threshold Signature scheme similarly to the proof of Theorem 18.

Proof. Let d(κ) be an upper bound on the number of KeyGen queries asked by A. We

define the following hybrids:

• H0: Defined as ExpForgePwdGuess2FSA (1κ)

• H1: Defined fromH0, where in addition the experiment is aborted (with a special

output GUESSED) if after step 2 the adversary makes a KeyGen PK or Sign

query to T where it sends handle← RǑ(pwd) to the challenger (either as part

of its last message in KeyGen queries or as the first message in PKC and SignC

queries) and pwd is the password sampled by the challenger in step 2.

To prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that for any PPT A there exists a

negligible function µ such that both:

|Pr[H0(A, 1κ) = 1]− Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = 1]|< q(κ)

2m(κ)
+ µ(κ)

|Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = 1]|< µ(κ)

We will prove that each condition holds separately.

1. Analogously to the first case of the proof of theorem 19, one can show that (here

the negligible quantities are omitted):

|Pr[H0(A) = 1]− Pr[H1(A) = 1]| ≤ Pr[H1(A) = GUESSED]
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Therefore to prove that equation 1 holds it is enough to show that Pr[H1(A, 1κ) =

GUESSED] < q(κ)

2m(κ) + µ(κ). We will prove that this is the case by leveraging Lemma 5.

For any PPT adversary A forH1, let’s define an adversary B for ExpGuess as follows:

BGuess(·)(1κ) :

• B runs A by simulating for it an execution ofH1. When A outputs a distribution

PWDS, B forwards such distribution to its challenger. Moreover, the challenger

samples (ek∗, handle∗)← {0, 1}k × {0, 1}κ, which will be used as the output of

the random oracle on input the pwd picked by B’s challenger.

• B simulates the random oracle RǑ by sampling answers toA’s queries uniformly

at random and storing them in a table so that the same query always receives the

same answer.

• Whenever A asks a KeyGenC, PKC or SignC query to C, such queries are

handled honestly, except that in order to handle each query, instead of computing

(ek, handle)← RǑ(pwd), B uses the values sampled in the previous step (as it

does not know pwd).

• All queries asked by A to T are handled honestly, except that after step 2 of

H0, whenever A submits a handle to T (either as part of its last message in

KeyGen queries or as the first message in PKC and SignC queries) and there

exists a previously asked random oracle query for a password pwd such that

(·, handle) = RǑ(pwd), then B submits pwd as a guess to its Guess oracle:

if the response is 1, then B can halt (and ExpGuess outputs 1); otherwise the

simulation continues honestly.

• If A halts (with or without outputting a forgery), then B halts as well (and

ExpGuess outputs 0).
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Notice that until B halts, the view of A has the same distribution as inH1. The only

change in A’s view is that, instead of computing (ek∗, handle∗)← RǑ(pwd) (where

pwd is the password chosen by the challenger), B samples such values uniformly at

random and independently from pwd. The only way that A can notice such difference

is if it either guesses handle∗ and asks a query to T where it uses such value (which

can happen with at most negligible probability, and we implicitly condition over this

event not happening) or if, after having output PWD (i.e. after step 2 of the original

ExpForgePwdGuess experiment), A asks a random oracle query for pwd and sends

the resulting output handle to T as part of a query. However, in this case, B will halt and

win the experiment. Moreover, if the simulated H1 execution outputs GUESSED, then

B will cause ExpGuess to output 1. This proves that Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = GUESSED] <

Pr[ExpGuessB(1
κ) = 1] + µ(κ) (the µ function accounts for the probability that A

guesses handle∗). Moreover, the number of guesses that B makes to its oracle is upper

bounded by the number of interactions with T made by A after step 2, from which by

Lemma 5 we have that Pr[H0(A, 1κ) = GUESSED] < q(κ)

2m(κ) + µ(κ), which is what we

wanted to prove.

2. For any adversary A, if the output of an execution of H1(A, 1κ) is 1, then the

forgery (pk′,m′, σ′) output by the adversary must be such that there is a record (pk, s) in

g where pk = pk′ and m ̸∈ s. We call the index i of any such record (i.e. its position in

the list g) important for the execution.

Assume by contradiction that there exists an adversary A such that Pr[H1(A, 1κ) =

1] is non negligible. We can use A to build an adversary B which contradicts the

unforgeability for C of the underlying Threshold Signature scheme. Let d(κ) be an upper

bound on the number of KeyGen queries asked by A. B works as follows:

B(1κ) :
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• B runsA, simulating for it an execution ofH1. First it samples i←R {1, . . . , d(κ)},

and its success probability will depend on such index i being important as defined

above. Then it handles queries asked by A as follows.

• WhenA outputs a distribution PWD, B samples pwd← PWD and (ek∗, handle∗)←

RǑ(pwd).

• All queries to the T and C oracles (of any kind) asked before the i-th KeyGenC

query to the C oracle are simulated as the honest challenger would in an execution

ofH1.

• The i-th KeyGenC query by the adversary to C is handled differently. First, B

interacts with its own challenger in an execution of TS.Gen where the challenger

runs TS.GT and B runs the TS.GC algorithm honestly. From this interaction, B

obtains sk∗
C , pk

∗; it returns pk∗ to A and stores the secret key share sk∗
C (note that

B does not learn the challenger’s secret key share).

• After the i-th KeyGenC query, all subsequent queries to the T oracle are simu-

lated as in an execution of H1. In particular, if the adversary interacts with the

oracle T and sends it handle∗ (either as part of the last message in a KeyGenC

query or as the first message of a PKC or SignC query), then B halts and outputs

GUESSED.

• SignC and PKC queries to the C oracle asked after the i-th KeyGenC query

but before the (i+ 1)-th KeyGenC query are handled as follows. When A asks a

SignC query on input m, then B interacts with its challenger in an execution of

TS.Sign on input m (where B runs TS.SC(sk∗
C ,m)). From this interaction, B

obtains a signature σ, which it returns to A. Analogously, PKC queries from A

are handled by simply returning pk∗ to A.

All other queries to the C oracle (from the (i+ 1)-th KeyGenC query onwards)

are simulated as inH1.
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• When A halts and outputs a forgery (pk′,m′, σ′), then if Ver(pk′,m′, σ′) = 1,

pk′ = pk∗ and m ̸∈ s (where the i-th record in g is (pk∗, s)), then B outputs m′, σ′

as a forgery and halts; otherwise B halts without producing any forgery.

Notice that A’s view in this experiment has the same distribution as its view inH1.

This is because the only difference between the two is that in some of the queries to the C

oracle, B provides answers toA through its challenger instead that through an interaction

with T. However, since B’s challenger implements the signature scheme honestly, and A

cannot query T on input handle∗, this difference does not affect A’s view.

Moreover, we have that if the simulatedH1 execution outputs 1 and B guessed the

index i correctly (which happens with probability at least 1
d(κ)

conditioned on the former

event), then B’s output will also be a valid forgery for TS.ForgeC.

Thus we have that Pr[H3(A, 1κ) = 1] ≤ d(κ) · Pr[TS.ForgeCTS
B (1κ) = 1], which

contradicts the unforgeability for the client of the Threshold Signature scheme.

Theorem 21. Assuming the underlying Threshold Signature scheme is Statistically Non-

Signalling, the Two Factor Signature scheme described above is Non-Signalling.

The proof is structured as an hybrid argument on the number of queries made by the

adversary. Starting from the experiment where the challenger always uses the circuit Π

output by the adversary to answer all queries, we progressively substitute such answers

one at a time, starting from the last query. Signing queries on a message m which should

be produced w.r.t. a public key that the adversary has already seen are substituted with

a randomly sampled signature on m with respect to the same public key, while queries

for new public keys are answered by running (skC , skT , pk) ← TS.Gen(1κ) (i.e. by

running the threshold key generation algorithm honestly and without interacting with

Π) and returning the resulting pk to A. We prove that an adversary who can distinguish
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between two adjacent hybrids can contradict one of the two Non-Signalling property of

the Threshold Signature scheme. Moreover, in the last hybrid the view of the adversary

does not depend on the circuit Π, and so we can switch in an analogous way to an

experiment where the challenger always uses an honest token oracle. Note that sampling

signatures at random without knowing the corresponding secret key shares makes the

reduction require exponential time, but this is not a problem because the Non-Signalling

properties of the Threshold Signature scheme hold even against an exponential time

adversary.

Proof. We prove the theorem through an hybrid argument. Assume by contradiction that

there exists a compliant adversary A that distinguishes between ExpNonSignal2FS,0

and ExpNonSignal2FS,1. Let d(κ) be a polynomial upper bound on the number of

queries asked by A. We define the following hybrids:

• H0: This is the same as ExpNonSignal2FS,0
A .

• H1,i: For each i = 0, . . . , d(κ), H1,i is similar to H0, with the following mod-

ifications. The first d(κ) − i queries (either KeyGen, PK or Sign) from the

adversary are answered by interacting with the circuit Π as inH0. In addition, for

each such KeyGen query by the adversary on input pwd, where A receives from

the challenger as an answer pk, the challenger creates a record (pwd, pk).

All other queries are handled as follows: KeyGen queries for pwd are handled

by running (·, ·, pk) ← TS.Gen(1κ) and returning pk to A (the challenger also

creates a record (pwd, pk)). PK queries for pwd are answered by returning to

A the pk from the last (pwd, pk) record created, or ⊥ if no such record exists.

Sign queries for pwd and m are answered by looking up the pk from the last

(pwd, pk) record created and sampling a signature uniformly at random from the

set {σ : Ver(pk,m, σ) = 1} (or returning ⊥ if no such record exists). Note
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that such sampling requires exponential time. The random oracle is implemented

honestly (by sampling values uniformly and storing them for consistency).

• H2,i: For each i = 0, . . . , d(κ), H2,i is built from H3, with the analogous mod-

ifications of H1,d(̌)−i. In particular, the first i queries (either KeyGen, PK

or Sign) from the adversary are answered by interacting with an honest Token

Oracle as in H3 (the challenger keeps the same (pwd, pk) records described in

the previous hybrids). The rest of the queries are simulated either by running

the TS.Gen algorithm or by sampling signatures uniformly at random as in the

previous hybrids.

• H3: This is the same as ExpNonSignal2FS,1
A .

Since the number of hybrids is polynomial, and A by assumption A distinguishes

betweenH0 andH3 with non negligible probability, then there must exists two consecu-

tive hybrids such that A can distinguish between them with non negligible probability.

First, note that by construction the couples of hybrids H0 = H1,0, H1,d(̌) = H2,0,

H2,d(̌) = H3 are identical. Therefore A must be able to distinguish betweenH1,i and

H1,i+1 or H2,i and H2,i+1 for some specific i ∈ {1, . . . , d(κ) − 1}. We will show that

the first case leads to a contradiction; the second case is analogous (just substitute Π

with an honest token oracle in the reasoning below, and note that such an honest token

implementation never aborts and always returns signatures w.r.t. the expected public

keys, and as such satisfies the restrictions of the Non-Signalling definition).

Note that the view of the adversary, the internal state of the challenger and of the

circuit Π have exactly the same distribution inH1,i,H1,i+1 and ExpNonSignal2FS,1A up

to the point where the (d(κ)− i)-th query is asked by the adversary (but not answered).

Consider such a prefix of an execution, we say that such a prefix is compliant if all the

d(κ)− i− 1 interactions (originated from queries by A) between the challenger and Π
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that are part of the prefix are compliant (as described in Definition 15) and, moreover,

with overwhelming probability (over the randomness used by the client and any extra

randomness which Π might use) given such prefix the (d(κ)− i)-th interaction will also

be compliant

Let us now fix, for each κ, the compliant prefix of the execution pκ which maximizes

the distinguishing probability of the adversary conditioned on such prefix. Since A is

compliant, with overwhelming probability an execution ofH1,i+1 will produce a compli-

ant prefix, and so if A distinguishesH1,i fromH1,i+1 with non negligible probability, its

success probability must be non negligible even conditioned on such maximizing prefix.

More formally, there must exist a polynomial q such that for infinitely many κ,

|Pr[H1,i(A, 1κ) = 1 | pκ]− Pr[H1,i+1(A, 1κ) = 1 | pκ]|>
1

q(κ)
(2.6)

Consider the last (i.e. the (d(κ)− i)-th) query in each prefix pκ (note again that such

query is asked in the prefix, but not answered). We will consider different three different

cases, depending on the type of such query. Since the above equation holds for infinitely

many κ, there must exist at least one case such that for infinitely many κ, equation 2.6

holds and the last query of pκ belongs to such case. We will show that each case leads to

a contradiction.

1. If for infinitely many κ the last query in pκ is a KeyGen query (and equation 2.6

holds), we will build an adversary that contradicts the first of the Non-Signalling

properties for the Threshold Signature scheme.

2. If for infinitely many κ the last query in pκ is a PK queries, or a Sign query on

input a password pwd such that the challenger does not have a (pwd, pk) record,

we will contradict the assumption that A is compliant.
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3. If for infinitely many κ the last query in pκ is a Sign query on input a password pwd

such that the challenger does have a (pwd, pk) record, we will build an adversary

that contradicts the second of the Non-Signalling properties for the Threshold

Signature scheme.

1. We will first assume that, for infinitely many κ, the (d(κ) − i)-th query the

adversary asks in the prefix considered is a KeyGen query.

To answer such query, in H1,i the challenger will run TS.GT interacting with Π

to obtain pk, while in H1,i+1 it will compute pk by itself through an honest execution

of TS.Gen(1κ). In both cases it would return pk to A. Given this adversary and

the maximizing prefix of the execution fixed above, we can build an adversary B that

contradicts the first Non-Signalling property of Threshold Signature scheme. B works as

follows:

B(1κ):

• B outputs Π (in the state it had in the fixed execution prefix pκ), and receives in

response a public key pk.

• It continues running A from the prefix above by answering its (d(κ)− i)-th query

with pk.

• All subsequent queries are answered as in hybridH1,i (or, equivalently,H1,i+1).

• When A halts and outputs a bit b, B outputs the same.

First of all, note that since the prefix of the execution we are considering is compliant,

then B’s program satisfies the condition that Pr[⟨·, pk; ·⟩ ← ⟨TS.GC(1κ); Π⟩ : pk ̸=⊥

] > 1− µ(κ) (i.e., Π’s next interaction with the challenger will not be compliant with at

most negligible probability) and so it will be a valid adversary for TS.NS1. Moreover,
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when B is running in TS.NS1TS,0, then A’s view has the same distribution as in an

execution of H1,i (conditioned on pκ), while if the public key B receives is sampled

uniformly (as in TS.NS1TS,1), then A’s view is consistent with H1,i+1. So, if A can

distinguish between the two hybrids (conditioned on pκ) then B can also distinguish

between the two distributions with the same advantage: for infinitely many κ,

1

q(κ)
< |Pr[H1,i(A) = 1 | pκ]− Pr[H1,i+1(A) = 1 | pκ]|

< |Pr[TS.NS12FS,0B (1κ) = 1]− Pr[TS.NS12FS,1B (1κ) = 1]|

which contradicts the first of the first Non-Signalling property of the Threshold

Signature scheme. Note thatB’s running time is exponential, as it has to sample signatures

uniformly at random to answer some of A’s queries, but this does not affect the validity

of our reduction as the Non-Signalling definition for Threshold Signature schemes holds

even against exponential time adversaries.

2. Consider now the case where, for infinitely many κ, the (d(κ)− i)-th query the

adversary asks in the fixed prefix pκ is a PK query, or a Sign query on input a password

pwd such that the challenger does not have a (pwd, pk) record.

For queries (PK and Sign) where the input is a password such that no record exists,

A will receive ⊥ as an answer inH1,i+1, so the only way that its view can be different

in H1,i is if Π causes the result of the query to be different from ⊥. Similarly, for

PK queries on input pwd where a record (pwd, pk) exists, inH1,i+1 the adversary will

receive as an answer pk (more specifically, the one from the latest such record created),

so the only way thatA’s view can be different inH1,i is if Π causes the result of the query

to be a pk different from pk (or ⊥). However, in this were to happen with more than

negligible probability, it would imply that pκ is not compliant, which is a contradiction.
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3. Finally, consider the case where the (d(κ)− i)-th query the adversary asks in the

fixed prefix is a signature query for pwd, and let (pwd, pk) be the most recent record for

pwd that the challenger created.

To answer such query, in H1,i+1 the challenger will sample a signature at random

from the set {σ : Ver(pk,m, σ) = 1}. Instead, in H1,i the challenger will compute

ek, handle ← RǑ(pwd), send handle to Π (as part of a Sign query), decrypt the

ciphertext received in return to obtain a key share skC , and (assuming Π does send a

ciphertext and decryption succeeds) run TS.SC(skC ,m) interacting with Π to obtain σ,

which is returned to A as an answer to the query.

With a reasoning analogous to case 2, we can conclude that Π will abort before

sending a ciphertext or decryption will fail with at most negligible probability (otherwise

pκ would not be compliant). Therefore, with a reasoning analogous to the one at the

beginning of the proof, we can consider all the possible extensions p′κ of the prefix pκ up

to the point where Π returns a ciphertext c to the challenger, and pick the compliant one

which again maximizes the success probability of the adversary. It has to be that:

1

q(κ)
< |Pr[H1,i(A) = 1 | pκ]− Pr[H1,i+1(A) = 1 | pκ]|<

|Pr[H1,i(A, 1κ) = 1 | p′k]− Pr[H1,i+1(A, 1κ) = 1 | p′k]|

Since this new extended prefix is compliant, it must be that in such prefix the chal-

lenger successfully decrypts c and recovers a secret key skC .

GivenA and p′κ, analogously as in case 1, we can build an adversary B that contradicts

the second Non-Signalling property of Threshold Signature scheme. B works as follows:

B(1κ):
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• B outputs skC ,m and Π (in the state it had in p′κ), and receives in response a

signature σ.

• It continues running A from the prefix above by answering its (d(κ)− i)-th query

with σ.

• All subsequent queries are answered as in hybridH1,i (or, equivalently,H1,i+1).

• When A halts and outputs a bit b, B outputs the same.

Note that since the prefix p′κ is compliant, then B’s program satisfies Pr[⟨σ; ·⟩ ←

⟨TS.SC(1κ); Π⟩ : Ver(pk,m, σ) = 1] > 1 − µ(κ) (i.e., it satisfies the restrictions of

TS.NS2). Moreover, when B is running in TS.NS22FS,0, then A’s view has the same

distribution as in an execution ofH1,i (conditioned on p′κ), while if B receives a signature

sampled at random (as in TS.NS22FS,1), then A’s view is consistent withH2,i+1. So, if

A can distinguish between the two hybrids then B can also distinguish between the two

distributions with the same advantage, which is a contradiction. Again, B’s running time

might be exponential, but the definition of Non-Signalling holds even against exponential

time adversaries.

Theorem 22. Assuming the underlying Threshold Signature scheme is Statistically Non-

Signalling and Unforgeable for the Client, the TFS described above is also Unforgeable

for the Token Manufacturer.

The proof is structured as an hybrid argument. First, instead of using the circuit Π

output by the adversary, all queries by A are answered using an honestly implemented

token oracle. Due to the Non-Signalling property of the 2FS, this cannot affect A’s view

and therefore its success probability. Given that A is now interacting with an honest

token, we can prove that A cannot forge using a similar argument as in the proof of

Unforgeability for the Client.
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Proof. We prove the theorem through an hybrid argument. We define the following

hybrids:

• H0: Defined as ExpForgeTokMan2FSA (1κ)

• H1: Defined fromH0 but where to answer A’s queries, instead of interacting with

Π, the challenger interacts with an honestly implemented token oracle T .

To prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that for any PPT A there exists a

negligible function µ such that both:

|Pr[H0(A, 1κ) = 1]− Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = 1]|< µ(κ)

|Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = 1]|< µ(κ)

We will prove that each condition holds separately.

1. Since Threshold Signature scheme is Non-Signalling, by Theorem 21 we have that

the Two Factor Signature scheme construction is also Non-Signalling. Assume by contra-

diction that there exists an adversary A such that Pr[H0(A, 1κ) = 1]− Pr[H1(A, 1κ) =

1]| is non negligible. We can use A to build an adversary B which contradicts the

Non-Signalling property of the Two Factor Signature scheme. B works as follows:

B(1κ) :

• B runs A by simulating for it an execution ofH0. When A outputs a circuit Π, B

forwards such program to its own challenger. Then, all queries byA are handled by

forwarding such queries to its own challenger and returning to A the challenger’s

response.

• When A halts, B computes and outputs the output that H0 would have in the

simulated execution. In other words, B outputs 1 if the adversary outputs a forgery

which would makeH0 output 1, and 0 otherwise.
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Note that if A is compliant for ExpForgeTokMan, then B is also compliant for

ExpNonSignal as both A and B output programs with the same distribution and make

the same queries. Moreover, if B is running in an execution ExpNonSignal2FS,0 (resp.

ExpNonSignal2FS,1), then A’s view has the same distribution as inH0 (resp. H1).

Therefore

Pr[H0(A, 1κ) = 1]− Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = 1]|<

|Pr[ExpNonSignal2FS,0B (1κ) = 1]− Pr[ExpNonSignal2FS,1A (1κ) = 1]|

which contradicts the Non-Signalling property of 2FS.

2. This reduction is similar to the proof of Theorem 18.

During an execution of theH1, we say that the forgery (pk′,m′, σ′) (produced by the

adversary at the end of the experiment) is associated with the i-th KeyGen query if pk′

is equal to the public key returned to the adversary during such KeyGen query.

Assume by contradiction that there exists an adversary A such that Pr[H1(A, 1κ) =

1] is non negligible. We can use A to build an adversary B which contradicts the

unforgeability for C of the underlying Threshold Signature scheme. Let d(κ) be an upper

bound on the number of KeyGen queries asked by A. B works as follows:

B(1κ) :

• B runsA, simulating for it an execution ofH1. First, it samples i←R {1, . . . , d(κ)},

and its success probability will depend on the forgery output byA being associated

with the i-th KeyGen query in the simulated execution. Then it handles queries

by A as follows.

• All queries (of any kind) before the i-th KeyGen query are simulated as inH1,

i.e. by using ⊥ as the initial state for a token oracle T and responding to A’s
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queries by executing the honest algorithms interacting with T (and updating T’s

state as a result of KeyGen queries).

• The i-th KeyGen query by the adversary is handled differently. Let pwd∗ be the

password which A supplies as input for this query. First, B interacts with its own

challenger in an execution of TS.Gen, where the challenger runs TS.GT and B

plays the role of C, and obtains sk∗
C , pk

∗ as output. B stores pwd∗, sk∗
C , pk

∗ and

returns pk∗ to A.

• After the i-th KeyGen query, when A asks a Sign query on input the same pass-

word pwd∗ from the previous step and any message m, then B asks its challenger

for a Sign query for m, where B executes TS.SC(sk∗
C ,m) and the challenger

plays the role of T . As a result, B obtains a signature which is returned to A. Anal-

ogously, PK queries on input pwd∗ are handled by returning to A the recorded

pk∗. All other Sign and PK queries (where pwd ̸= pwd∗) are simulated hon-

estly. KeyGen queries are also simulated honestly. In addition, if after the i-th

KeyGen queryA asks another KeyGen query using the recorded pwd∗ as input,

then B continues by simulating all subsequent queries honestly (using the token

oracle T instead of its challenger), including the ones for pwd∗.

• When A outputs a forgery (pk′,m′, σ′), then if pk′ = pk∗, B outputs (m′, σ′) as a

forgery to its challenger; otherwise B halts without producing any forgery.

Notice that A’s view in this experiment has the same distribution as its view inH1.

This is because the only difference between the two is that in some of the queries by the

adversary where pwd = pwd∗, B provides answers toA by interacting with its challenger

instead of with the T oracle; since both implement the algorithms honestly and using

uniform randomness, this difference does not affect A’s view.

Moreover, we have that if the simulatedH1 execution outputs 1 and B guessed the
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index i correctly (which happens with probability 1
d(κ)

conditioned on the former event),

then B’s output will also be a valid forgery for TS.ForgeC (since (pk′,m′) ̸∈ s forH1,

then B must have never queried his challenger on input m′).

Thus we have that Pr[ExpForgeC2FS
A (1κ) = 1] ≤ d(κ) ·Pr[TS.ForgeCTS

B (1κ) =

1], which contradicts the unforgeability against the client of the Threshold Signature

scheme.

2.6 Constructions of Non-Signalling TS

2.6.1 A Schnorr-based TFS

In this section, we show that a simple variation of the Schnorr-based threshold scheme

presented by Nicolosi et al. [113] satisfies definitions 8 and 9, and can thus be used in

our construction to obtain a secure Two Factor Signature scheme. With respect to the

original scheme, the only difference is that we require the client to send a nonce to the

token (in their paper, the second party is called the “server”), which the token will use in

all the “random oracle based” commitments which it produces. This is required because

in our Non-Signalling proof, the exponential time adversaryA might otherwise “suggest”

to the circuit Π two openings for the same commitment, which would allow Π to bias the

distribution of the outputs of the protocol.

We summarize the modified protocol in figure 2.2 and refer the reader to [113] for

more discussion.

This scheme (as well as the ECDSA based one presented in the next section) is

parameterized by a group G of order q with generator g, where q > 2κ, and two hash
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TS.GC(1κ) : TS.GT(1κ) :

n←R {0, 1}κ
n−→ skT ←R Zq
c←− c← G(n, gskT )

skC ←R Zq
gskC−−→

Check c = G(n, gskT )
gskT←−−

pk ← gskT · gskC pk ← gskT · gskC
Output skC , pk Output skT , pk

TS.SC(skC ,m) : TS.ST(skT ,m) :

n←R {0, 1}κ
n−→ rT ←R Zq
c←− c← G(n, grT )

rC ←R Zq
grC−−→ e← H(m, grC · grT )

Check c = G(n, grT )
grT ,σT←−−−− σT ← rT + e · skT

R← grC · grT
e← H(m,R)
σ ← rC + e · skC + σT

Output (σ,R)

Figure 2.2: 2-out-of-2 Threshold Schnorr, adapted from [113].

functions H,G whose range is {0, 1}κ (treated as random oracles). More formally, to

define an asymptotically secure scheme, where the scheme only depends on the security

parameter κ, we assume the existence of a deterministic group generator G such that

G(1k) samples G, q, g as above. Picking primes and generators typically requires random

coins. We here require these random coins are given non-uniformly to make the group

generation algorithm deterministic (in practice, we simply rely on groups picked by

e.g., NIST). Technically, this makes all of our cryptographic primitives non-uniform

constructions (since G is now possibly non-uniform), but we ignore this slight mismatch

as it has no impact.

Theorem 23. Assuming the discrete logarithm assumption holds in G, the protocol of

Figure 2.2 is Unforgeable per Def. 8 and Non-Signalling per Def. 9 (in the random oracle

model).
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Proof. First, the proof that the protocol satisfies Definition 8 can be adapted with minor

modifications from [113, Theorem 1, Theorem 2]. To satisfy Def. 9, we consider the two

experiments TS.NS1 and TS.NS2.

For the first one, intuitively, the TS.Gen algorithm can be seen as a coin flipping

protocol to sample the public key pk uniformly at random, and therefore Π cannot bias

the distribution of such output (because it has to commit to its own randomness before

seeing the client’s one).

More formally, consider the probability Pr[TS.NS12FS,0A (1κ) = 1]. Expanding the

experiment and substituting the steps of TS.GC, where for notational convenience we

consider A = (A1,A2) and Π = (Π1,Π2) as each consisting of two separate “stateless”

programs which can explicitly pass some state tA, tΠ between each other, we obtain the

following experiment:

Exp0(A, 1κ)

1. (Π, tA)← A1(1
κ)

2. n←R {0, 1}κ

3. (c, tΠ)← Π1(1
κ, n)

4. skC ←R G

5. gskT ← Π2(g
skC ; tΠ)

6. Output ⊥ if c ̸= G(n, gskT )

7. pk ← gskC · gskT

8. Output A2(pk; tA)

Now consider the following hybrid experiment (changes are in blue):
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Exp1(A, 1κ)

1. (Π, tA)← A1(1
κ)

2. n←R {0, 1}κ

3. (c, tΠ)← Π1(1
κ, n)

4. skC ←R G

5. gskT ← Π2(g
skC ; tΠ); pk

′ ←R G; rewind and run gsk
′
T ← Π2(pk

′/gskT ; tΠ)

6. Output ⊥ if c ̸= G(n, gskT ) or if c ̸= G(n, gsk
′
T )

7. pk ← gskC · gskT

8. Output A2(pk; tA)

At an high level, in this experiment we are rewinding Π and running a second time on

a different input value for gskC . Since, by assumption, the probability that Π aborts (or

outputs an invalid commitment opening which would cause TS.SC to abort) is bounded

by µ(κ), and in Exp1 the distributions of gskC is identical to the one of pk′/gskT (both

are uniformly distributed in G), the probabilities associated with these two experiments

differ by at most a negligible function in κ.

Next consider another hybrid Exp2, defined as Exp1 but where in step 6 we also

output ⊥ if gskT ̸= gsk
′
T . We have that even in this case |Pr[Exp1(A, 1κ) = 1] −

Pr[Exp2(A, 1κ) = 1]|< µ(κ). This is because the difference between the two probabili-

ties can be bounded by the probability that Π finds a collision in the random oracle G

while making only a polynomial number of queries. Note that, while A runs in expo-

nential time and can thus find collisions in G, it can only embed a useful collision into

Π with negligible probability: since the collision needs to contain the nonce n which is
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sampled by the experiment after Π was output, and Π is described in polynomial space,

it can only contain collisions for a polynomial number of values of n.

Next consider hybrid Exp3, defined as Exp2 except that in the last step the output is

determined by A2(pk
′; tA) instead of A2(pk; tA). This change has no effect because the

distributions of pk and pk′ are identical; steps (4) in the previous experiment and step (5)

in this one can be interchanged. However, notice that at this point, the output of Π is no

longer in the view of A2 (as pk′ is uniformly distributed in G); in particular, the value of

the experiment is identical to Pr[TS.NS12FS,1A (1κ) = 1]. Thus, overall, we have

|Pr[TS.NS12FS,0A (1κ) = 1]− Pr[TS.NS12FS,1A (1κ) = 1]|< µ(κ)

For the second Non-Signalling experiment, consider again any A that produces a

circuit Π and skC ,m, pk subject to the constraint that Pr[⟨σ; ·⟩ ← ⟨TS.SC(skC ,m); Π⟩ :

TS.Ver(pk,m, σ) = 1] > 1− µ(κ).

A very similar argument to the one used in the first property applies. In particular, an

analogous sequence of hybrids (with just some variable renaming and an extra output

from Π2 in step 5) can be used to prove that R’s distribution is statistically close to

uniform. From there, we then argue that the Schnorr signature verification is such that for

each public key pk, message m, and group element R, there is exactly one value σ such

that (R, σ) verifies under pk for message m. This implies that the overall distribution

over signatures is statistically close to a uniform pair that verifies.

Using the scheme of figure 2.2 in our generic construction immediately gives the

following result.

Theorem 24. Assuming the discrete logarithm assumption holds in the family of groups

G, there exists an unforgeable and Non-Signalling 2FS in the random oracle model that

outputs Schnorr signatures.
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2.6.2 An ECDSA-based TFS

In this section, we present a simple modification of the 2-out-of-2 threshold ECDSA

protocol from [41]. This protocol is substantially more complex than the Schnorr case

and relies

For our purposes, we can treat them as subroutines. With respect to the original

scheme from from [41] and as in the Schnorr case, the only difference here is that we

instantiate the commitments using a random oracle and require the client to send a

nonce to the token (in their paper, the second party is called the “server”), which the

token will use as part of these commitments. This modification is requiredto prove the

Non-Signalling property.

Setup

We begin with the setup protocol in Fig. 2.3.

TS.GC(1κ) : TS.GT(1κ) :

n←R {0, 1}κ
n−→ skT ←R Zq

pkT ← gskT
c←− c← G(n, pkT )

skC ←R Zq

pkC ← gskC

πC ← PoK{skC : pkC}
pkC ,π−−−→ πT ← PoK{skT : pkT}

Check c = G(n, pkT)
pkT,πT←−−−

pk ← pkskC
T pk ← pkskT

C

oC
OText(1κ)←−−−−→ oT

Output (skC , oC), pk Output (skT , oT ), pk

Figure 2.3: Threshold ECDSA setup protocol. This protocol is parameterized by a group
G of order q with generator g, where q > 2κ, and two hash functions H,G whose range
is {0, 1}κ (treated as random oracles).
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ECDSA Signing protocol

The signing protocol requires more steps, and we thus express it in longer form. As

before, the protocol is parameterized by the Elliptic curve (G, G, q) and the hash function

H .

1. TS.ST(skT ,m) : sample instance key, kT ← Zq, compute DT
..= gkT and send to

client.

2. TS.SC(skC ,m) : sample instance key seed, k′
C ← Zq and compute

R′ ..= k′
C ·DT

kC ..= H(R′) + k′
C

R ..= kC ·DT

choose a pad ϕ← Zq

3. TS.SC and TS.ST invoke the FMul functionality with inputs ϕ+ 1/kC and 1/kT

respectively, and receive shares t1C and t1T of their padded joint inverse instance key

t1C + t1T =
ϕ

kT
+

1

kC · kT

and then invoke FMul with inputs skC/kC and skT/kT. They receive shares t2C and

t2T of their joint secret key over their joint instance key

t2C + t2T =
skC · skT
kC · kT

The protocol instances that instantiate FMul are interleaved such that the messages

from TS.ST to TS.SC are transmitted first, followed by replies.

4. TS.SC transmits R′ to TS.ST, who computes

R ..= H(R′) ·DT +R′

For both Alice and Bob let (rx, ry) = R.
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5. TS.SC sends a proof of knowledge of kC w.r.t. R and base DT . TS.ST aborts if

the proof does not verify.

6. TS.SC and TS.ST both compute m′ = H(m).

7. TS.SC computes the first check value Γ 1, encrypts pad ϕ with Γ 1, and transmits

the encryption ηϕ to TS.ST.

Γ 1 ..= G+ ϕ · kC ·G− t1C ·R

ηϕ ..= H(Γ 1) + ϕ

8. TS.SC computes signature share σC and the second check value Γ 2, encrypts σC

with Γ 2 and then transmits the encryption ησ to TS.ST

σC
..= (m′ · t1C) + (rx · t2C)

Γ 2 ..= (t1C · pk)− (t2C ·G)

ησ ..= H(Γ 2) + σC

9. TS.ST computes the check values and reconstructs the signature

Γ 1 ..= t1T ·R

ϕ ..= ηϕ −H(Γ 1)

θ ..= t1T − ϕ/kT

σT
..= (m′ · θ) + (rx · t2T)

Γ 2 ..= (t2T ·G)− (θ · pk)

σ ..= σT + ησ −H(Γ 2)

10. TS.ST uses the public key pk to verify that (rx, σ) is a valid signature on message

m. If the verification fails, TS.ST aborts. If it succeeds, output the pair (rx, σ′)

where σ′ is the value in {σ,−σ} that is less than q/2.
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11. TS.SC verifies the pair (rx, σ) on message m and pk and verifies that σ < q/2.

Theorem 25. Assuming the CDH Assumption for the family of group parameters G

and that the ECDSA signature is a secure signature scheme for the family G in the ran-

dom oracle model, the threshold signature scheme (TS.GC,TS.GT,TS.SC,TS.ST)

described above satisfies Definition 8 and Definition 9.

Proof Sketch. The unforgeability property (Definition 8) follows from [41, Theo-

rem E.1] under the same assumptions. For the first Non-Signalling property, the key

observation is that the first three messages are the same as the Schnorr setup protocol in

Fig. 2.2 with the extra requirement here that a proof of knowledge is given for the secret

shares. The additional OT extension step in setup does not change the public key pk, but

merely add elements to skC . It therefore follows for essentially the same argument as for

Theorem 23 that

|Pr[TS.NS12FS,0A (1κ) = 1]− Pr[TS.NS12FS,1A (1κ) = 1]|< µ(κ)

For the second Non-Signalling property, observe that TS.ST no longer commits to

its instance key in the first message; rather, the value is sent in the clear to TS.SC in the

first message. As discussed in [41], the 2-round protocol for threshold ECDSA allows

TS.SC to bias the signature, but does not enable TS.ST to do so. This is not a problem

for our application because Non-Signalling is only required of the token.

Specifically, it follows by inspection that TS.SC chooses a random R′ in step (2),

and therefore by the random oracle, kC is also uniformly distributed in Zq, and thus R

is also uniformly distributed in G. The rest of the steps in the protocol ensure that σ

is computed correctly and that no information about shares of the secret key is leaked;

however, these steps do not change the distribution of the signature itself. The signature

output consists of a pair (rx, σ) ∈ Zq
2 that passes the verification equality where rx is the
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x-coordinate of group element R. The verification for the message m and public key pk

is performed by ensuring that both rx, σ are in the appropriate range (i.e., that rx ∈ [1, q]

and that σ ∈ [0, q/2]), and then calculating

(r′x, r
′
y) = R′ ..= gH(m)/σpkrx/σ

and checking if (r′x mod q) = (rx mod q). For each rx there are exactly two values

s,−s that satisfy this relationship. In the penultimate step, TS.ST picks the value among

those two that is less than q/2 which TS.SC verifies; thus for each rx, there is only 1

value σ such that (rx, σ) verifies and TS.SC does not abort the protocol. Thus for the

same reason as for Theorem 23, it also follows that

|Pr[TS.NS22FS,0A (1κ) = 1]− Pr[TS.NS22FS,1A (1κ) = 1]|< µ(κ)

which establishes that this protocol satisfies Def. 9.

2.7 The Unlinkability property

In this section, we define an additional privacy property for a Two Factor Signature

scheme, which we call Unlinkability. As anticipated in the introduction, this property

mandates that an adversary cannot distinguish different public keys generated by the

same honest token or the same passwords from public keys generated using different

tokens and independently sampled passwords. The same holds even if the adversary is

given signatures on arbitrary messages (according to such public keys) and even when the

adversary can query such tokens arbitrarily (as long as he does not guess the passwords).

This property guarantees that a token, if lost, does not reveal which public keys it can

sign for, and that an outside adversary cannot link to each other different cryptocurrency

addresses controlled with the same token.
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The Unlinkability property is formalized as an experiment parameterized by two bits

bP , bT (not both 0), where an adversary A can interact with two token oracles T0, T1. A

can first interact with both oracles arbitrarily, and then outputs a distribution on pairs of

distinct strings from which the challenger samples a pair of passwords pwd0, pwd1. Then,

the challengers runs the KeyGen algorithm once interacting with T0 on input pwd0,

and once with TbT on input pwdbP to obtain two public keys pkα, pkβ. A is given the

two public keys and can keep interacting with the two T oracles arbitrarily, as well as ask

the challenger for signatures on arbitrary messages w.r.t. the two public keys (which the

challenger computes by interacting with the appropriate oracle on input the appropriate

password). The definition requires that A should not be able to distinguish between any

two different pairs of bits with probability better than the one of guessing one of the two

passwords (given one guess per interaction with a token oracle).

For example, in an execution of the experiment where bP = 1, bT = 0, the two public

keys the adversary is given are generated using the same token oracle (T0), while if

bP = 1, bT = 1 the two public keys would be generated using different tokens: if an

adversary cannot distinguish this two cases then the public keys must be “independent”

from the token who generated them. Note that if the adversary could guess one of the

passwords, it could simply interact with one of the tokens in a PK query on input such

password and check whether the resulting public key matched pkα or pkβ , and this attack

is unavoidable.

Also, we exclude the case where bP = 0, bT = 0 as in this case the two public keys

given to the adversary would be generated by the same token using the same password,

and in our formalization an honest token only associates a single public key to each

password at a time (calling KeyGen a second time on the first password would associate

a new public key with that password and the token will not sign with respect to the old
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public key any more).

Definition 26. Let 2FS = (KeyGenC,KeyGenT,PKC,PKT,SignC,SignT,Ver)

be a Two Factor Signature scheme. Consider the following experiment between a stateful

adversary A and a challenger, parameterized by two bits bP , bT :

ExpUnlink2FS,bP ,bT
A (1κ) :

1. The challenger runs A with access to two token oracles T0,T1 (A is also given

the pk values output by such oracles during KeyGen and PK queries).

2. During the execution, A can output a distribution PWDS over distinct pairs of

passwords (i.e. over {0, 1}κ × {0, 1}κ such that for all x ∈ {0, 1}κ, the probability

of sampling (x, x) is 0). The challenger samples (pwd0, pwd1)← PWDS. It first

computes pkα by interacting in a KeyGen query with T0 on input pwd0, and then

computes pkβ by interacting with TbT on input pwdbP . It gives both public keys to

A (we stress that A is not involved at all in those interactions, besides receiving

the challenger’s output).

3. From this point on, in addition to T0 and T1, A has access to two new oracles Oα

and Oβ . These oracles accept only Sign queries, where the adversary provides a

message m: for the first oracle, the challenger computes the output σ by executing

SignC(pwd0,m) interacting with T0; for the second oracle, the challenger com-

putes σ by executing SignC(pwdbP ,m) interacting with TbT . In both cases σ is

returned to A.

4. A halts and outputs a bit, which defines the output of the experiment.

For each distribution PWDS over {0, 1}κ×{0, 1}κ, we can consider the two “truncated”

distributions over {0, 1}κ obtained by sampling an element from PWDS and truncating

the first or the last κ bits.
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Π is said to be Unlinkable if for all PPT A such that A(1κ) makes at most q(κ)

queries to the T0 and T1 oracles after step 2, and outputs distributions PWDS where each

of the truncations has entropy lower bounded by m(κ), and for all bP , bT , b′P , b
′
T ∈ {0, 1}4

such that (bP , bT ) ̸= (0, 0), (b′P , b
′
T ) ̸= (0, 0), there exist a negligible function µ such that

for all κ

|Pr[ExpUnlink2FS,b0,b1A (1κ) = 1]−Pr[ExpUnlink2FS,b2,b3A (1κ) = 1]|≤ 4q(κ)

2m(κ)
+ µ(κ)

The following theorem proves that the Two Factor Signature scheme construction

presented in section 2.5 satisfies the Unlinkability definition.

Theorem 27. Assuming RǑ is a random oracle, the Two Factor Signature scheme

presented in section 2.5 is Unlinkable according to Definition 26.

The proof is structured as an hybrid argument. Starting from an execution of

ExpUnlinkΠ,bP ,bT , we can introduce a first hybrid where the experiment is aborted

if the adversary sends to any of the tokens a handle derived as a hash of one of the

two passwords sampled by the challenger. The probability of A noticing this difference

can be bounded by 2q(κ)

2m(κ) (which bounds the probability that A can guess one of the

passwords) through a reduction to Lemma 6. Then, we notice that in this hybrid the view

of the adversary does not depend on any of the two bits bP , bT , and so we can switch to

an hybrid where we use b′P , b
′
T instead, and finally to an hybrid where we remove the

abort condition (the adversary also has at most an at most 2q(κ)

2m(κ) chance of distinguishing

here). The last hybrid is a standard execution of ExpUnlinkΠ,b′P ,b′T , so the advantage

of the adversary can be bounded by 2 · 2q(κ)

2m(κ) (plus a negligible amount due to possible

collisions in the random oracle).

The proof is structured as an hybrid argument. Starting from an execution of

ExpUnlinkΠ,bP ,bT , we can introduce a first hybrid where the experiment is aborted
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if the adversary sends to any of the tokens a handle derived as a hash of one of the

two passwords sampled by the challenger. The probability of A noticing this difference

can be bounded by 2q(κ)

2m(κ) (which bounds the probability that A can guess one of the

passwords) through a reduction to Lemma 6. Then, we notice that in this hybrid the view

of the adversary does not depend on any of the two bits bP , bT , and so we can switch to

an hybrid where we use b′P , b
′
T instead, and finally to an hybrid where we remove the

abort condition (the adversary also has at most an at most 2q(κ)

2m(κ) chance of distinguishing

here). The last hybrid is a standard execution of ExpUnlinkΠ,b′P ,b′T , so the advantage

of the adversary can be bounded by 2 · 2q(κ)

2m(κ) (plus a negligible amount due to possible

collisions in the random oracle).

Proof. We prove the theorem through an hybrid argument. Let bP , bT , b′P , b
′
T be any 4

bits, with both (bP , bT ) ̸= (0, 0) and (b′P , b
′
T ) ̸= (0, 0). We define the following hybrids:

• H0: Defined as ExpUnlinkΠ,bP ,bT
A (1κ)

• H1: Defined from H0, where in addition the experiment is aborted (with a spe-

cial output GUESSED) if the adversary, during any interaction with any of the

two tokens, sends them a handle which is equal to the second half of the an-

swer A received from querying the random oracle on either pwd0 or pwd1 (i.e.

(·, handle) = RǑ(pwd0) or (·, handle) = RǑ(pwd1)), where pwd0, pwd1 are

the two passwords sampled by the challenger in step 2.

• H2: Defined fromH3, where we add the same abort condition ofH1.

• H3: Defined as ExpUnlink
Π,b′P ,b′T
A (1κ)

To prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that for any PPT A there exists a

negligible function µ such that:
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|Pr[H0(A, 1κ) = 1]− Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = 1]|< 2q(κ)

2m(κ)
+ µ(κ) (2.7)

|Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = 1]− Pr[H2(A, 1κ) = 1]|< µ(κ) (2.8)

|Pr[H2(A, 1κ) = 1]− Pr[H3(A, 1κ) = 1]|< 2q(κ)

2m(κ)
+ µ(κ) (2.9)

We will prove the first and second conditions separately; the proof of the third one is

analogous to the first one (it is enough to substitute b′P , b
′
T for bP , bT ) and thus is omitted.

2.7. Analogously to the first case of the proof of theorem 19, one can show that

|Pr[H0(A, 1κ) = 1]− Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = 1]| ≤ Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = GUESSED] (2.10)

Therefore to prove that equation 1 holds it is enough to show that Pr[H1(A, 1κ) =

GUESSED] < 2q(κ)

2m(κ) + µ(κ). We will prove that this is the case by leveraging Lemma 6.

For any PPT adversary A for H1, let’s define an adversary B for ExpGuessTwo as

follows:

BGuess(·)(1κ) :

• B runs A by simulating for it an execution of H1. All initial queries from step 1

are answered as the honest challenger would. B also simulates for A the random

oracle RǑ by sampling answers to A’s queries uniformly at random and storing

them in a table so that the same query always receives the same answer.

• When A outputs a distribution PWDS, B forwards such distribution to its chal-

lenger. It then samples (skα
C , sk

α
T , pk

α) ← TS.Gen(1κ) and (skβ
C , sk

β
T , pk

β) ←

TS.Gen(1κ) and returns pkα, pkβ to A. From this point on, signing queries for

Oα and Oβ are computed by using the corresponding secret keys. All subsequent

queries to T0, T1 are still simulated as the honest challenger would, but with the
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following modification: wheneverA sends to one of the token oracles a handle (as

part of any KeyGen, PK or Sign query), the challenger checks if the adversary

has made a random oracle query for some pwd such that RǑ(pwd) = (·, handle).

If so, it submits such pwd as a query to its Guess oracle: if the response is 1, then

B can halt (and ExpGuessTwo outputs 1); otherwise the simulation continues.

• IfA halts (with or without outputting a bit), thenB also halts (and ExpGuessTwo

outputs 0).

Notice that until B halts, the distribution of the view of A is statistically close to the

distribution of its view inH1. Indeed, the only difference between the two distributions

is that in this experiment, instead of computing pkα by interacting with T0 and pkβ

by interacting with TbT as in H1, B samples them at random on its own. Moreover,

signatures returned by Oα and Oβ are also computed by the challenger without using

the oracles T0,TbT . However, since in any execution ofH1, since (bP , bT ) ̸= (0, 0) and

PWDS is such that pwd0 ̸= pwd1, we have that (pwd0, b0) ̸= (pwdbP , bT ). This means

that, unless RǑ(pwd0) and RǑ(pwd1) output the same handle, which happens with

negligible probability, then pkα and pkβ are also independently generated and similarly

Oα and Oβ will return valid signatures7 w.r.t. pkα, pkβ in any execution of H1. Since

public keys and oracle answers in the two cases have distributions which are statistically

close (identical except for the probability of a random oracle collision), then the only

way that A could notice that the state of such T oracles is inconsistent with pkα, pkβ

is by interacting with one such T oracle on input pwd0 or pwd1 and sending them

a handle computed as (·, handle) ← RǑ(pwd0) or (·, handle) ← RǑ(pwd1). In

7Otherwise, if for example (bP , bT ) = (0, 0), inH0 the challenger would be interacting twice with T0

on input the same password (which would mean that the information related to pkα would be overwritten
and never used to produce any signatures, so all subsequent Signing queries produced by both Oα and Oβ

would verify with respect to pkβ . A similar situation could happen even in the case where (bP , bT ) = (1, 0)
if RǑ(pwd0) = RǑ(pwd1), but since we enforce that pwd0 ̸= pwd1 the above collision can happen
with at most negligible probability.
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this case, though, B would halt and ExpGuessTwo would output 1. This proves

that Pr[H1(A, 1κ) = GUESSED] < Pr[ExpGuessTwoB(1
κ) = 1] + µ(κ) (where the

negligible factor accounts for possible random oracle collisions). Moreover, the number

of guesses that B makes to its oracle is upper bounded by the number of interactions

betweenA and the two T oracles after step 2 (A can only send one handle per interaction

with such oracles), from which by Lemma 6 we have that Pr[H0(A, 1κ) = GUESSED] <

2q(κ)

2m(κ) + µ(κ), which is what we wanted to prove.

2.8. A similar reasoning as in the end of the previous case shows that, if we condition

on the absence of random oracle collisions, then the view of the adversary in the two

hybrids is actually identical. pkα and pkβ are sampled independently in both experiments,

and if there are no collisions in the random oracle then the answers of Oα and Oβ will be

consistent with such public keys respectively. So the only way in which A’s view might

differ is if he was able to query one of the T oracles on one of the two passwords picked

by the challenger, but in this case both experiments would be aborted. This proves that

H1 andH2 are statistically close.
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CHAPTER 3

PRACTICAL SECURE AGGREGATION FOR PRIVACY-PRESERVING

MACHINE LEARNING

This chapter contains joint work with Keith Bonawitz, Vladimir Ivanov, Ben Kreuter, H.

Brendan McMahan, Sarvar Patel, Daniel Ramage, Aaron Segal, and Karn Seth (Google).

It appeared in the Proceedings of the 2017 ACM SIGSAC Conference on Computer and

Communications Security (CCS) [19].

3.1 Introduction

Machine learning models trained on sensitive real-world data promise improvements

to everything from medical screening [117] to disease outbreak discovery [86]. And

the widespread use of mobile devices means even richer—and more sensitive—data is

becoming available [82].

However, large-scale collection of sensitive data entails risks. A particularly high-

profile example of the consequences of mishandling sensitive data occurred in 1988,

when the video rental history of a nominee for the US Supreme Court was published

without his consent [4]. The law passed in response to that incident remains relevant

today, limiting how online video streaming services can use their user data [103].

This work outlines an approach to advancing privacy-preserving machine learning by

leveraging secure multiparty computation (MPC) to compute sums of model parameter

updates from individual users’ devices in a secure manner. The problem of computing a

multiparty sum where no party reveals its update in the clear—even to the aggregator—is

referred to as Secure Aggregation. As described in Section 3.2, the secure aggregation
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primitive can be used to privately combine the outputs of local machine learning on user

devices, in order to update a global model. Training models in this way offers tangible

benefits—a user’s device can share an update knowing that the service provider will only

see that update after it has been averaged with those of other users.

The secure aggregation problem has been a rich area of research: different approaches

include works based on generic secure multi-party computation protocols, works based

on DC-nets, works based on partially- or fully-homomorphic threshold encryption, and

works based on pairwise masking. We discuss these existing works in more detail in

Section 3.10, and compare them to our approach.

We are particularly focused on the setting of mobile devices, where communication

is extremely expensive, and dropouts are common. Given these constraints, we would

like our protocol to incur no more than twice as much communication as sending the data

vector to be aggregated in the clear, and would also like the protocol to be fully robust to

users dropping at any point. We believe that previous works do not address this mixture

of constraints, which is what motivates our work.

3.1.1 Our Results

We present a protocol for securely computing sums of vectors, which has a constant

number of rounds, low communication overhead, robustness to failures, and which

requires only one server with limited trust. In our design the server has two roles: it

routes messages between the other parties, and it computes the final result. We present

two variants of the protocol: one is more efficient and can be proven secure against

honest but curious adversaries, in the plain model. The other guarantees privacy against

active adversaries (including an actively adversarial server), but requires an extra round,
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and is proven secure in the random oracle model. In both cases, we can show formally

that the server only learns users’ inputs in aggregate, using a simulation-based proof as

is standard for MPC protocols. Both variants we present are practical and we present

benchmark results from our prototype implementation.

3.1.2 Organization

In Section 3.2 we describe the machine learning application that motivates this work.

In Section 3.3 we review the cryptographic primitives we use in our protocol. We then

proceed to give a high-level overview of our protocol design in Section 3.4, followed

by a formal protocol description in Section 3.5, and by a formal security analysis in

Section 3.6. In Section 3.7, we give performance numbers based both on theoretical

analysis as well as on a prototype implementation. Finally, we discuss some issues

surrounding practical deployments and future work in Section 3.9 and conclude with a

discussion of related work in Section 3.10.

3.2 Secure Aggregation for Federated Learning

Consider training a deep neural network to predict the next word that a user will type

as she composes a text message. Such models are commonly used to to improve typing

efficacy for a phone’s on-screen keyboard [66].

Formally, a neural network represents a function f(x,Θ) = y mapping an input x

to an output y, where f is parameterized by a high-dimensional vector Θ ∈ Rm. For

modeling text message composition, x might encode the words entered so far and y a

probability distribution over the next word. A training example is an observed pair ⟨x,y⟩
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Cloud-Hosted Mobile Intelligence Federated Learning Federated Learning with Secure Aggregation

Figure 3.1: Left: In the cloud-centric approach to machine intelligence, user devices
interact with cloud-hosted models, generating logs that can be used as training examples.
The logs from many users are combined and used to improve the model, which is then
used to serve future user requests. Middle: In Federated Learning, machine intelligence
models are shipped to users’ devices where they are both evaluated and trained locally.
Summaries of improved models are shared with the server, where they are aggregated
into a new model and deployed to user devices. Right: When Secure Aggregation is
added to Federated Learning, the aggregation of model updates is logically performed by
the virtual, incorruptible third party induced by the secure multiparty communication, so
that the cloud provider learns only the aggregated model update.

and a training set is a collectionD = {⟨xi,yi⟩; i = 1, . . . ,m}. A loss is defined on a train-

ing set Lf (D,Θ) = 1
|D|
∑︁

⟨xi,yi⟩∈D Lf (xi,yi,Θ), where Lf (x,y,Θ) = ℓ(y, f(x,Θ))

for a loss function ℓ, e.g., ℓ(y, ŷ) = ||y − ŷ||2.

Training a neural net consists of finding parameters Θ that achieve small Lf (D,Θ),

typically by iterating a variant of a minibatch stochastic gradient descent rule [30, 65]:

Θt+1 ← Θt − η∇Lf (Dt,Θt)

where Θt are the parameters after iteration t, Dt ⊆ D is a randomly selected subset of

the training examples, and η is a learning rate parameter.

A modeler may wish to train such a model on all text messages across a large

population of users. However, text messages frequently contain sensitive information;

users may be reluctant to upload a copy of them to the modeler’s servers. Instead,

we consider training such a model in a Federated Learning setting, wherein each user

maintains a private database of her text messages securely on her own mobile device,

and a shared global model is trained under the coordination of a central server based

upon highly processed, minimally scoped, ephemeral updates from users [105, 126].
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These updates are high-dimensional vectors based on information from the user’s private

database.

More in detail, training in the Federated Learning setting works as follows. Each

user u ∈ U holds a private set Du of training examples with D =
⋃︁

u∈U Du. To run

stochastic gradient descent, for each update we select a random subset of users U t ⊆ U

(in practice we might have say |U t|= 104 while |U|= 107) and for each user u ∈ U t

we select a random subset of that user’s data Dt
u ⊆ Du. We then form a (virtual)

minibatch Dt =
⋃︁

u∈Ut Dt
u. The minibatch loss gradient∇Lf (Dt,Θt) can be rewritten

as a weighted average across users:

∇Lf (Dt,Θt) =
1

|Dt|
∑︂
u∈Ut

δt
u

where δt
u = |Dt

u|∇Lf (Dt
u,Θ

t). A user can thus share just the concatenated vector

[|Dt
u|] ∥δt

u with the server, from which the server can compute the desired weighted

average and a gradient descent step:

Θt+1 ← Θt − η

∑︁
u∈Ut δt

u∑︁
u∈Ut |Dt

u|

may be taken.

Although each update δt
u is ephemeral and contains no more (and typically signifi-

cantly less) information than the user’s private database, a user might still be concerned

about what information remains. There is evidence that a trained neural network’s param-

eters sometimes allow reconstruction of training examples [53, 126, 127, 1]; it is possible

that the parameter updates be subject to similar attacks. For example, if the input x is

a one-hot vocabulary-length vector encoding the most recently typed word, common

neural network architectures will contain at least one parameter θw in Θ for each word w

such that ∂Lf

∂θw
is non-zero only when x encodes w. Thus, the set of recently typed words

in Dt
u would be revealed by inspecting the non-zero entries of δt

u.
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However, in the Federated Learning setting, the server does not need to access any

individual user’s update in order to perform stochastic gradient descent; it requires only

the element-wise weighted averages of the update vectors, taken over a random subset of

users. Using a Secure Aggregation protocol to compute these weighted averages would

ensure that the server may learn only that one or more users in this randomly selected

subset wrote a given word, but not which users.

Federated Learning systems face several practical challenges. Mobile devices have

only sporadic access to power and network connectivity, so the set of users participating

in each update step is unpredictable and the system must be robust to users dropping out.

Because the neural network may be parameterized by millions of values, updates may be

large, representing a direct cost to users on metered network plans. Mobile devices also

generally cannot establish direct communications channels with other mobile devices

(relying on a server or service provider to mediate such communication) nor can they

natively authenticate other mobile devices.

Thus, Federated Learning motivates a need for a Secure Aggregation protocol that:

1. operates on high-dimensional vectors

2. is highly communication efficient, even with a novel set of users on each instantia-

tion

3. is robust to users dropping out

4. provides the strongest possible security under the constraints of a server-mediated,

unauthenticated network model
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3.3 Cryptographic Primitives

In this section, we discuss the cryptographic primitives and assumptions needed for our

construction.

3.3.1 Secret Sharing

We rely on Shamir’s t-out-of-n Secret Sharing [123], which allows a user to split a secret

s into n shares, such that any t shares can be used to reconstruct s, but any set of at most

t− 1 shares gives no information about s.

The scheme is parameterized over a finite field F of size at least l > 2k (where

k is the security parameter of the scheme), e.g. F = Zp for some large public prime

p. We note that such a large field size is needed because our scheme requires clients

to secret share their secret keys (whose length must be proportional to the security

parameter for the security proof to go through). We also assume that integers 1, . . . , n

(which will be used to denote users in the protocol) can be identified with distinct field

elements in F. Given these parameters, the scheme consists of two algorithms. The

sharing algorithm SS.share(s, t,U) → {(u, su)}u∈U takes as input a secret s, a set U

of n field elements representing user IDs, and a threshold t ≤ |U|; it produces a set

of shares su, each of which is associated with a different u ∈ U . The reconstruction

algorithm SS.recon({(u, su)}u∈V , t) → s takes as input the threshold t and the shares

corresponding to a subset V ⊆ U such that |V|≥ t, and outputs a field element s.

Correctness requires that ∀s ∈ F,∀t, n with 1 ≤ t ≤ n, ∀U ⊆ F where |U|= n, if

{(u, su)}u∈U ← SS.share(s, t,U), V ⊆ U and |V|≥ t, then SS.recon({(u, su)}u∈V , t) =

s. Security requires that ∀s, s′ ∈ F and any V ⊆ U such that |V|< t:
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{{(u, su)}u∈U ← SS.share(s, t,U) : {(u, su)}u∈V} ≡

{{(u, su)}u∈U ← SS.share(s′, t,U) : {(u, su)}u∈V}

where “≡” denotes that the two distributions are identical.

3.3.2 Key Agreement

Key Agreement consists of a tuple of algorithms (KA.param,KA.gen,KA.agree). The

algorithm KA.param(k) → pp produces some public parameters (over which our

scheme will be parameterized). KA.gen(pp) → (sSKu , sPK
u ) allows any party u to

generate a private-public key pair. KA.agree(sSKu , sPK
v ) → su,v allows any user u to

combine their private key sSKu with the public key sPK
v for any v (generated using the

same pp), to obtain a private shared key su,v between u and v.

The specific Key Agreement scheme we will use is Diffie-Hellman key agree-

ment [40], composed with a hash function. More specifically, KA.param(k) →

(G′, g, q,H) samples group G′ of prime order q, along with a generator g, and a hash func-

tion H1; KA.gen(G′, g, q,H)→ (x, gx) samples a random x← Zq as the secret key sSKu ,

and gx as the public key sPK
u ; and KA.agree(xu, g

xv)→ su,v outputs su,v = H((gxv)xu).

Correctness requires that, for any key pairs generated by users u and v (using KA.gen

and the same parameters pp), KA.agree(sSKu , sPK
v ) = KA.agree(sSKv , sPK

u ). For secu-

rity, in the honest but curious model, we want that for any adversary who is given two

honestly generated public keys sPK
u and sPK

v (but neither of the corresponding secret

keys sSKu or sSKv ), the shared secret su,v computed from those keys is indistinguishable

1In practice, one can use SHA-256.
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from a uniformly random string. This exactly mirrors the Decisional Diffie-Hellman

(DDH) assumption, which we recall below:

Definition 28 (Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption). Let G(k) → (G′, g, q,H) be

an efficient algorithm which samples a group G′ of order q with generator g, as well

as a function H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}k. Consider the following probabilistic experiment,

parameterized by a PPT adversary M , a bit b and a security parameter k.

DDH-Expb
G,M(k):

1. (G′, g, q,H)← G(k)

2. a← Zq;A← ga

3. b← Zq;B ← gb

4. if b = 1, s← H(gab), else s
$← {0, 1}k

5. M(G′, g, q,H,A,B, s)→ b′

6. Output 1 if b = b′, 0 o/w.

The advantage of the adversary is defined as

AdvDDH
G,M (k) := |Pr[DDH-Exp1

G,M(k) = 1]− Pr[DDH-Exp0
G,M(k) = 1]|

We say that the Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption holds for G if for all PPT adver-

saries M, there exists a negligible function ϵ such that AdvDDH
G,M (k) ≤ ϵ(k).

Note that, traditionally, the Diffie-Hellman assumption does not directly involve a

hash function H (i.e. line step 4 is substituted with “if b = 1, s ← gab, else s
$← G′”),

and therefore to get from a random element of the group G′ to a uniformly random string

(which is necessary to be used as the seed for a PRG, or to sample secret keys for other

primitives), one has to compose gab with a secure randomness extractor (which composes
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well with this specific key agreement operation). For simplicity, we choose to incorporate

such an extractor function H in the assumption.

In order to prove security against active adversaries (Theorem 34), we need a some-

what stronger security guarantee for Key Agreement, namely that an adversary who is

given two honestly generated public keys sPK
u and sPK

v , and also the ability to learn

KA.agree(sSKu , sPK) and KA.agree(sSKv , sPK) for any sPKs of its choice (but different

from sPK
u and sPK

v ), still cannot distinguish su,v from a random string. In order to get

this stronger property, we need to rely on a slight variant of the Oracle Diffie-Hellman

assumption (ODH) [2], which we call Two Oracle Diffie-Hellman assumption (2ODH):

Definition 29 (Two Oracle Diffie-Hellman assumption). Let G(k) → (G′, g, q,H) be

an efficient algorithm which samples a group G′ of order q with generator g, as well

as a function H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}k. Consider the following probabilistic experiment,

parameterized by a PPT adversary M , a bit b and a security parameter k.

2ODH-Expb
G,M(k):

1. (G′, g, q,H)← G(k)

2. a← Zq;A← ga

3. b← Zq;B ← gb

4. if b = 1, s← H(gab), else s
$← {0, 1}k

5. MOa(·),Ob(·)(G′, g, q,H,A,B, s)→ b′

6. Output 1 if b = b′, 0 o/w.

where Oa(X) returns H(Xa) on any X ̸= B (and an error on input B) and similarly

Ob(X) returns H(Xb) on any X ̸= A. The advantage of the adversary is defined as

Adv2ODH
G,M (k) := |Pr[2ODH-Exp1

G,M(k) = 1]− Pr[2ODH-Exp0
G,M(k) = 1]|
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We say that the Two Oracle Diffie-Hellman assumption (2ODH) holds for G if for all

PPT adversaries M, there exists a negligible function ϵ such that Adv2ODH
G,M (k) ≤ ϵ(k).

This assumption can be directly used to prove the security property we need for Key

Agreement: the two oraclesOa(·),Ob(·) formalize the ability of the adversary M to learn

KA.agree(sSKu , sPK) and KA.agree(sSKv , sPK) for different sPK , and the negligible

advantage of M in the above game corresponds to an inability to distinguish between

s = su,v ← H(gab), and s
$← {0, 1}k.

3.3.3 Authenticated Encryption

(Symmetric) Authenticated Encryption combines confidentiality and integrity guarantees

for messages exchanged between two parties. It consists of a key generation algorithm

that outputs a private key2, an encryption algorithm AE.enc that takes as input a key and

a message and outputs a ciphertext, and a decryption algorithm AE.dec that takes as

input a ciphertext and a key and outputs either the original plaintext, or a special error

symbol ⊥. For correctness, we require that for all keys c ∈ {0, 1}k and all messages

x, AE.dec(c,AE.enc(c, x)) = x. For security, we require indistinguishability under a

chosen plaintext attack (IND-CPA) and ciphertext integrity (IND-CTXT) as defined in

[11]. Informally, the guarantee is that for any adversary M that is given encryptions of

messages of its choice under a randomly sampled key c (where c is unknown to M ), M

cannot distinguish between fresh encryptions under c of two different messages, nor can

M create new valid ciphertexts (different from the ones it received) with respect to c with

better than negligible advantage.

2Without loss of generality, we make the simplifying assumption that the key generation algorithm
samples keys as uniformly random strings.
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3.3.4 Pseudorandom Generator

We require a secure Pseudorandom Generator [135, 17] PRG that takes in a uniformly

random seed of some fixed length, and whose output space is [0, R)m (i.e. the input space

for the protocol). Security for a Pseudorandom Generator guarantees that its output on a

uniformly random seed is computationally indistinguishable from a uniformly sampled

element of the output space, as long as the seed is hidden from the distinguisher.

3.3.5 Signature Scheme

The protocol relies on a standard UF-CMA secure signature scheme (SIG.gen,SIG.sign,

SIG.ver). The key generation algorithm

SIG.gen(k) → (dPK , dSK) takes as input the security parameter and outputs a secret

key dSK and a public key dPK ; the signing algorithm SIG.sign(dSK ,m)→ σ takes as

input the secret key and a message and outputs a signature σ; the verification algorithm

SIG.ver(dPK ,m, σ)→ {0, 1} takes as input a public key, a message and a signature, and

returns a bit indicating whether the signature should be considered valid. For correctness,

we require that ∀m,

Pr[(dPK , dSK)←SIG.gen(k), σ ← SIG.sign(dSK ,m) :

SIG.ver(dPK ,m, σ) = 1] = 1

Security demands that no PPT adversary, given a fresh honestly generated public key

and access to an oracle producing signatures on arbitrary messages, should be able to

produce a valid signature on a message on which the oracle was queried on with more

than negligible probability.
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3.3.6 Public Key Infrastructure

To prevent the server from simulating an arbitrary number of clients (in the active-

adversary model), we require the support of a public key infrastructure that allows clients

to register identities, and sign messages using their identity, such that other clients can

verify this signature, but cannot impersonate them. In this model, each party u will

register
(︁
u, dPK

u

)︁
to a public bulletin board during the setup phase. The bulletin board

will only allow parties to register keys for themselves, so it will not be possible for the

attacking parties to impersonate honest parties.

3.4 Technical Intuition

We note that our protocol is quite similar to the work of Ács and Castelluccia [3], and

we give a detailed comparison between our approaches in Section 3.10. As in their

protocol, we divide the parties into two classes: a single server S that aggregates inputs

from n client parties U . Each user3 u ∈ U holds a private vector xu of dimension m;

for simplicity we assume that the elements of xu and
∑︁

u∈U xu are in ZR for some R.

The goal of the protocol is to compute
∑︁

u∈U xu in a secure fashion: at a high level, we

guarantee that the server only learns a sum of the clients’ inputs containing contributions

from at least a large fraction of the users and that the users learn nothing.

Masking with One-Time Pads

The first observation is that
∑︁

u∈U xu can be computed with perfect secrecy if xu is

masked in a particular way. Assume a total order on users, and suppose each pair of users

3We use the terms user and client interchangeably.
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(u, v), u < v agree on some random vector su,v. If u adds this to xu and v subtracts it

from xv, then the mask will be canceled when their vectors are added, but their actual

inputs will not be revealed. In other words, each user u computes:

yu = xu +
∑︂

v∈U :u<v

su,v −
∑︂

v∈U :u>v

sv,u (mod R)

and sends yu to the server, and the server computes:

z =
∑︂
u∈U

yu

=
∑︂
u∈U

(︄
xu +

∑︂
v∈U :u<v

su,v −
∑︂

v∈U :u>v

sv,u

)︄

=
∑︂
u∈U

xu (mod R)

There are two shortcomings to this approach. The first is that the users must exchange

the random vectors su,v, which, if done naively, would require quadratic communication

overhead (|U|×|x|). The second is that there is no tolerance for a party failing to

complete the protocol: if a user u drops out after exchanging vectors with other users,

but before submitting yu to the server, the vector masks associated with u would not be

canceled in the sum z.

Efficient Communication and Handling Dropped Users

We notice that we can reduce the communication by having the parties agree on common

seeds for a pseudorandom generator (PRG) rather than on the entire mask su,v. These

shared seeds will be computed by having the parties broadcast Diffie-Hellman public

keys and engaging in a key agreement.

One approach to handling dropped-out users would be to notify the surviving users

of the drop-out, and to have them each reply with the common seed they computed with
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the dropped user. This approach still has a problem: additional users may drop out in the

recovery phase before replying with the seeds, which would thus require an additional

recovery phase for the newly dropped users’ seeds to be reported, and so on, leading the

number of rounds up to at most the number of users.

We resolve this problem by using a threshold secret sharing scheme and having each

user send shares of their Diffie-Hellman secret to all other users. This allows pairwise

seeds to be recovered even if additional parties drop out during the recovery, as long as

some minimum number of parties (equal to the threshold) remain alive and respond with

the shares of the dropped users’ keys.

This approach solves the problem of unbounded recovery rounds, but still has an

issue: there is a possibility that a user’s data might accidentally be leaked to the server.

Consider a scenario where a user u is too slow in sending her yu to the server. The

server assumes that the user has dropped, and asks all other users to reveal their shares

of u’s secret key, in order to remove u’s uncancelled masks from z. However, just after

receiving these shares and computing each of the su,v values, the server may receive the

delayed yu from u. The server is now able to remove all the masks from yu, and learn xu

in the clear, breaking security for u. Moreover, an adversarial server in the active model

can similarly learn xu simply by lying about whether user u has dropped out.

Double-Masking to Protect Security

To resolve this new security problem, we introduce a double-masking structure that

protects xu even when the server can reconstruct u’s masks.

First, each user u samples an additional random seed bu during the same round as the

generation of the su,v values. During the secret sharing round, the user also generates
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and distributes shares of bu to each of the other users. When generating yu, users also

add this secondary mask:

yu = xu + PRG (bu)

+
∑︂

v∈U :u<v

PRG (su,v)

−
∑︂

v∈U :u>v

PRG (sv,u) (mod R)

During the recovery round, the server must make an explicit choice with respect to

each user u: from each surviving member v, the server can request either a share of the

common secret su,v associated with u or a share of the bu for u; an honest user v will

never reveal both kinds of shares for the same user. After gathering at least t shares of

su,v for all dropped users and t shares of bu for all surviving users, the server can subtract

off the remaining masks to reveal the sum.

Putting it all Together

We summarize our protocol in Figure 3.2 and its asymptotic costs in Figure 3.3. The

computational cost is quadratic for the users, and cubic for the server. As the size of the

data vector gets large, the communication and storage overhead for each of the clients

and the server using our protocol approaches a multiplicative constant over sending the

data in the clear.
4The server can reconstruct n secrets from aligned (t, n)-Shamir shares in O(t2 + nt) by caching

Lagrange coefficients; see section 3.7.2 for details.
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Generate DH keypairs <cu  ,cu  > and <su  ,su  >
User Server

Round 0:
Advertise Keys

Round 1:
Share Keys

Round 2:
Masked Input

Collection

Round 3:
Consistency

Checks

Send signed public keys <cu,  su , σu>PK PK

Broadcast list of received public keys to all users in u1

Validate signatures, generate bu and compute  su,v 
Compute t-out-of-n secret shares for bu and su

Send encrypted shares of bu and su

Forward received encrypted shares
Compute masked input yu 

Send yu

Wait for enough users u3⊆ u2
Send a list of at least t survived users: u3 ⊆ u2

Collect signatures

SK

PKSK

SK

Sign u3 and reply with a signature σu

PKSK

Round 4:
Unmasking

Send a list {v, σv}of survived users from u4 ⊆ u3  

Compute x (the final aggregated value)
Reconstruct secrets

Abort if |u4| < t, validate signatures
PKSend shares of bu for alive users and su  for dropped

Abort if |u3| < t
'

'

Wait for enough users u1⊆ u

Wait for enough users u2⊆ u1

Figure 3.2: High-level view of our protocol. Red, underlined parts are required
to guarantee security in the active-adversary model (and not necessary in the
honest-but-curious one).

User Server4

computation O(n2 +mn) O(mn2)
communication O(n+m) O(n2 +mn)

storage O(n+m) O(n2 +m)

Figure 3.3: Cost summary for the protocol.

3.5 A Practical Secure Aggregation Protocol

The protocol is run (in a synchronous network) between a server and a set of n users,

and consists of four rounds. Each user u holds as input a vector xu (of equal length

m) consisting of elements from ZR for some R. The server has no input, but can

communicate with the users through secure (private and authenticated) channels. At

any point, users can drop out of the protocol (in which case they stop sending messages
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completely), and the server will be able to produce a correct output as long as t of

them survive until the last round. To simplify the notation we assume that each user u

is assigned a unique “logical identity” (also denoted with u) in the form of an integer

between 1 and n, so that no two honest users share the same index5.

A complete description is provided in Figure 3.4. We stress that, in the figure, when

we say that the server “collects messages from at least t users”, we mean that the server

receives the messages from all users that have not dropped out/aborted in that round

(recall that we prove our results in the synchronous setting), and aborts if the number

of messages received is less than t. In a practical implementation, the server would

wait until a specified timeout (considering all users who did not respond in time to have

dropped out), and abort itself if not enough messages are received before such timeout.

To prove security in the active adversary model, we also assume the existence of a

Public Key Infrastructure, which for simplicity we abstract away by assuming all clients

receive as input (from a trusted third party) public signing keys for all other clients.

Overall, the protocol is parameterized over a security parameter k, which can be

adjusted to bound the success probability of any attacker. In all theorems, we implicitly

assume that the number of clients n is polynomially bounded in the security parameter.

Moreover, some of the primitives also require additional global parameters.

We note that Figure 3.4 presents both variants of the protocol: in the honest but

curious case, since all parties are following the protocol honestly, we can avoid the

use of signatures and the need for a PKI (which, most notably, allows us to avoid the

ConsistencyCheck round entirely).

5These identities will be bound to the users’ keys by a PKI. We rely on this in the active-adversary
setting.
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Secure Aggregation Protocol

• Setup:

– All parties are given the security parameter k, the number of users n and a threshold value t,
honestly generated pp ← KA.gen(k), parameters m and R such that Zm

R is the space from
which inputs are sampled, and a field F to be used for secret sharing. All users also have a private
authenticated channel with the server.

– All users u receive their signing key dSK
u from the trusted third party, together with verification

keys dPK
v bound to each user identity v.

• Round 0 (AdvertiseKeys):
User u:

– Generate key pairs (cPK
u , cSK

u ) ← KA.gen(pp), (sPK
u , sSK

u ) ← KA.gen(pp), and generate
σu ← SIG.sign(dSK

u , cPK
u ||sPK

u ).
– Send (cPK

u ||sPK
u ||σu) to the server (through the private authenticated channel) and move to next

round.

Server:

– Collect at least t messages from individual users in the previous round (denote with U1 this set
of users). Otherwise, abort.

– Broadcast to all users in U1 the list {(v, cPK
v , sPK

v , σv)}v∈U1
and move to next round.

• Round 1 (ShareKeys):
User u:

– Receive the list {(v, cPK
v , sPK

v , σv)}v∈U1
broadcasted by the server. Assert that |U1|≥ t, that

all the public key pairs are different, and that ∀v ∈ U1, SIG.ver(dPK
v , cPK

v ||sPK
v , σu) = 1.

– Sample a random element bu ← F (to be used as a seed for a PRG).
– Generate t-out-of-|U1| shares of sSK

u : {(v, sSK
u,v )}v∈U1

← SS.share(sSK
u , t,U1)

– Generate t-out-of-|U1| shares of bu: {(v, bu,v)}v∈U1
← SS.share(bu, t,U1)

– For each other user v ∈ U1 \ {u}, compute

eu,v ← AE.enc(KA.agree(cSK
u , cPK

v ), u||v||sSK
u,v ||bu,v)

– If any of the above operations (assertion, signature verification, key agreement, encryption) fails,
abort.

– Send all the ciphertexts eu,v to the server (each implicitly containing addressing information
u, v as metadata).

– Store all messages received and values generated in this round, and move to the next round.

Server:

– Collect lists of ciphertexts from at least t users (denote with U2 ⊆ U1 this set of users).
– Sends to each user u ∈ U2 all ciphertexts encrypted for it: {eu,v}v∈U2

and move to the next
round.

• Round 2 (MaskedInputCollection):
User u:

– Receive (and store) from the server the list of ciphertexts {eu,v}v∈U2 (and infer the set U2). If
the list is of size < t, abort.
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– For each other user v ∈ U2 \ {u}, compute su,v ← KA.agree(sSK
u , sPK

v ) and expand this value
using a PRG into a random vector pu,v = ∆u,v ·PRG(su,v), where ∆u,v = 1 when u > v, and
∆u,v = −1 when u < v (note that pu,v + pv,u = 0 ∀u ̸= v). Additionally, define pu,u = 0.

– Compute the user’s own private mask vector pu = PRG(bu). Then, Compute the masked input
vector yu ← xu + pu +

∑︁
v∈U2

pu,v (mod R)

– If any of the above operations (key agreement, PRG) fails, abort. Otherwise, Send yu to the
server and move to the next round.

Server:

– Collect yu from at least t users (denote with U3 ⊆ U2 this set of users). Send to each user in U3
the list U3.

• Round 3 (ConsistencyCheck):
User u:

– Receive from the server a list U3 ⊆ U2 consisting of at least t users (including itself). If U3 is
smaller than t, abort.

– Send to the server σ′
u ← SIG.sign(dSK

u ,U3).

Server:

– Collect σ′
u from at least t users (denote with U4 ⊆ U3 this set of users). Send to each user in U4

the set {v, σ′
v}v∈U4

.

• Round 4 (Unmasking):
User u:

– Receive from the server a list {v, σ′
v}v∈U4 . Verify that U4 ⊆ U3, that |U4|≥ t and that

SIG.ver(dPK ,U3, σ′
v) = 1 for all v ∈ U4 (otherwise abort).

– For each other user v in U2\{u}, decrypt the ciphertext received in the MaskedInputCollection
round to obtain v′||u′||sSK

v,u ||bv,u ← AE.dec(KA.agree(cSK
u , cPK

v ), ev,u) and assert that u =
u′ ∧ v = v′.

– If any of the decryption operations fail (in particular, the ciphertext does not correctly authenti-
cate), abort.

– Send a list of shares to the server, which consists of sSK
v,u for users v ∈ U2 \ U3 and bv,u for users

in v ∈ U3.

Server (generating the output):

– Collect responses from at least t users (denote with U5 this set of users).
– For each user in u ∈ U2 \ U3, reconstruct sSK

u ← SS.recon({sSK
u,v }v∈U5

, t) and use it (together
with the public keys received in the AdvertiseKeys round) to recompute pv,u for all v ∈ U3
using the PRG.

– For each user u ∈ U3, reconstruct bu ← SS.recon({bu,v}v∈U5
, t) and then recompute pu using

the PRG.
– Compute and output z =

∑︁
u∈U3

xu as∑︂
u∈U3

xu =
∑︂
u∈U3

yu −
∑︂
u∈U3

pu +
∑︂

u∈U3,v∈U2\U3

pv,u

Figure 3.4: Detailed description of the Secure Aggregation protocol. Red, underlined
parts are required to guarantee security in the active-adversary model (and not necessary
in the honest-but-curious one).
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3.6 Security Analysis

In our security arguments, we will make use of the following technical lemma. It says

that if users’ values have uniformly random pairwise masks added to them, then the

resulting values look uniformly random, conditioned on their sum being equal to the sum

of the users’ values. In other words, the pairwise masks hide all information about users’

individual inputs, except for their sum.

Lemma 30. Fix n, m, R, U with |U|= n, and {xu}u∈U where ∀u ∈ U ,xu ∈ Zm
R . Then,

{{pu,v
$← Zm

R}u<v, pu,v := −pv,u∀u > v

: {xu +
∑︂

v∈U\{u}

pu,v (mod R)}u∈U}

≡

{{wu
$← Zm

R}u∈U s.t.
∑︂
u∈U

wu =
∑︂
u∈U

xu (mod R)

: {wu}u∈U}

where “≡” denotes that the distributions are identical.

We omit the proof, noting that it can be proved easily by induction on n.

3.6.1 Honest but Curious Security

Here, we argue that our protocol is a secure multiparty computation in the honest but

curious setting, regardless of how and when parties abort. In particular, we prove that

when executing the protocol with threshold t, the joint view of the server and any set

of less than t (honest) users does not leak any information about the other users’ inputs,
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besides what can be inferred from the output of the computation. Before formally stating

our result, we introduce some notation.

We will consider executions of our secure aggregation protocol where the underlying

cryptographic primitives are instantiated with security parameter k, a server S interacts

with a set U of n users (denoted with logical identities 1, . . . , n) and the threshold is set

to t. In such executions, users might abort at any point during the execution, and we

denote with Ui the subset of the users that correctly sent their message to the server at

round i− 1, such that U ⊇ U1 ⊇ U2 ⊇ U3 ⊇ U4 ⊇ U5. For example, users in U2 \ U3 are

exactly those that abort before sending the message to the server in Round 2, but after

sending the message of Round 1. If Round ConsistencyCheck has been omitted, define

U4 := U3.

Denote the input of each user u with xu, and with xU ′ = {xu}u∈U ′ the inputs of any

subset of users U ′ ⊆ U .

In such a protocol execution, the view of a party consists of its internal state (including

its input and randomness) and all messages this party received from other parties (the

messages sent by this party do not need to be part of the view because they can be

determined using the other elements of its view). Moreover, if the party aborts, it stops

receiving messages and the view is not extended past the last message received.

Given any subset C ⊆ U ∪ {S} of the parties, let REALU ,t,k
C (xU ,U1,U2,U3,U4,U5)

be a random variable representing the combined views of all parties in C in the above

protocol execution, where the randomness is over the internal randomness of all parties,

and the randomness in the setup phase.

Our first theorem shows that the joint view of any subset of honest users (excluding

the server) can be simulated given only the knowledge of the inputs of those users.
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Intuitively, this means that those users learn “nothing more” than their own inputs.

Theorem 31 (Honest But Curious Security, against clients only). There exists a PPT

simulator SIM such that for all k, t,U with t ≤ |U|,xU ,U1,U2,U3,U4,U5 and C such that

C ⊆ U , U ⊇ U1 ⊇ U2 ⊇ U3 ⊇ U4 ⊇ U5, the output of SIM is perfectly indistinguishable

from the output of REALU ,t,k
C :

REAL
U ,t,k
C (xU ,U1,U2,U3,U4,U5) ≡ SIM

U ,t,k
C (xC,U1,U2,U3,U4,U5)

Proof. Note that, since the view of the server is omitted, the joint view of the parties in C

does not depend (in an information theoretic sense) on the inputs of the parties not in

C. The simulator can therefore produce a perfect simulation by running the honest but

curious users on their true inputs, and all other users on a dummy input (for example,

a vector of 0s), and outputting the simulated view of the users in C. In more detail, the

only value sent by the honest parties which depend on their input is yu (sent to the server

in round MaskedInputCollection). One can easily note that the response sent by the

server to the users in round MaskedInputCollection just contains a list of user identities

which depends on which users responded on the previous round, but not on the specific

yu values of the responses. This means that the simulator can use dummy values for the

inputs of all honest parties not in C, and the joint view of users in C will be identical to

that in REALU ,t,k.

In our next theorem, we consider security against an honest-but-curious server, who

can additionally combine knowledge with some honest-but-curious clients. We show that

any such group of honest-but-curious parties can be simulated given the inputs of the

clients in that group, and only the sum of the values of the remaining clients. Intuitively,

this means that those clients and the server learn “nothing more” than their own inputs,

and the sum of the inputs of the other clients. Additionally, if too many clients abort

before Round Unmasking, then we show that we can simulate the view of the honest-
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but-curious parties given no information about the remaining clients’ values. Thus, in

this case, the honest-but-curious parties learn nothing about the remaining clients’ values.

Importantly, the view to be simulated must contain fewer than t honest-but-curious

clients, or else we cannot guarantee security.

Theorem 32 (Honest But Curious Security, with curious server). There exists a PPT

simulator SIM such that for all t,U ,xU ,U1,U2,U3,U4, and C such that C ⊆ U ∪ {S},

|C \ {S}|< t, U ⊇ U1 ⊇ U2 ⊇ U3 ⊇ U4 ⊇ U5, the output of SIM is computationally

indistinguishable from the output of REALU ,t,k
C :

REAL
U ,t,k
C (xU ,U1,U2,U3,U4,U5) ≈c SIM

U ,t,k
C (xC, z,U1,U2,U3,U4,U5)

where

z =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
∑︁

u∈U3\C xu if |U3|≥ t

⊥ otherwise.

Proof. We prove the theorem by a standard hybrid argument. We will define a sim-

ulator SIM through a series of (polynomially many) subsequent modifications to the

random variable REAL, so that any two subsequent random variables are computationally

indistinguishable.

Hyb0 This random variable is distributed exactly as REAL, the joint view of the parties C

in a real execution of the protocol.

Hyb1 In this hybrid, we change the behavior of simulated honest parties in the set U2 \ C,

so that instead of using KA.agree(cSKu , cPK
v ) to encrypt and decrypt messages to

other users v in the same set, they use a uniformly random encryption key cu,v

chosen by the simulator. The Decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption (as recalled in

Definition 28) guarantees that this hybrid is indistinguishable from the previous

one.
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Hyb2 In this hybrid, we substitute all ciphertexts encrypted by honest parties in the

set U2 \ C and sent to other honest parties with encryptions of 0 (padded to the

appropriate length) instead of shares of sSKu and bu. However, the honest clients

in that set continue to respond with the correct shares of sSKu and bu in Round

Unmasking. Since only the contents of the ciphertexts have changed, IND-CPA

security of the encryption scheme guarantees that this hybrid is indistinguishable

from the previous one.

Hyb3 Define:

U∗ =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
U2 \ C if z =⊥

U2 \ U3 \ C otherwise.

This hybrid is distributed exactly as the previous one, but here we substitute

all shares of bu generated by parties u ∈ U∗ and given to the corrupted parties

in Round ShareKeys with shares of 0 (using a different sharing of 0 for every

u ∈ U∗). Note that, in this hybrid and the previous one, the adversary does not

receive any additional shares of bu for users u in the set U∗ in Round Unmasking,

either because the honest clients do not reveal shares of bu for such u, or because

all honest clients abort (when |U3|< t, which happens exactly when z =⊥). Thus,

MC’s joint view contains only |C|< t shares of each bu. The properties of Shamir’s

secret sharing thus guarantee that the distribution of any |C| shares of 0 is identical

to the distribution of an equivalent number of shares of any given secret bu, making

this hybrid identically distributed to the previous one.

Hyb4 In this hybrid, for all parties u ∈ U∗, instead of computing pu ← PRG(bu), we set

it to be a uniformly random vector (of the appropriate size).

Note that, in the previous hybrid, since bu is chosen uniformly at random and

its shares given to the adversary are substituted with shares of 0, the output of
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the random variable does not depend on the seed of the PRG except through the

PRG’s output. Therefore, the only change in this hybrid boils down to substituting

the output of a PRG (on a randomly generated seed otherwise independent from

the joint view of parties in C) with a uniformly random value. Therefore, leveraging

the security of the PRG, we can argue that this hybrid is indistinguishable from

the previous one.

Hyb5 For all parties u ∈ U∗, in Round MaskedInputCollection, instead of sending:

yu ← xu + pu +
∑︂
v∈U2

pu,v

we send:

yu ← pu +
∑︂
v∈U2

pu,v

Since pu was changed in the previous hybrid to be uniformly random and inde-

pendent of any other values, xu + pu is also uniformly random, and so this hybrid

and the previous hybrid are identically distributed. Further, this hybrid and all

subsequent hybrids do not depend on the values xu for u ∈ U∗.

Note: If z =⊥, then we can ignore the further hybrids, and let SIM be as described

in Hyb5, since SIM can already simulate REAL without knowing xu for any u /∈ C.

Therefore in the following hybrids we assume z ̸=⊥.

Hyb6 This random variable is distributed exactly as the previous one, but here we

substitute all shares of sSKu generated by parties u ∈ U3 \ C and given to the

corrupted parties in Round ShareKeys with shares of 0 (using a different sharing

of 0 for every u ∈ U3 \ C). Following an analogous argument to that for Hyb3,

the properties of Shamir’s secret sharing guarantee that this hybrid is identically

distributed to the previous one.

Hyb7 We fix a specific user u′ ∈ U3 \ C. For this user, and each other user u ∈ U3 \ C, in

order to compute the value yu sent to the server, we substitute the joint noise key
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(which would be computed by u′ and u as su′,u = su,u′ ← KA.agree(sSKu′ , sPK
u ))

with a uniformly random value (which will used by both parties as a PRG seed).

In more detail, for each user u ∈ U3 \ C \ {u′}, a value s′u′,u is sampled uniformly

at random and, instead of sending

yu ← xu + pu +
∑︂
v∈U2

pu,v

SIM sends

y′
u ← xu + pu +

∑︂
v∈U2\{u′}

pu,v +∆u,u′ · PRG(s′u′,u)

and accordingly

y′
u′ ← xu′ + pu′ +

∑︂
v∈U2

∆u′,v · PRG(s′u′,v)

where ∆u,v = 1 when u > v and ∆u,v = −1 when u < v.

It is easy to see that the Decisional Diffie-Hellman Assumption (Definition 28)

guarantees that this hybrid is indistinguishable from the previous one6.

Hyb8 In this hybrid, for the same party u′ chosen in the previous hybrid and all other

parties v ∈ U3 \ C, instead of computing pu′,v ← ∆u′,v · PRG(s′u′,v), we compute

it using fresh randomness ru′,v (of the appropriate size) as pu′,v ← ∆u′,v · ru′,v.

Note that, in the previous hybrid, since s′u′,v is chosen uniformly at random (and in-

dependently from the Diffie-Hellman keys), the output of the random variable does

not depend on the seed of the PRG except through the PRG’s output. Therefore,

the only change in this hybrid boils down to substituting the output of a PRG (on

an randomly generated seed otherwise independent from the joint view of parties

in C) with a uniformly random value. Therefore, leveraging the security of the

PRG, we can argue that this hybrid is indistinguishable from the previous one.
6It is important to note here that, in the previous hybrids, we removed all shares of sSK

u for u ∈ U3 \ C
from the joint view of parties in C. Without doing so, we could not reduce to the security of DH Key
Agreement.
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Hyb9 In this hybrid, for all users u ∈ U3 \ C, in round MaskedInputCollection instead

of sending:

yu ← xu + pu +
∑︂
v∈U2

pu,v = xu + pu +
∑︂

v∈U3\C

pu,v +
∑︂

v∈U2\U3\C

pu,v

we send:

yu ← wu + pu +
∑︂

v∈U2\U3\C

pu,v

Where {wu}u∈U3\C are uniformly random, subject to
∑︁

U3\C wu =
∑︁

U3\C xu = z.

Invoking Lemma 30 with n = |U3 \ C|, we have that this hybrid is identically

distributed to the previous one. Moreover, note that to sample from the random

variable described by this hybrid, knowledge of the individual xu for u ∈ U3 \ C is

not needed, and their sum z is sufficient.

We can thus define a PPT simulator SIM that samples from the distribution described in the

last hybrid. The argument above proves that the output of the simulator is computationally

indistinguishable from the output of REAL, completing the proof.

3.6.2 Privacy against Active Adversaries

In this section, we give formal arguments showing that our protocol preserves privacy

against active adversaries. By active adversaries, we mean parties (clients or the server)

that deviate from the protocol, sending incorrect and/or arbitrarily chosen messages to

honest users, aborting, omitting messages, and sharing their entire view of the protocol

with each other, and also with the server (if the server is also an active adversary).

We note that we only show input privacy for honest users: it is much harder to

additionally guarantee correctness and availability for the protocol when some users are
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actively adversarial. Such users can distort the output of the protocol by setting their input

values xu to be out of range7, by sending inconsistent Shamir shares to other users in

Round ShareKeys, or by reporting incorrect shares to the server in Round Unmasking.

Making such deviations efficient to detect and possibly recover from is left to future

work.

We note some key differences between the argument for honest-but-curious security,

and the argument for privacy against active adversaries.

The first key difference is that, for the proof against active adversaries, we assume that

there exists a public-key infrastructure (PKI), which guarantees to users that messages

they receive came from other users (and not the server). Without this assumption, the

server can perform a Sybil attack on the users in Round ShareKeys, by simulating for a

specific user u all other users v in the protocol and thus receiving all u’s key shares and

recovering that users’ input. Alternatively, we can require the server to act honestly in its

first message (in Round ShareKeys). Specifically, the server must honestly forward the

Diffie-Hellman public keys it receives to all other users, allowing them to set up pairwise

private and authenticated channels amongst themselves.

However, if we assume a PKI, then we observe that the server’s power in the remainder

of the protocol is reduced to lying to users about which other users have dropped out:

since all user-to-user messages (sent in round ShareKeys) are authenticated through an

authenticated encryption scheme, the server cannot add, modify or substitute messages,

but rather, can only fail to deliver them. Note, importantly, that the server can try to give

a different view to each user of which other users have dropped out of the protocol. In

the worst case, this could allow the server to learn a different set of shares from each user
7Typically, each element of xu is expected to be from a range [0, RU ) ⊂ [0, R), such that the sum of

all xu is in [0, R). However, an actively adversarial user could choose xu outside the expected range, i.e.
on [RU , R), allowing the adversarial user disproportionate impact on protocol’s result, thus undermining
correctness.
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in Round Unmasking, allowing it to potentially reconstruct more secrets than it should

be allowed to. The ConsistencyCheck round is included in the protocol to deal with this

issue. The inclusion of the ConsistencyCheck round is the second key difference with

the honest-but-curious proof.

The final key difference is that we need the proof to be in the random oracle (RO)

model. To see why, notice that honestly acting users are essentially “commited” to

their secrets and input by the end of the MaskedInputCollection round. However,

the server can adaptively choose which users drop after the MaskedInputCollection

round. This causes problems for a simulation proof, because the simulator doesn’t know

honest users’ real inputs, and must use dummy information in the earlier rounds, thus

“committing” itself to wrong values that are potentially easily detectable. The random

oracle adds a trapdoor for the simulator to equivocate, so that even if it commits to

dummy values in early rounds, it can reprogram the random oracle to make the dummy

values indistinguishable from honest users’ values.

Before we state our theorems, we introduce some additional definitions and notation

for the setting of active and colluding users and servers. As is standard, we consider

only computationally-bounded adversarial parties, namely those whose strategies can be

described by some probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm M . We note that our proofs

will be performed in the so-called “Random Oracle” model [12]. A random oracle O can

be thought of as a perfectly random function in the sky, which can be queried on any input

x and bit length l, and which returns O(x), a binary string of length l, such that each

O(x) is uniformly random and independent, and such that repeated queries on the same

x and l give the same result. A random oracle can also be thought of as a “perfect PRG”:

whereas PRG(x) outputs a pseudorandom string, O(x) outputs a truly random string.

While a random oracle can never actually be instantiated due to its provably exponential
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size, it is often replaced with a cryptographic hash function with little practical loss in

security [81]. In our proofs in this section, we will assume that a common random oracle

O is available to all the parties, who can each make arbitrarily many oracle queries to O

during the course of their execution. Also, all honest parties will substitute all PRG calls

with calls to O, on the same input as they used for the PRG, and with the appropriate bit

length l.

We also allow the adversarial parties to adaptively choose the set of honest parties

that (truly) abort in that round, which gives them more power than having the aborts be

independently chosen, or predetermined fixed in advance.

For fixed n, t and k and a set C of corrupt parties, we let MC indicate the polynomial-

time algorithm that denotes the “next-message” function of parties in C. That is, given a

party identifier c ∈ C, a round index i, a transcript T of all messages sent and received

so far by all parties in C, joint randomness rC for the corrupt parties’ execution, and

access to random oracle O, MC(c, i, T, rC) outputs the message for party c in round i

(possibly making several queries to O along the way). Additionally, given a round index

i, a transcript T of all messages sent and received so far by all parties in C, and joint

randomness rC for the corrupt parties’ execution, MC(i, T, rC) outputs the set of parties

Ui that abort due to failure in that round (again, possibly making several queries to O

along the way). 8 We note that MC is thus effectively choosing the inputs for all corrupt

users.

Let REALU ,t,k
C (MC,xU) be a random variable representing the combined views of all

parties in C in the above protocol execution, where all corrupt parties’ messages and the

independent failures of the honest parties are chosen using MC , and all parties including

MC have access to O. The random variable’s distribution is over the random choices of
8Note that additional honest parties may also abort in each round if the messages they receive from

corrupt parties are malformed.
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honest parties’ randomness and rC , over randomness of setup, and of the random oracle

O which is provided to all parties.

As in the case of honest-but-curious users, we consider two separate cases: one

where only a subset of users are adversarial and colluding, and one where the server is

additionally adversarial and colluding with some subset of corrupt users.

Theorem 33 (Privacy against actively adversarial users, with honest server). There exists

a PPT simulator SIM such that for all PPT adversaries MC , all k, t,U ,xU\C, C ⊆ U , the

output of SIM is perfectly indistinguishable from the output of REALU ,t,k
C :

REAL
U ,t,k
C (MC,xU\C) ≡ SIM

U ,t,k
C (MC)

Proof. The proof is identical to that for Theorem 31: even though the adversarial users

additionally get to send arbitrary messages and select the abort pattern of the honest

users, the messages they receive from honest users never depend on the private input xu

of those users. Thus, the simulator can emulate the real view of the corrupted users C by

using MC for the adversarial users, and running the honest users on dummy inputs.

Note: Though SIM does not get access to a random oracle O, it can simulate O on

the fly using standard techniques. Specifically, it first creates an internal table mapping x

to O(x) that is initially empty. Now, whenever a party making an oracle request on input

x, SIM checks if x is in its table, and if so, returns the associated O(x), and otherwise,

generates a fresh, uniformly random string for O(x), puts (x,O(x)) in its table, and

sendsO(x) as the response to the querying party. Since all parties run in polynomial time,

the table can never grow to more than polynomial size, so SIM remains efficient, and

additionally, all parties get exactly the same uniformly random distribution of responses

to oracle queries as they would from a real O.

We now proceed to the proof of security when the adversarial also include the server.
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Before we do so, we recall that, in contrast with Theorem 32, MC is now allowed

to dynamically choose which users abort in each round, rather than the aborts being

statically fixed beforehand. Accordingly, the particular subset of honest users for which

the server learns the sum is dynamically determined during the execution of the protocol,

and in particular, we can no longer provide a sum z of some fixed subset of the users’

inputs as input to the simulator SIM. Instead, we will allow SIM to make a single query to

an ideal functionality that will allow it to learn the sum z of values for a single subset L

of honest parties, chosen dynamically by SIM at run-time. More formally, we give SIM

access to an oracle Idealδ{xu}u∈U\C
for appropriately chosen δ, such that Idealδ{xu}u∈U\C

can

be queried only once, and, given a subset L, operates as follows:

Idealδ{xu}u∈U\C
(L) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
∑︁

u∈L xu if L ⊆ (U \ C) and |L|≥ δ

⊥ otherwise

We also stress that in order to leverage the security of the key agreement in a context

where some of the clients might be active adversaries, the following theorem relies on a

slight variant of the Oracle Diffie-Hellman assumption (ODH) [2], which we call Two

Oracle Diffie-Hellman assumption (2ODH) and introduce in Section 3.3.2.

The theorem shows that the joint view of colluding corrupt parties in a real execution

of a protocol can be simulated given only a single sum of a (dynamically-chosen) subset

of at least δ honest users, meaning intuitively that the corrupt parties learn “nothing more”

than a single sum of a subset of the honest parties’ inputs.

Theorem 34 (Privacy against active adversaries, including the server). There exists a

PPT simulator SIM such that for all k, t,U , C ⊆ U ∪ {S} and xU\C , letting n = |U| and

nC = |C ∩U|, if 2t > n+nC , then the output of SIM is computationally indistinguishable

from the output of REALU ,t,k:

REAL
U ,t,k
C (MC,xU\C) ≈c SIM

U ,t,k,Idealδ{xu}u∈U\C
C (MC)
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where δ = t− nC .

Proof. We prove the theorem by a standard hybrid argument. We will define a simulator

SIM through a series of (polynomially many) subsequent modifications to the real execu-

tion REAL, so that the views of MC in any two subsequent executions are computationally

indistinguishable. In each of the hybrids below, even though we do not explicitly mention

it, SIM will cause honest parties to abort as they would during the real the protocol (e.g.,

if they receive a malformed message), and also if they are in a set Ui output by MC .

Hyb0 This random variable is distributed exactly as the view of MC in REAL, the joint

view of the parties C in a real execution of the protocol.

Hyb1 In this hybrid, the real execution is emulated by a simulator that knows all the

inputs xu of the honest parties, and runs a full execution of the protocol with MC ,

which includes simulating the random oracle “on the fly” (using a dynamically

generated table), the PKI and the rest of the setup phase.

The view of the adversary in this hybrid is the same as the previous one.

Hyb2 In this hybrid, the simulator additionally aborts if MC provides any of the honest

parties u (in round AdvertiseKeys) with a correct signature with respect to an

honest v’s public key, on (cPK
v ||sPK

v ) different from those sent by v. Since this

amounts to breaking the security of the signature scheme, this hybrid is identical

from the previous one.

Hyb3 This hybrid is identical to Hyb2, except that, for any pair of honest users u, v, the

messages among them are encrypted (in round ShareKeys, before being given to

MC) and decrypted (in round Unmasking, after MC has delivered them) using a

uniformly random key (as opposed to the one obtained through the key agreement

KA.agree(cSKu , cPK
v )).
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The 2ODH assumption guarantees that this hybrid is indistinguishable from the

previous one. In particular, we can switch the encryption keys between one pair

of honest users at a time (since n is polynomial in k, there are only polynomially

many pairs of honest users), and argue that an adversary noticing the difference

when one key is switched will also be able to break the 2ODH.

Hyb4 This hybrid is identical to Hyb3, except additionally, SIM will abort if MC succeeds

to deliver, in round ShareKeys, a message to an honest client u on behalf of another

honest client v, such that i) the message is different from the message SIM had

given MC in round ShareKeys, and ii) the message does not cause the decryption

algorithm (using the proper key) to fail. Note that, as the encryption key that

the two users were using in the previous hybrid was randomly selected, such a

message would directly constitute a forgery against the INT-CTXT security of the

encryption scheme.

Hyb5 In this hybrid, in addition, SIM substitutes all the encrypted shares sent between

pairs of honest users with encryptions of 0. (It still returns the “real” shares in

Round Unmasking as it did before).

Note that, since the corresponding encryption keys were chosen uniformly at

random, IND-CPA security of the encryption scheme guarantees this hybrid is

indistinguishable from the previous one.

Hyb6 In this hybrid, in addition, SIM aborts if MC provides any of the honest parties (in

round ConsistencyCheck) with a signature on a set which correctly verifies w.r.t.

the public key of an honest party, but such that the honest client never produced a

signature on that set.

Because of the security of the signature scheme, such forgeries can happen only

with negligible probability, therefore this hybrid is indistinguishable from the

previous one.
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We are now able to define the set Q to be the only set Q ⊆ U such that there

exists an honest user which received the set Q in round ConsistencyCheck, and

later received at least t valid signatures on it in round Unmasking (where valid

means that the signatures verify with respect to a set of distinct public signature

keys among those received by the client from the trusted party at the start of the

protocol).

In case no such set Q exists (e.g. no set had enough signatures, or not enough

honest users survived), we define Q = ∅.

Note that this set is well defined: since the server cannot forge signatures on behalf

of the honest clients, and each honest client will sign at most one set Q, if there

were two such sets this would imply that at least t − nC distinct honest parties

signed each of them, i.e. that 2(t − nC) ≤ n − nC , which directly contradicts

2t > n+ nC .

Hyb7 In this hybrid, in addition, SIM aborts if MC queries the random oracle/PRG on

input bu for some honest user u (i.e. the value sampled by SIM on behalf of u in

round ShareKeys) either i) before the adversary received the responses from the

honest players in round Unmasking or ii) after such responses have been received,

but where u ̸∈ Q.

In both cases, because the value bu is information theoretically hidden from MC ,

SIM will abort due to this new condition only if MC is able to guess one of the bu,

which can only happen with negligible probability (as they are chosen from the

exponentially large domain F). To see why the view of MC does not depend on bu,

let us analyze which of the view’s components depend on any bu. In case i), MC

only receives from SIM at most nC shares of b (sent by u in round ShareKeys, one

for each of the corrupt clients). However. since nC < t, the distribution of any such

shares is independent from bu (because of the properties of secret sharing). Even in
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case ii), the view of MC is still independent from bu: since u ̸∈ Q, no honest user

would send to the server any share of bu, and therefore SIM does not have to send

any to MC .

Hyb8 In this hybrid, in addition, SIM aborts if MC queries the random oracle/PRG on

input su,v for some honest users u, v either i) before the adversary received the

responses from the honest players in round Unmasking or ii) after such responses

have been received, but where u, v ∈ Q.

To argue that this hybrid is indistinguishable from the previous one (except with

negligible probability), we will reduce to the security of the 2ODH assumption.

In particular, consider a distinguisher SIM′ which receives a 2ODH challenge

(G′, g, q, A,B, z) and guesses at random two honest users u, v, hoping that the

adversary’s query which will cause the simulator to abort will be exactly su,v.

SIM′ acts exactly as SIM in the previous hybrid, except it sets up sPK
u = A and

sPK
v = B as the public keys for those users and uses its two oracles to complete the

simulation without having access to the corresponding secret keys. In particular, in

round AdvertiseKeys, SIM′ sends these modified public keys to MC (as opposed

to the fresh ones SIM would have sampled in the previous hybrid). In round

ShareKeys, rather than generating shares of the secret keys sSKu and sSKv (which it

does not know), it generates and sends to the corrupt parties shares of 0. In round

MaskedInputCollection, when generating y values for all the honest users (to be

sent to MC), SIM′ sets su,v = z, and uses its two oracles Oa and Ob to compute all

other required s values for u and v and other users. Then, if MC makes a random

oracle query for z, SIM′ will guess that z = H(gab) and abort the simulation;

otherwise it will guess that z was chosen at random.

Let us now analyze the advantage of such SIM′ in the 2ODH-Exp game. Notice

that, conditioned on the choice of u, v being correct, and until the point where the
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adversary makes a random oracle query for z, the view of the adversary in this

simulated protocol execution is exactly the same as the one of Hyb7. This is because,

as in the previous argument, for both possible values of z, the adversary will obtain

less than t shares of both sSKu and sSKv , which thus reveal “no information” about

the actual values of sSKu and sSKv . Moreover, because we are modeling the PRG

as a random oracle, MC cannot extract any information about su,v from yu and yv

without querying the random oracle.

Therefore, if MC can distinguish between Hyb7 and Hyb8 with more than negligible

probability, then it must be triggering the abort condition with more than negligible

probability and therefore (conditioned on the choice of u and v being correct)

MC must make to the random oracle/PRG a query of the form H(gab) with more

than negligible probability. This implies that, when z = H(gab), SIM′ will claim

(correctly) that z = H(gab) with non negligible probability. On the other hand,

when z is chosen uniformly random, it is information theoretically hidden from

MC’s view, and therefore MC can only make a query for it (which will cause SIM′

to incorrectly claim that z = H(gab)) with negligible probability. In other words, if

MC distinguishes between Hyb7 and Hyb8 with non-negligible probability p, then

the algorithm SIM′ described above also breaks 2ODH assumption probability at

least p/2n2, which is non-negligible, concluding the argument.

Hyb9 This hybrid is defined exactly as the previous one, except that the values of yu

computed by the simulator on behalf of the honest clients and sent to MC in

round MaskedInputCollection are substituted with uniformly sampled values,

and the output of some random oracle queries for the PRG is modified to ensure

consistency/correctness for the result. More in detail, after the server delivers to

honest clients the messages for round ConsistencyCheck, but before SIM sends

their responses, these messages sent by MC to the honest clients define a set Q (as
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defined in hybrid Hyb6). For all u ∈ Q \ C, SIM programs the random oracle to set

PRG(bu) as follows:

PRG(bu)← yu − xu −
∑︂
v∈Fu

PRG(su,v)

where v ∈ Fu iff v ̸∈ Q \ C and MC delivered a ciphertext to u from v in round

ShareKeys (which captures the fact that in a real execution u would have included

the joint noise pu,v for v in its masked input vector yu). For all u /∈ Q \ C, SIM

sets PRG(bu) arbitrarily.

We will argue that the view of MC in this hybrid is statistically indistinguishable

from the previous one. First, note that for honest clients u ̸∈ Q, since MC cannot

query the PRG on input bu, in both hybrids the value yu is distributed uniformly at

random (and independent from the rest of the view).

Similarly, for honest clients u ∈ Q, before Round Unmasking, MC cannot query

the PRG on input bu, so yu looks uniformly random as expected. After Round

Unmasking, when MC learns bu, it has exactly the same distribution as in the

previous hybrid, i.e. it satisfies

yu − PRG(bu)−
∑︂
v∈Fu

PRG(su,v) = xu

Thus, this hybrid is indistinguishable from the previous one.

Hyb10 This hybrid is defined exactly as the previous one, except that for all u ∈ Q \ C,

instead of programming the random oracle to set PRG(bu) to9:

PRG(bu)← yu − xu −
∑︂
v∈Fu

PRG(su,v)

= yu − xu −
∑︂
v∈Q

PRG(su,v)−
∑︂

v∈Fu\Q

PRG(su,v)

9Notice that Q must be a subset of Fu, or else u aborts
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as in the previous hybrid, SIM instead sets

PRG(bu)← yu −wu −
∑︂

v∈Fu\Q

PRG(su,v)

where {wu}u∈Q\C are chosen uniformly at random, subject to
∑︁

u∈Q\C wu =∑︁
u∈Q\C xu. Since, as argued before, su,v’s for u, v ∈ Q \ C are never queried by

MC , by Lemma 30, in the view of MC , the above values are identically distributed

as the previous hybrid.

Hyb11 This hybrid is defined as the previous one, with the only difference being that

the simulator now does not receive the inputs of the honest parties, but instead, in

round Unmasking, makes a query to the functionality Ideal for the set Q \ C and

uses the value to sample the required wu values. Note that since by construction

|Q|≥ t, |Q \ C|≥ t− nC = s, and therefore the functionality Ideal will not return

⊥.

It is easy to see that this change does not modify the view seen by the adversary,

and therefore it is perfectly indistinguishable from the previous one. Moreover,

this hybrid does not make use of the honest party’s inputs, and this concludes the

proof.

3.6.3 Interpretation of Results

We summarize our system for the different security models we consider in Figure 3.5.
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Threat model Minimum threshold Minimum inputs in
sum

Client-only adversary 1 t
Server-only adversary ⌊n

2
⌋+ 1 t

Clients-Server collusion ⌊2n
3
⌋+ 1 t− nC

Figure 3.5: Parameterization for different threat models. “Minimum threshold” denotes
the minimum value of t required for security in the given threat model. “Minimum inputs
in the sum” denotes a lower bound on the number of users’ values that are included in the
sum learned by the server. n denotes the total number of users, while nC is the number of
corrupt users.

Security against only clients

In each of Theorems 31 and 33, we see that the joint view of any subset of clients, honest

or adversarial, can be simulated given no information about the values of the remaining

clients. This means, no matter how we set our t parameter, clients on their own learn

nothing about other clients.

Security against only the server

From Theorems 32 and 34, we see that if we set nC = 0, that is, there are no clients who

cheat or collaborate with the server, then setting t ≥ ⌊n
2
⌋ + 1 guarantees that the sum

learned by the server contains the values of at least t > n
2

clients, and the protocol can

deal with up to ⌈n
2
⌉ − 1 dropouts.

Security against a server colluding with clients

From Theorems 32 and 34, we see that we can allow a server (honest or adversarial) to

collaborate with up to nC = ⌈n
3
⌉ − 1 users (honest or adversarial), if we set t ≥ ⌊2n

3
⌋+1,

at the same time guaranteeing that the sum learned by the server contains the values of at
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least n
3

clients. Additionally, the protocol is robust to up to ⌈n
3
⌉ − 1 users dropping out.

For all the results above, we reiterate that if we want security against servers that

are allowed to actively deviate from the protocol (whether or not they collaborate with

clients), we must use include the protocol features highlighted in Figure 3.4.

3.7 Evaluation

We summarize the protocol’s performance in Table 3.3. All calculations below assume a

single server and n users, where each user holds a data vector of size m. We evaluate the

honest-but-curious version of the protocol, and ignore the cost of the PKI, all signatures,

and Round ConsistencyCheck. We note that including their cost does not change any of

the asymptotics, and only slightly increases the computation and communication costs.

3.7.1 Performance Analysis of Client

Computation cost: O(n2 +mn). Each user u’s computation cost can be broken up as

(1) Performing the 2n key agreements, which take O(n) time, (2) Creating t-out-of-n

Shamir secret shares of sSKu and bu, which is O(n2) and (3) Generating values pu and

pu,v for every other user v for each entry in the input vector by stretching one PRG seed

each, which takes O(mn) time in total. Overall, each user’s computation is O(n2 +mn).

Communication cost: O(n + m). The communication costs of each user can be

broken up into 4 parts: (1) Exchanging keys with each other user by sending 2 and

receiving 2(n− 1) public keys, (2) Sending 2(n− 1) and receiving 2(n− 1) encrypted

secret shares, (3) Sending a masked data vector of size m⌈log2R⌉ to the server, and (4)
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(a) Wall-clock running time per client, as the
number of clients increases. The data vector
size is fixed to 100K entries.

(b) Wall-clock running time per client, as the
size of the data vector increases. The number
of clients is fixed to 500.

(c) Total data transfer per client, as the number
of clients increases. Different lines show dif-
ferent data vector sizes. Assumes no dropouts.

(d) Total data expansion factor per client, as
compared to sending the raw data vector to
the server. Different lines represent different
values of n. Assumes no dropouts.

Figure 3.6: Client Running Time and Data Transfer Costs. All wall-clock running times
are for a single-threaded client implemented in Java, and ignore communication latency.
Plotted points represent averages over 10 end-to-end iterations, and error bars represent
95% confidence intervals. (Error bars are omitted where measured standard deviation
was less than 1%).

Sending the server n secret shares, for an overall communication cost of 2naK + (5n−

4)aS +m⌈log2R⌉, where aK and aS are the number of bits in a key exchange public key

and the number of bits in a secret share, respectively. Overall, the user’s communication

complexity is O(n+m). Assuming inputs for each user are on the same range [0, RU−1],

we require R = n(RU − 1) + 1 to avoid overflow. A user could transmit its raw data

using m⌈log2RU⌉ bits. Taking aK = aS = 256 bits implies a communication expansion

factor of 256(7n−4)+m⌈log2 R⌉
m⌈log2 RU ⌉ . For RU = 216 (i.e. 16-bit input values), m = 220 elements,

and n = 210 users, the expansion factor is 1.73×; for n = 214 users, it is 3.62×. For
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(a) Wall-clock running time for the server, as
the number of clients increases. The data vec-
tor size is fixed to 100K entries.

(b) Wall-clock running time for the server, as
the size of the data vector increases. The num-
ber of clients is fixed to 500.

Figure 3.7: Server Running Time and Data Transfer Costs. All wall-clock running times
are for a single-threaded server implemented in Java, and ignore communication latency.
Plotted points represent averages over 10 end-to-end iterations. Error bars are omitted
where measured standard deviations are less than 1%.

m = 224 elements and n = 214 users, the expansion factor is 1.98×.

Storage cost: O(n + m). The user must store the keys and secret-shares sent by

each other user, which are O(n) in total, and the data vector (which it can mask in-place),

which has size O(m).

3.7.2 Performance Analysis of Server

Computation cost: O(mn2). The server’s computation cost can be broken down as (1)

Reconstructing n t-out-of-n Shamir secrets (one for each user), which takes total time

O(n2), and (2) generating and removing the appropriate pu,v and pu values from the sum

of the yu values received, which takes time O(mn2) in the worst case.

We note that reconstructing n secrets in the Shamir scheme takes O(n3) time in

the general case: each secret reconstruction SS.recon({(u, su)}u∈U ′ , t)→ s amounts to

interpolating a polynomial L over the points encoded by the shares and then evaluating
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at 0, which can be accomplished via Lagrange polynomials:

s = L(0) =
∑︂
u∈U ′

su
∏︂

v∈U ′\{u}

v

v − u
(mod p)

Each reconstruction requires O(n2) computation and we must perform n reconstruc-

tions, implying O(n3) total time. However, in our setting, we can perform all of the

reconstructions in O(n2) time by observing that all of our secrets will be reconstructed

from identically-indexed sets of secret shares – that is, U ′ is fixed across all secrets, be-

cause in round Unmasking, each user that is still alive sends a share of every secret that

needs to be reconstructed. Therefore, we can precompute the Lagrange basis polynomials

ℓu =
∏︂

v∈U ′\{u}

v

v − u
(mod p)

in O(n2) time and O(n) space, then reconstruct each of n secrets in O(n) time as L(0) =∑︁
u∈U ′ suℓu (mod p) resulting in a total computational cost of O(n2) to reconstruct all

the secrets.

We also note that the O(mn2) term can be broken into O(m(n− d) +md(n− d)),

where d is the number of users that dropped from the protocol. In practice, d may be

significantly smaller than n, which would also reduce the server’s computation cost.

Communication cost: O(n2 +mn). The server’s communication cost is dominated

by its mediation of all pairwise communications between users, which is O(n2), and also

for receiving masked data vectors from each user, which is O(mn) in total.

Storage cost: O(n2 + m). The server must store t shares for each user, which is

O(n2) in total, along with an m-element buffer in which to maintain a running sum of yu

as they arrive.
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Num.
Clients

Dropouts
Advertise

Keys
Share
Keys

Masked
InputColl.

Unmask. Total

Client 500 0% 1 ms 154 ms 694 ms 1 ms 849 ms
Server 500 0% 1 ms 26 ms 723 ms 1.27 s 2.02 s
Server 500 10% 1 ms 29 ms 623 ms 61.6 s 62.2 s
Server 500 30% 1 ms 28 ms 514 ms 143 s 143 s
Client 1000 0% 1 ms 336 ms 1.35 s 5 ms 1.70 s
Server 1000 0% 6 ms 148 ms 1.48 s 3.25 s 4.89 s
Server 1000 10% 6 ms 143 ms 1.41 s 179 s 181 s
Server 1000 30% 8 ms 143 ms 1.17 s 412 s 414 s

Figure 3.8: CPU wall clock times per round. All wall-clock running times are for a
single-threaded servers and clients implemented in Java, and ignore communication
latency. Each entry represents the average over 10 iterations. The data vector size is fixed
to 100K entries with 24 bit entries.

Num. Clients Total Client Runtime Total Server Runtime
Communication

Per Client
500 13159 ms (6443 ms) 14670 ms (6574 ms) 0.95 MB
1000 23497 ms (6271 ms) 27855 ms (6874 ms) 1.15 MB

Figure 3.9: End-to-End running time for the protocol, executed over a wide-area-network.
All running times are for a single-threaded servers and clients running in geographically
separated datacenters, and include computation time, network latency, and time spent
waiting for other participants. Each entry represents the average over 15 iterations
(standard deviation in brackets), with iterations more than 3 standard deviations from
the mean discarded. The data vector size is fixed to 100K entries with 62 bits per entry,
and there are no induced dropouts (except for a smaller than 1% fraction that occurred
naturally).

3.7.3 Prototype Performance

In order to measure performance, we implemented a prototype in Java, with the following

cryptographic primitives:

• For Key Agreement, we used Elliptic-Curve Diffie-Hellman over the NIST P-256

curve, composed with a SHA-256 hash.

• For Secret Sharing, we used standard t-out-of-n Shamir Sharing.
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• For Authenticated Encryption, we used AES-GCM with 128-bit keys.

• For the Pseudorandom Number Generator, we used AES in counter mode.

We assume an honest-but-curious setting, and thus omitted the portions of Figure 3.4

special to active clients from our simulations. We note that these omissions would not

change the overall shape of our results in practice, since, as we discuss below, the bulk of

the costs involve masking, storing and sending the large data vector.

Additionally, we assume that when clients drop out of the protocol, that they drop

after sending their shares to all other clients, but before sending their masked input to the

server. This is essentially the “worst case” dropout, since all other clients have already

incorporated the dropped clients’ masks, and the server must perform an expensive

recovery computation to remove them. We also assumed that client’s data vectors had

entries such that at most 3 bytes are required to store the sum of up to all clients’ values

without overflow.

We ran single-threaded simulations on a Linux workstation with an Intel Xeon

CPU E5-1650 v3 (3.50 GHz), with 32 GB of RAM. Wall-clock running times and

communication costs for clients are plotted in Figure 3.6. Wall clock running times for

the server are plotted in Figure 3.7, with different lines representing different percentages

of clients dropping out. Figure 3.8 shows wall-clock times per round for both the client

and the server. We omit data transfer plots for the server, as they are essentially identical

to those for the client, except higher by a factor of n. This is because the incoming data

of the server is exactly the total outgoing data of all clients, and vice versa. We also do

not plot bandwidth numbers for different numbers of dropouts, as the number of dropouts

does not have a significant impact on this metric.

In our simulations, for both the client and the server, almost all of the computation
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cost comes from expanding the various PRG seeds to mask the data vector. Compared to

this, the computational costs of key agreement, secret sharing and reconstruction, and

encrypting and decrypting messages between clients, are essentially negligible, especially

for large choices of n and data vector size. This suggests that using an optimized PRG

implementation would yield a significant running-time improvement over our prototype.

As seen in Figures 3.6a and 3.6b, the running time of each client increases linearly

with both the total number of clients and the number of data vector entries, but does not

change significantly when more clients drop out. In Figure 3.6c, the communication

expansion factor for each client increases as the total number of clients increases, but

this increase is relatively small compared to the impact of increasing the size of the data

vector. This is also reflected in Figure 3.6d, where the communication expansion factor

for each client increases as the total number of clients increases, but falls quickly as the

size of the data vector increases. This shows that the cost of messages between clients

amortizes well as the size of the data vector increases.

In the case of the server, Figures 3.7a and 3.7b show that the running time of the

server increases significantly with the fraction of dropouts. This is because, for each

dropped client u, the server must remove that client’s pairwise masks pu,v from each

other surviving client v, which requires (n− d) PRG expansions, where d is the number

of dropped users. In contrast, each undropped user entails only a single PRG expansion,

to remove its self-mask. The high cost of dealing with dropped users is also reflected in

the server running times in Figure 3.8.

In Figure 3.9, we show the results of running the protocol over a Wide Area Network

(WAN). The server and clients were run on geographically seperated datacenters, with

contention for CPU and network. We give the standard deviations of the running times,

which reflects this contention, and occasional machine failures (less than 1% of clients
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per execution). We observe that the clients have a somewhat shorter runtime than the

server: this is because the server has to run the additional (expensive) unmasking step

after all clients have completed.

3.8 Differential Privacy and Secure Aggregation

While secure aggregation alone may suffice for some applications, for other applications

stronger guarantees may be needed, as indicated by the failures of ad-hoc anonymization

techniques [112, 10, 130], and by the demonstrated capability to extract information

about individual training data from fully-trained models (which are essentially aggregates)

[53, 126, 127].

In such cases, secure aggregation composes well with differential privacy [44]. This

is particularly advantageous in the local privacy setting [43], which offers provable

guarantees for the protection of individual training examples [1, 3] even when the data

aggregator is not assumed to be trusted [48, 133]. For example, when computing averages,

partial averages over subgroups of users may be computed and privacy-preserving noise

may be incorporated [45, 67] before revealing the results to the data aggregator. Under

some privatization schemes, for a fixed total number of users and for secure aggregation

subgroups of size n, the same amount of (computational [107]) differential privacy may

be offered to each user while reducing the standard deviation of the effective noise

added to the estimated average across all users by a factor of
√
n relative to providing

local differential privacy without secure aggregation. Thus, secure aggregation over just

1024-user subgroups holds the promise of a 32× improvement in differentially private

estimate precision. We anticipate that these utility gains will be crucial as methods for

differentially private deep learning in the trusted-aggregator setting [1] are adapted to
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support untrusted aggregators, though a detailed study of the integration of differential

privacy, secure aggregation, and deep learning is beyond the scope of the current work.

Suppose that each of U users has a vector xi with an ℓ2-norm bounded by ∆
2

, such

that the ℓ2-sensitivity of
∑︁

i xi is bounded by ∆. For ϵ ∈ (0, 1), we can achieve (ϵ, δ)-

differential privacy for the sum via the Gaussian mechanism [46], by adding zero-mean

multivariate Gaussian noise drawn from N (0, σ2I), where σ = ∆
ϵ

√︂
2 ln(1.25

δ
).

In the local privacy setting, users distrust the aggregator, and so before any user

submits her value to the aggregator, she adds noise zi ∼ N (0, σ2I), achieving (ϵ, δ)-

differential privacy for her own data in isolation. Summing contributions at the server

yields
∑︁U

i=1 xi +
∑︁U

i=1 zi. Observe that the mean of k normally distributed random

variables zi ∼ N (0, σ2I) is z̄ ∼ N (0, σ
2

k
I); it follows that the server can form an

unbiased estimator of x̄ from the user contributions as

x̂LDP =
1

U

(︄
U∑︂
i=1

xi +
U∑︂
i=1

zi

)︄
∼ N (x̄,

σ2

U
I).

Now consider a setting wherein a trusted third party is available that can aggregate

and privatize batches of n user inputs; for simplicity, assume that U is a multiple of n.

The users deliver raw inputs xi to the third party, who produces U
n

batch-sums, each with

(ϵ, δ)-differential privacy for users in the batch, by adding zj ∼ N (0, σ2I) noise to the

batch-sum j before releasing it. Summing the released batch-sums at the server yields∑︁U
i=1 xi +

∑︁U
n
j=1 zj . The server can once again form an unbiased estimator of x̄ as

x̂TTP =
1

U

⎛⎝ U∑︂
i=1

xi +

U
n∑︂

j=1

zj

⎞⎠ ∼ N (x̄,
σ2

nU
I).

Observe that the standard deviation of x̂TTP is a factor of 1√
n

smaller than that of

x̂LDP . The secure aggregation protocol can be used in lieu of a trusted third party while

retaining these gains by moving to a computational variant of differential privacy [107].
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3.9 Discussion and Future Work

Identifying and Recovering from Abuse The security proof in Theorem 34 guarantees

that when users’ inputs are learned by the server, they are always in aggregate with the

values of other users. However, we do not protect against actively adversarial clients that

try to prevent the server from learning any sum at all. For example, an attacker-controlled

client could send malformed messages to other clients, causing enough of them to abort

that the protocol fails before the server can compute its output. Ideally, we would like

such abuse by corrupt clients to be efficiently identifiable, and the protocol to gracefully

recover from it. However, the problem of assigning blame for abuse is subtle, and often

adds several rounds to protocols. We leave this problem to future work.

Enforcing Well-formed Inputs Our protocol also does not verify that users’ inputs

are well-formed or within any particular bounds, so actively adversarial users could send

arbitrary values of their choice, that can cause the output learned by the server to also

be ill-formed. For our specific machine learning application, we will be able to detect

obviously malformed outputs and can simply run the protocol again with a different set

of clients. However, an adversarial client may be able to supply “slightly” malformed

input values that are hard to detect, such as double its real values.

A possible solution is to use zero-knowledge proofs that the client inputs are in the

correct range. Unfortunately, even using the best-known garbled circuit techniques [75],

even one such proof would be more costly than the entire protocol. We leave the problem

of guaranteeing well-formed inputs from the clients to future work.

Reducing Communication Further In the protocol we describe, all clients exchange

pairwise masks with all other clients. However, it may be sufficient to have the clients

exchange masks with only a subset of other clients, as long as these subsets of clients
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do not form disjoint clusters. In fact, previous works (notably, Ács et al. [3]) use

this approach already. However, in our setting, this requires extra care because the

server facilitates the communication among clients, and an actively adversarial server

can choose dropouts based on its knowledge of which pairs of clients exchanged masks

with each other. We leave this improvement to future work.

3.10 Related work

As noted in Section 3.2, we emphasize that our focus is on mobile devices, where

bandwidth is expensive, and dropouts are common, and in our setting there is a single

service provider. Consequently, our main goal is to minimize communication while

guaranteeing robustness to dropouts. Computational cost is an important, but secondary,

concern. These constraints will motivate our discussion of, and comparison with, existing

works.

Works based on Multiple non-Colluding Servers: To overcome the constraints of

client devices, some previous work has suggested that clients distribute their trust across

multiple non-colluding servers, and this has been deployed in real-world applications [18].

The recently presented Prio system of Gibbs and Boneh [31] is, from the perspective

of the client devices, non-interactive, and the computation among the servers is very

lightweight. Prio also allows client inputs to be validated, something our current system

cannot do, by relying on multiple servers.

Araki et al. recently presented a generic three-party computation protocol that

achieves very high throughput [8]. This protocol could also be used in a setting where

non-colluding servers are available, with the clients sending shares to each server that

will be combined online.
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Works based on Generic Secure Multiparty Computation: As noted in Sec-

tion 3.1, there is a long line of work showing how multiple parties can securely compute

any function using generic secure MPC [62, 13, 91, 36, 95]. These works generally fall

into two categories: those based on Yao’s garbled circuits, and those based on homo-

morphic encryption or secret sharing. The protocols based on Yao’s garbled circuits are

better suited to 2- or 3-party secure computation and do not directly extend to hundreds

of users.

MPC protocols based on secret sharing, however, can extend to hundreds of users. In

addition, these protocols have become relatively computationally efficient, and can be

made robust against dropouts. Boyle et al. studied generic MPC at such scale, relying on a

particular ORAM construction to help localize the computation and avoid broadcasts [23].

Some works, notably [24], optimize these generic techniques for the specific task of

secure summation, and have publicly available implementations.

However, the weakness of generic MPC protocols based on secret-sharing is com-

munication cost. In all such protocols, each user sends a secret-share of its entire data

vector to some subset of the other users. To guarantee robustness, this subset of users

must be relatively large: robustness is essentially proportional to the size of the subset.

Additionally, each secret share is as long as the size of the entire data vector. In our

setting the constraints on total communication make these approaches unworkable.

Works based on Dining Cryptographers Networks: Dining cryptographers net-

works, or DC-nets, are a type of communication network which provide anonymity by

using pairwise blinding of inputs [29, 64], similarly to our secure aggregation protocol.

The basic version of DC-nets, in which a single participant at a time sends an anonymous

message, can be viewed as the restricted case of secure aggregation in which all users

except for one have an input of 0.
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Recent research has examined increasing the efficiency of DC-nets protocols and

allowing them to operate in the presence of active adversaries [32]. But previous DC-nets

constructions share the flaw that, if even one user aborts the protocol before sending its

message, the protocol must be restarted from scratch, which can be very expensive [85].

Works based on Pairwise Additive Masking: Pairwise blinding using additive

stream ciphers has been explored in previous work [3, 67, 47, 74], presenting different

approaches to dealing with client failures.

The work of Ács and Castelluccia [3], and the modification suggested by [67], are

the most closely related to our scheme, and have an explicit recovery round to deal with

failures. Their protocols operate very similarly to ours: pairs of clients use Diffie-Hellman

key exchange to agree on pairwise masks, and send the server their data vectors, summed

with each of their pairwise masks and also a “self-mask”. In the recovery step, the server

tells the remaining clients which other clients dropped out, and each remaining client

responds with the sum of their (uncancelled) pairwise masks with the dropped users,

added to their “self-mask”. The server subtracts these ”recovery” values from the masked

vectors received earlier, and correctly learns the sum of the undropped users’ data.

However, their recovery phase is brittle: if additional users drop out during the

recovery phase, the protocol cannot continue. Simply repeating the recovery round is

not sufficient, since this has the potential to leak the “self-masks” of the surviving users,

which in turn can leak their data vectors. Moreover, since the entire sum of the masks

is sent, this round requires almost as much communication as the rest of the protocol,

making further client failures during this step likely.

Schemes based on (Threshold) Homomorphic Encryption Schemes based on

threshold additively-homomorphic cryptosystems (e.g. the Paillier cryptosystem [120,
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87]) can handle client dropouts, but are either computationally expensive or require

additional trust assumptions. For example, Paillier-based schemes require an expensive-

to-generate set of threshold decryption keys, that must either be generated and distributed

by a trusted third party or generated online with an expensive protocol. Similarly the

pairing-based scheme of Leontiadis et al. [88] calls for a trusted dealer to set up the keys.

The schemes of Shi et al. [125] and Chan et al. [27] use an approach similar to ours,

but in the exponent in some group (the latter scheme extends the former to provide

robustness against client dropouts). They also consider the need for differential privacy

and give a rigorous analysis of distributed noise generation. Unfortunately, the size of

the group elements is too large for our setting, and their schemes also call for a trusted

dealer.

Halevi, Lindell and Pinkas [68] present a protocol that uses homomorphic encryption

to securely compute the sum in just one round of interaction between the server and each

of the clients (assuming a PKI is already in place). Their protocol has the advantage that

all parties do not need to be online simultaneously for the protocol to execute. However,

the protocol also requires the communication to be carried out sequentially between the

clients and the server. More importantly for our setting, their protocol does not deal with

clients dropping out: all clients included in the protocol must respond before the server

can learn the decrypted sum.

3.11 Conclusion

We have presented a practical protocol for securely aggregating data while ensuring that

clients’ inputs are only learned by the server in aggregate. The overhead of our protocol

is very low, and it can tolerate large numbers of failing devices, making it ideal for mobile
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applications. We require only one service provider, which simplifies deployment. Our

protocol has immediate applications to real-world federated learning, and we expect to

deploy a full application in the near future.
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CHAPTER 4

LEVIOSA: LIGHTWEIGHT SECURE ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION

This chapter contains joint work with Carmit Hazay (Bar-Ilan University), Yuval Ishai

(Technion), and Muthuramakrishnan Venkitasubramaniam (University of Rochester). It

is currently under submission.

4.1 Introduction

Secure two-party computation (2PC) allows two parties to perform a distributed computa-

tion while protecting, to the extent possible, the secrecy of the inputs and the correctness

of the outputs. The vast body of research on 2PC has mostly focused on the goal of

computing Boolean circuits, combining an oblivious transfer primitive with either garbled

circuits [137] or a secret-sharing based approach [63, 80]. However, in many applications,

the computation can be more naturally described by using arithmetic operations over in-

tegers, real numbers, or other rings. For such instances of secure arithmetic computation,

general techniques for securely evaluating Boolean circuits (see, e.g., [108, 94, 114, 134]

and references therein) incur a very significant overhead [84].

Some early examples of secure arithmetic computation arose in the contexts of

distributed generation of cryptographic keys [21, 50, 118, 60] and privacy-preserving

protocols for statistics and data mining [26, 93]. More recently, secure arithmetic

computation has been used as a tool for privacy-preserving machine learning applications

[110, 96, 76]. Generally speaking, secure arithmetic computation may provide the right

tool for applications that involve numerical or algebraic computations over integers or

bounded-precision reals. For such applications, standard secure computation techniques
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that apply to Boolean circuits are too inefficient.

Arithmetic computations may be conveniently represented using arithmetic circuits.

An arithmetic circuit over a finite field F is similar to a Boolean circuit, except that the

inputs and outputs are field elements and the gates perform addition, subtraction and

multiplication operations over F. While this model may seem limited in its power, there

are many techniques in the literature for reducing more general computation tasks to

computation of arithmetic circuits over large fields. For instance, one can use techniques

from approximation theory to approximate common real-valued functions (such as

inverse, logarithm, or trigonometric functions) by small arithmetic circuits [93] or use

efficient bit-decomposition techniques for mixing Boolean and arithmetic computations

[33, 109]. In light of these techniques, arithmetic circuits provide a broadly useful

canonical model for representing secure computation tasks.

The main contribution of this work is the design and implementation of a concretely

efficient secure two-party computation protocol for arithmetic circuits. Our protocol is

actively secure, providing security against an active (malicious) adversary who corrupts

one of the two parties, and yields significant efficiency improvements over previous pro-

tocols of this type. In particular, our protocol has similar performance to Overdrive [79]

in its worst case scenario, but is up to 5 times faster and transmits 4 times less bits when

used on typical “wide” circuits. The latter captures the commonly occurring goal of

evaluating the same function on a big number of inputs.

A distinctive feature of our protocol is that it can make a fully modular black-box use

of any passively secure implementation of oblivious linear function evaluation (OLE).1

This means that it can build on a variety of existing or future implementations of passively

1An OLE protocol is a secure two-party protocol for computing the function ax + b over F, where
one party inputs a and b, and the other inputs x and obtains the output. OLE is a commonly used
primitive for secure arithmetic computation, analogously to the role of oblivious transfer in secure Boolean
computation [111, 73, 7].
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secure OLE, inheriting their security and efficiency features. To the best of our knowledge,

our work gives the first working implementation of a general “passive-to-active” compiler

of any kind.

Given the multitude of optimization goals, security requirements, and execution

platforms, such a modular design can have major advantages. For instance, if the

lattice-based passively secure OLE we use for our current implementation is improved

in any way (e.g., by taking advantage of a GPU, by improving the FFT algorithm, or

even by plugging in an entirely new additively homomorphic encryption scheme based

on new assumptions), our final protocol will automatically inherit the performance

gain without requiring any modification. Finally, we demonstrate the usefulness of

our compiler to construct actively secure computation based on weaker primitives. In

particular, we construct actively secure OLE from passive OLE that are imperfect (i.e.,

have a statistical privacy/correctness error) but potentially more efficient. For example,

imperfect OLEs can be instantiated more efficiently than passive OLEs by aggressively

setting the parameters in lattice-based schemes.

4.1.1 Background and Related Work

We next provide some background on prior relevant works.

2PC in the OLE-hybrid. Oblivious linear function evaluation (OLE) can be viewed as

an arithmetic generalization of oblivious transfer (OT). Recall that the OLE functionality

computes ax + b, where x ∈ F is the input of one party, who also gets the output, and

a, b ∈ F are the inputs of the other party. OLE serves as a natural building block for secure

arithmetic computation. Indeed, when settling for passive security, any arithmetic circuit

can be evaluated in the OLE-hybrid (namely, using an ideal OLE oracle) by using only 2
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OLE calls per multiplication gate [63, 73]. Passively secure OLE (or “passive-OLE” for

short) can be directly realized using any additively homomorphic encryption, which in

turn can be based on either number theoretic assumptions or lattice assumptions (see [76]

for a survey of such constructions). Alternatively, passive-OLE can also be efficiently

realized under the assumption that noisy random codewords of a Reed-Solomon code

(with a sufficiently high noise rate) are pseudorandom [111, 73].

Trying to extend the OLE-based approach to active security, one encounters two

difficulties. First, upgrading passive-OLE to active-OLE typically involves a significant

overhead. For a specific code-based passive-OLE construction from [73], the overhead

has recently been reduced to 2x [58]. However, the underlying technique is quite

specialized and does not seem to apply to the best current passive-OLE protocols, such as

the efficient lattice-based protocols from [76]. A second difficulty is that even when given

an ideal (actively secure) OLE, securely evaluating general arithmetic circuits is nontrivial.

The recent TinyOLE protocol of Döttling et al. [42] tackles this problem via the following

two-step approach: (1) use OLE to implement instances of an “authenticated Beaver

triples” functionality [15, 37]; (2) use instances of this functionality to evaluate a general

arithmetic circuit. The optimized implementation of this approach from [42] consumes 22

instances of active-OLE per multiplication gate. An alternative approach for OLE-based

2PC using so-called “AMD circuits” [54] has a similar overhead.

2PC in OT-hybrid. Another approach for arithmetic 2PC uses a bit decomposition

for computing authenticated triples based on oblivious transfer (OT). The MASCOT

protocol of Keller et al. [78] extends the passively secure multiplication protocol of

Gilboa [60] using 15 log(|F|) active OTs per multiplication gate. In a more recent work

[52], Frederiksen et al. extend this technique by employing additively-homomorphic

commitments, and reduce the number of active OTs per gate to 6 log(|F|) for a field F of
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size O(2s), for s bits of statistical security. Generally speaking, the OT-based approach

is quite efficient in computation but involves a higher communication cost for secure

arithmetic computation over large fields.

2PC based on semi-homomorphic encryption. Finally, the Overdrive protocol by

Keller et al. [79] represents a third approach. Namely, it reduces the communication

complexity of the MASCOT protocol for two parties by a factor of 20 using special-

purpose lattice-based proofs of knowledge dedicated for creating authenticated triples.

Our protocol builds on the high level approach of the IPS compiler [72, 73], that

in turn generalizes the MPC-in-the-head paradigm of [71]. In particular, we further

develop optimization ideas that were used in the context of the practical zero-knowledge

argument system Ligero [6] and extend them to the more general setting of secure two-

party computation. We begin with a brief overview of the MPC-in-the-head paradigm.

The virtual MPC or MPC-in-the-head paradigm. The work of Ishai et al. [71]

introduced a novel paradigm that allows compilation of MPC protocols to zero-knowledge

proofs in a modular way. Generalizing this technique from zero-knowledge to secure

computation, the work of Ishai, Prabhakaran and Sahai [72] provided an implementation

of a m-party active secure computation protocols in the dishonest majority setting for

an arbitrary functionality F by making black-box use of the following two weaker

ingredients: (1) a virtual honest-majority MPC protocol (referred to as an outer protocol)

that securely realizes F with m clients and n servers, tolerating active corruption of a

minority of the servers and an arbitrary subset of the clients, and (2) a passively secure

m-party protocol (referred to as an inner protocol) for a “simpler” functionality tolerating

an arbitrary number of corruptions.

This compiler, referred to as the “IPS compiler,” has several important properties.
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In particular, it introduces a uniform framework that applies to both the two-party and

multiparty settings, it implies excellent asymptotic efficiency in some settings, and

enjoys the flexibility of being instantiated with different sub-protocols in a black-box

way which implies different computation and communication overheads. Nevertheless,

despite its appealing features, the concrete efficiency of the IPS compiler has not been

well established. In fact, prior works argue bottlenecks in obtaining concretely efficient

protocols based on this compiler [92, 42]. The main drawback is the reliance on a large

number of virtual servers in the outer MPC protocol [92] due to the implementation of

the watchlist channels. This requirement is part of an innovative mechanism that adds

privacy and correctness to the passive protocol. Still, it constitutes the main bottleneck

towards making this compiler concretely efficient.

The practicality of MPC-in-the-head. With the aim of understanding the practicality of

the IPS compiler, Lindell et al. [92] examined different practical aspects of this compiler.

They introduced a tighter analysis which reduced the number of virtual servers from

O(m2 · n) into O(m · n), as well as improved the watchlists setup mechanism. Their

analysis highlighted the bottlenecks of this compiler towards making it practical, arguing

that the number of servers must be tightened to achieve better efficiency.

In the context of zero-knowledge protocols, the practicality of the MPC-in-the-head

paradigm has been demonstrated in several recent works [59, 28, 6, 77]. More closely

related to this work, Ames et al. [6] presented the first application of the paradigm that

delivered a concretely efficient and sublinear argument protocol for NP. In slightly more

detail, the work of [6] designed an optimized honest-majority MPC protocols where

the amortized computation and communication per party was minimized and applied a

tightened version of the the compiler presented in [71].
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4.1.2 Our Contribution

In this paper, we design and implement a new actively secure two-party protocol for

arithmetic circuits by following the high-level approach of the IPS compiler. The main

novelty in our work consists of (1) designing a concretely efficient outer protocol, and

(2) providing a tighter analysis of the IPS compiler. Specifically, we extend the analysis

from Ligero [6] to obtain concrete parameters and provide and implementation with

benchmarks.

Following the IPS compiler, we rely on two building blocks: (1) an outer MPC proto-

col Π with 2 clients (providing the inputs) and n servers (performing the computation)

secure against an active corruption of a minority of the servers and at most one client (cf.

Section 4.4.2), and (2) an inner 2PC protocol secure against passive corruptions. In the

compiled protocol, the desired arithmetic functionality is realized by the outer protocol,

and the inner protocol is used to emulate the server’s computation in the outer protocol.

The two parties in the computation participate as clients in the outer protocol and use

the inner protocol to securely emulate the computation and communication in the outer

protocol. A major technical part of our protocol involves designing and optimizing a new

outer protocol. For the inner protocol, we simply rely on the classic [63] protocol.

Optimizing the outer MPC protocol (Section 4.4.2). In the IPS compiler, the outer

protocol begins with the clients distributing its inputs via secret-sharing to the servers.

The servers then compute the desired the functionality on the shared inputs and deliver

the shares of the outputs back to the clients. In our optimized protocol, we rely on

“share packing” (a.k.a packed secret-sharing) due to [51]. Packed secret sharing extends

Shamir’s secret sharing and allows sharing a block of w secrets within a single set of

shares. We will assume that the circuit is arranged in layers that contain each all addition
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or all multiplication gates. In each phase of the protocol, the gates in a layer of the

circuit are computed. At the beginning of each layer, the parties arrange (pack) the

shared secrets corresponding to the input wire values of that layer into “left” and “right”

blocks so that the left and right wire values of the gates are aligned in their corresponding

blocks. Next, the protocol proceeds layer by layer. For layers comprising of only addition

gates, the shares corresponding to their input blocks can be locally added by the servers.

For multiplication gates, these shares can be locally multiplied by the servers, which

doubles the degree size of the encoding polynomial. Therefore, a “degree reduction”

step must be performed after each multiplication. Furthermore, the encoded values of

every computation layer must be rearranged between layers. In typical honest majority

MPC protocols, degree reduction and layer rearrangement with packed shares involve

pairwise communication between the servers using verifiable secret sharing. We will

instead have the servers send the shares (after masking the secret) to the two clients and

have them perform the degree reduction / repacking. This reduces the communication

from quadratic to linear in the number of servers. Furthermore, this will result in an

outer protocol with no server-to-server communication which significantly simplifies the

watchlist mechanism.

The IPS compiler requires the outer protocol to be secure against active corruptions.

This means the servers need to make sure that the degree reduction and repacking are

done correctly in each layer, and that the shares are valid. This is typically achieved

through verifiable secret sharing that is expensive. Note that it is sufficient for the IPS

compiler to rely on an outer protocol that is secure with abort. To protect against active

adversaries in the outer protocol, we introduce three tests that need to be performed at

the end before the outputs are revealed. The first “degree test” (because the shares lie on

some k-degree polynomial) ensures that all the shares from all the layers are valid secret

shares. The second “permutation test” ensures that repacking in each step is performed
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correctly and finally, the third “degree reduction test” ensures that the degree reduction

step was performed correctly. These tests and ensuing analyses are inspired by analogous

tests from the work of [6].

Next, applying the IPS compiler, we combine our outer protocol with an inner

protocol that is realized here by the passive GMW [63] protocol. This combination,

yielding protocol Φ, is carried out by having the parties of the inner protocol emulate

the corresponding roles of the clients from Π as well as emulating the virtual servers.

As mentioned above, one of the simplifications of our outer protocol, which greatly

improves its description, implies that the servers do not need to communicate via private

channels and only communicate with the clients. Consequently, ensuring correctness via

the watchlist mechanism is much simpler, where the goal of using this mechanism is to

enforce correctness by allowing each party Pi to monitor the actions of the other party

P1−i, making sure that P1−i follows the instructions of the outer protocol Π.

Note that the overhead of the inner protocol is dominated by the number of servers

and the numbers of OLE calls, as these calls require interaction. By carefully optimizing

the number of servers, we show that for sufficiently wide circuits, our protocol only

requires 4 amortized passively secure OLE calls per multiplication gate.

Active OLE from imperfect OLE (Section 4.6). Our compiler can be extended to

construct actively secure OLE from passive OLE that are imperfect (i.e., have a statisti-

cal privacy/correctness ϵ error) but potentially more efficient. For example, imperfect

OLEs can be instantiated more efficiently than passive OLEs by aggressively setting the

parameters in LWE-based schemes. In this context, previous works [102, 70] in privacy

amplification have generically proven a statistical-to-perfect lemma that demonstrates

that an imperfect OLE realizes a leaky variant of the corresponding ideal functionality,

one that leaks the honest party’s inputs with some small probability (similarly to the
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covert setting). While such a formulation can be modularly compiled using the IPS

paradigm to get a fully secure analogue, the statistical-to-perfect lemma established in

previous works does not yield strong bounds for this compilation. In particular, when

considering OLE protocols over large prime fields, these bounds are quite pessimistic.

In this work, we formulate a mild variant of a leaky OLE where the ideal OLE

functionality allows the adversary to specify an exclusion set and the functionality will

leak to the adversary one bit of information on whether the honest party’s input belongs

to this set. For this model, we are able to prove that if the exclusion set is relatively small

compared to the field size, we can amplify the security of the underlying imperfect OLE

via the IPS compiler. Towards this, we extend the work of Benhamouda et al. [16] and

establish a new result on the leakage resilience of Shamir’s secret sharing scheme.

We do not provide a tight tradeoff between the statistical error of an imperfect OLE

protocol and the size of the exclusion sets that is realizable in our ideal functionality

and leave it to future work. Assuming that the fraction of the exclusion sets and the

statistical error are equal, we argue that one can construct an actively secure OLE protocol

from LWE that is surprisingly more efficient than the current best passive OLE protocol

from LWE. This is because the imperfect OLE in our compiler will allow us to set the

LWE parameters more aggressively. We believe this is an interesting direction for future

research, one that can have direct consequence to practical implementations as shown

here.

Implementation. We implemented our main compiler and showcase its strength by

benchmarking the applications described above. Our implementation relies on a recent

lightweight passive OLE implementation due to de Castro et al. [38] that is based on the

LWE assumption. We implemented the authenticated triples functionality and compared

it with the recent work of Keller et al. [79], which is considered the state-of-the-art.
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We then give benchmarks for generating active OLE from passive OLE, as well as for

randomly generated circuits designed to showcase our end-to-end performance. The

final benchmark is a concrete use case that implements a simple secure neural network

inference problem.

4.1.3 Applications

The protocol we design can be adapted and optimized for several use cases, which we

present below.

Arithmetic 2PC with active security (Section 4.5.2). First, our protocol can be effi-

ciently instantiated to compute any functions expressed as an arithmetic circuit. Given an

arbitrary passive OLE protocol, we provide two instantiations:

(1) For sufficiently “wide” circuits, our protocol can be used directly, requiring only 4

passive OLE per multiplication gate in the computed circuit (in an amortized sense),

where the OLE are used in a black-box way.

(2) To compute arbitrary circuits, our protocol can be used (and further optimized) to

realize the “authenticated triples” functionality from [42] (whose circuit is itself wide).

These triples can then be “consumed” by the “online phase” of [42] to compute the

original circuit. This combined protocol requires an amortized 16 passive OLE per

multiplication gate.

Black-Box active OLE from passive OLE (Section 4.5.3). Our second application is

a concretely efficient protocol for achieving OLE with active security from one way

functions, actively secure oblivious-transfer and passive OLE in a black-box way where

the computational and communication overheads are roughly twice of the passive OLE
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instantiation in the amortized setting.

Privacy-preserving secure neural network inference (Section 4.5.4). In a concrete

use case, we consider a scenario where a party PCL wishes to classify private data based

on a private machine learning model trained by another party PML in an outsourced

setting, with an untrusted set of cloud nodes performing the computation. More formally,

we consider the two-server model in which a party PML distributes its trained model via

additive secret sharing to two cloud nodes s1, s2. In the next classification phase, the

servers obtain a shared input from PCL and securely compute the result of the classification

algorithm. The security of the protocol is required to hold against any active adversary

that corrupts at most one party and one server. This model (or similar variants) is popular

for outsourcing privacy-preserving machine learning computations [110, 96]. Our work

is the first to demonstrate a protocol for privacy-preserving machine learning computation

which achieves active security.

Providing security against active adversaries in this setting presents its own challenges

beyond utilizing an active secure protocol for the underlying functionality. In more details,

party PCL needs to be ensured that the servers use the “right” inputs and do not abuse

the valid input provided by PML by adding to it a carefully chosen small adversarial

perturbation with the aim to change the predication [131, 83]. These types of attacks can

be devastating when correctness of computation is crucial to the application, such as in

medical diagnosis and image classification for defense applications, and only arise in the

presence of active adversaries. To prevent them, we must incorporate an authentication

mechanism that will guarantee that the classification was obtained on the “right” inputs.

To ensure this, we combine ideas originating from [37, 54] to obtain a protocol that

guarantees that either the answer is correct or indicates that one of the servers behaved

maliciously. We demonstrate the practicality of our implementation by implementing a
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CNN with 3 layers with quadratic activation function as described in [76].

Another challenge induced in such a scenario is the abuse on PCL’s side, which may

choose its input in some “bad format” that may allow to infer information about the

model. We note that our protocol does not provide this type of input certification and

an additional mechanism must be provided. Note that input certification is a different

task from input authentication. Specifically, certification is performed with respect to the

input insert by party PCL, whereas authentication is performed with respect to the clouds’

computations.

Recently, there has been extensive literature showcasing machine learning compu-

tation with passive security. For example, in [110] the authors introduce SecureML,

a system for several privacy preserving machine learning training and classifications

algorithms in the two-server model that run 2PC for arithmetic computation. In [96],

the authors develop MiniONN, a framework for transforming an existing neural net-

work to an oblivious neural network which protects the privacy of the model (held by

a cloud) and the client’s input in the predication phase. In [121], Riazi et al. present

Chameleon, a system that supports hybrid secure computation in the two-party setting,

which combines arithmetic computation over rings for linear operations and Yao’s gar-

bled circuits [137] for the non-linear computation. Chameleon provides training and

classification for deep and convolutional neural networks. Juvekar et al. [76] extends

this paradigm in GAZELLE for classifying private images using a convolutional neural

network, protecting the classification phase, and using homomorphic encryption scheme

for carrying out the linear computation. Finally, in a recent work by Wagh et al. [132],

the authors introduce SecureNN, a tool for training and predication in the three-party and

four-party settings with honest majority. Their secure training implements three types

neural networks, optimizing on prior training protocols.
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4.2 Preliminaries and Notation

This sections recalls some definitions and describes some functionalities which will be

used in the rest of the chapter.

Basic notations. We denote a security parameter by κ. We say that a function µ : N→ N

is negligible if for every positive polynomial p(·) and all sufficiently large κ’s it holds

that µ(κ) < 1
p(κ)

. We use the abbreviation PPT to denote probabilistic polynomial-time

and denote by [n] the set of elements {1, . . . , n} for some n ∈ N. We assume functions

to be represented by an arithmetic circuit C (with addition and multiplication gates of

fan-in 2), and denote the size of C by |C|. By default we define the size of the circuit to

include the total number of gates including input gates.

4.2.1 Oblivious Transfer

1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer (OT) is a fundamental functionality in secure computation

that is engaged between a sender S and a receiver R where a receiver learns only one of

the sender’s inputs whereas the sender does not learn anything about the receiver’s input.

In this paper we consider a generalized version of t-out-of-n OT where the receiver learns

t values and which will be useful in establishing the watchlist channels; see Figure 4.1

for its formal description.

4.2.2 Oblivious Linear Evaluation

An extension of the oblivious transfer functionality for larger fields is the oblivious linear

evaluation functionality (OLE). More concretely, OLE over a field F takes a field element
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Functionality F t:n
OT

Functionality F t:n
OT communicates with sender S and receiver R, and adversary S.

1. Upon receiving input (sid, v1, . . . , vn) from S where vi ∈ {0, 1}κ for all i ∈ [n],
record (sid, v1, . . . , vn).

2. Upon receiving (sid, u1, . . . , ut) from R where ui ∈ {0, 1}logn for all i ∈ [t],
send (vu1 , . . . vut) to R. Otherwise, abort.

Figure 4.1: The oblivious transfer functionality.

Functionality FOLE

Functionality FOLE communicates with sender S and receiver R, and adversary S.

1. Upon receiving the input (sid, (a, b)) from S where a, b ∈ F, record (sid, (a, b)).

2. Upon receiving (sid, x) from R where x ∈ F, send a · x + b to R. Otherwise,
abort.

Figure 4.2: The oblivious linear evaluation functionality.

x ∈ F from the receiver and a pair (a, b) ∈ F2 from the sender and delivers ax+ b to the

receiver. Note that in the case of binary fields, OLE can be realized via a single call to

standard (bit-) 1-out-of-2 OT functionality; see Figure 4.2 for its formal description.

4.2.3 Commitment Schemes

Commitment schemes are used to enable a party, known as the sender S, to commit itself

to a value while keeping it secret from the receiver R (this property is called hiding).

Furthermore, in a later stage when the commitment is opened, it is guaranteed that the

“opening” can yield only a single value determined in the committing phase (this property

is called binding). The formal description of functionality FCOM is depicted in Figure 4.3.
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Functionality FCOM

Functionality FCOM communicates with with sender S and receiver R, and adversary S .

1. Upon receiving input (commit, sid,m) from S where m ∈ {0, 1}t, internally
record (sid,m) and send message (sid, S,R) to the adversary. Upon receiving
approve from the adversary send sid, to R. Ignore subsequent (commit, ., ., .)
messages.

2. Upon receiving (reveal, sid) from S, where a tuple (sid,m) is recorded, send
message m to adversary S and R. Otherwise, ignore.

Figure 4.3: The string commitment functionality.

4.2.4 Secret-Sharing

A secret-sharing scheme allows distribution of a secret among a group of n players, each

of whom in a sharing phase receive a share (or piece) of the secret. In its simplest form,

the goal of secret-sharing is to allow only subsets of players of size at least t + 1 to

reconstruct the secret. More formally a t+1-out-of-n secret sharing scheme comes with a

sharing algorithm that on input a secret s outputs n shares s1, . . . , sn and a reconstruction

algorithm that takes as input ((si)i∈S, S) where |S|> t and outputs either a secret s′ or

⊥. In this work, we will use the Shamir’s secret sharing scheme [124] with secrets in

F = GF(2κ). We present the sharing and reconstruction algorithms below:

Sharing algorithm: For any input s ∈ F, pick a random polynomial p(·) of degree

t in the polynomial-field F[x] with the condition that p(0) = s and output

p(1), . . . , p(n).

Reconstruction algorithm: For any input (s′i)i∈S where none of the s′i are⊥ and |S|> t,

compute a polynomial g(x) such that g(i) = s′i for every i ∈ S. This is possible

using Lagrange interpolation where g is given by

g(x) =
∑︂
i∈S

s′i
∏︂

j∈S/{i}

x− j

i− j
.
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Finally the reconstruction algorithm outputs g(0).

Packed secret-sharing. The concept of packed secret-sharing was introduced by Frank-

ing and Yung in [51] in order to reduce the communication complexity of secure multi-

party protocols, and is an extension of standard secret-sharing. In particular, the au-

thors considered Shamir’s secret sharing with the difference that the number of secrets

s1, . . . , sℓ is now ℓ instead of a single secret, evaluated by a polynomial p(·) on ℓ distinct

points. To ensure privacy in case of t colluding corrupted parties, the random polynomial

must have a degree at least t+ℓ. Packed secret sharing inherits the linearity property from

Shamir’s secret sharing with the additional benefit that it supports batch (block-wise)

multiplications, which is very useful to achieve secure computation with honest majority

and constant amortized overhead [35]. For this reason we use this tool in our optimized

honest majority MPC protocol Π from Section 4.4.2 and leverage its advantages in order

to improve the overhead of Π.

4.2.5 Secure Multiparty Computation (MPC)

Secure two-party computation. We use a standard stand-alone definition of secure

two-party computation protocols. Following [69], we use two security parameters in

our definition. We denote by κ a computational security parameter and by s a statistical

security parameter that captures a statistical error of up to 2−s. We assume s ≤ κ. We

let F be a two-party functionality that maps a pair of inputs of equal length to a pair of

outputs over some field F.

Let Π = ⟨P0, P1⟩ denote a two-party protocol, where each party is given an input

(x for P0 and y for P1) and security parameters 1s and 1κ. We allow honest parties to
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be PPT in the entire input length (this is needed to ensure correctness when no party

is corrupted) but bound adversaries to time poly(κ) (this effectively means that we

only require security when the input length is bounded by some polynomial in κ). We

denote by REALΠ,A(z),Pi
(x, y, κ, s) the output of the honest party Pi and the adversary

A controlling P1−i in the real execution of Π, where z is the auxiliary input, x is P0’s

initial input, y is P1’s initial input, κ is the computational security parameter and s is the

statistical security parameter. We denote by IDEALF ,S(z),Pi
(x, y, κ, s) the output of the

honest party Pi and the simulator S in the ideal model where F is computed by a trusted

party. In some of our protocols the parties have access to ideal model implementation

of certain cryptographic primitives such as ideal oblivious-transfer (FOT) and we will

denote such an execution by REALFOT

Π,A(z),Pi
(x, y, κ, s).

Definition 35. A protocol Π = ⟨P0, P1⟩ is said to securely compute a functionality F in

the presence of active adversaries if the parties always have the correct output F(x, y)

when neither party is corrupted, and moreover the following security requirement holds.

For any probabilistic poly(κ)-time adversary A controlling Pi (for i ∈ {0, 1}) in the real

model, there exists a probabilistic poly(κ)-time adversary (simulator) S controlling Pi

in the ideal model, such that for every non-uniform poly(κ)-time distinguisher D there

exists a negligible function ν(·) such that the following ensembles are distinguished by

D with at most ν(κ) + 2−s advantage:

• {REALΠ,A(z),Pi
(x, y, κ, s)}κ∈N,s∈N,x,y,z∈{0,1}∗

• {IDEALF ,S(z),Pi
(x, y, κ, s)}κ∈N,s∈N,x,y,z∈{0,1}∗

Secure circuit evaluation. The above definition considers F to be an infinite function-

ality, taking inputs of an arbitrary length. However, our protocols (similarly to other

protocols from the literature) are formulated for a finite functionality F : Fα1 ×Fα2 → F
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described by an arithmetic circuit C (where the computation is performed over a finite

field F). Such protocols are formally captured by a polynomial-time protocol compiler

that, given security parameters 1κ, 1s and a circuit C, outputs a pair of circuits (P0, P1)

that implement the next message function of the two parties in the protocol (possibly

using oracle calls to a cryptographic primitive or an ideal functionality oracle). While

the correctness requirement (when no party is corrupted) holds for any choice of κ, s,C,

the security requirement only considers adversaries that run in time poly(κ). That is, we

require indistinguishability (in the sense of Definition 35) between

• {REALΠ,A(z),Pi
(C, x, y, κ, s)}κ∈N,s∈N,C∈C,x,y,z∈{0,1}∗

• {IDEALF ,S(z),Pi
(C, x, y, κ, s)}κ∈N,s∈N,C∈C,x,y,z∈{0,1}∗

where C is the class of arithmetic circuits that take two vectors of field elements as inputs

and output a field element, x, y are of lengths corresponding to the inputs of C, F is the

functionality computed by C, and the next message functions of the parties P0, P1 is as

specified by the protocol compiler on inputs 1κ, 1s,C. We assume that C is arranged in d

layers where each layer either contains multiplication or addition gates that are computed

over some field F. The size of the circuit C is written as |C|, and it is defined to be the

number of gates plus the number of wires. Its multiplicative depth refers to the number

of multiplicative layers.

Secure multi-party computation. We will further consider multi-party protocols with

honest majority. Our protocol in this setting is presented in the client-server model, where

2 clients C0 and C1 distribute the computation amongst n untrusted servers s1, . . . , sn

such that only the clients have inputs and outputs. Our main theorem is proven in

the presence of an active adversary that statically corrupts one of the parties P0 or P1.

Nevertheless, our proof of the honest majority outer protocol (from Section 4.4.2) utilizes
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Functionality FTRIPLES

Initialize: On receiving (init) from parties P0 and P1, the functionality receives from
the adversary S corrupting party Pi the value ∆i ∈ F, samples ∆1−i ← F and sends it
to party Pi.

Prep: On receiving (Prep) from both parties, generate a multiplication triple as follows:
- Sample a, b← F and compute c = a · b.
- For each x ∈ (a, b, c), authenticate x as follows:

1. Receive corrupted party’s share xi ∈ F from S.

2. Sample honest party’s share x1−i ← F subject to x0 + x1 = x.

3. Run FAUTH(x0, x1), obtain ([x]0, [x]1) and forward to the corresponding parties.

Figure 4.4: The authenticated triples functionality.

an adversary that may adaptively and actively corrupt a subset of at most e servers, as

well as statically and passively corrupt at most t of the servers.

Definition 36 (Consistent views). We say that a pair of views Vi, Vj are consistent (with

respect to a protocol Π and some public input x) if the outgoing messages implicit in Vi

are identical to the incoming messages reported in Vj and vice versa.

4.2.6 Additional Functionalities

For completeness, we specify the functionalities for authenticated triples in Figures 4.4

and 4.5, and batch OLE in Figure 4.6.

4.3 An Overview of the IPS Compiler

The protocols presented in [72] were designed based on a novel compiler that achieves

malicious security using the “MPC-in-the-head” paradigm. This powerful paradigm
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Functionality FAUTH

This subroutine of FTRIPLES uses the global MAC keys ∆0,∆1 stored by the
functionality.

On input (x0, x1), authenticate the share xi ∈ F, for each i ∈ {0, 1}, as follows:

For a corrupt Pi: receive a MAC mi ∈ F and a key ki ∈ F from S and compute the
key k1−i = mi + xi ·∆1−i and the MAC m1−i = ki + x1−i ·∆i.

Finally, output (xi, {ki,mi} to party Pi for each i ∈ {0, 1}.

Figure 4.5: The authenticated strings functionality.

Functionality FBOLE

Functionality FBOLE communicates with sender S and receiver R, and adversary S , and
is parameterized by an integer m.

1. Upon receiving the input (sid, (a1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)) from S where ai, bi ∈ F
for every i ∈ [m], record (sid, (b1, b1), . . . , (am, bm)).

2. Upon receiving (sid, x1, . . . , xm) from R where xi ∈ F for every i ∈ [m], send
aix+ bi to R for all i ∈ [m]. Otherwise, abort.

Figure 4.6: The batch oblivious linear evaluation functionality.

established (amongst other results) the first constant-rate two-party protocol in the OT-

hybrid model (which also generalizes to a constant number of parties),2 as well as the

first black-box constant round protocol with no honest majority. These generic protocols

securely realize an arbitrary functionality F with active security, and while making black-

box use of the following two ingredients: (1) an active MPC protocol which realizes F

in the honest majority setting, and (2) a passive MPC protocol in the dishonest majority

setting that realizes the next-message function ρ defined with respect to the players that

participate in (1).

We briefly recall the details of the IPS compiler in the two-party case. We start

with a multiparty protocol among 2 clients and n additional servers (s1, . . . , sn) that

2Where the communication complexity of this protocol is O(|C|) + poly(κ, d, |C|) for C the computed
circuit with depth d and κ the computational security parameter.
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is information-theoretically secure when a majority of the servers are honest. This is

referred to as the outer protocol. This outer protocol is simulated by the actual parties

P0 and P1 via a two-party protocol secure against passive adversaries which is referred

to as the inner protocol. The high-level approach is to make P0 and P1 engage in n

sub-protocols ρ1, . . . , ρn where in ρj , the parties jointly compute the next message of

server sj . In typical instantiations of this compiler the (simulated) servers do not have any

input whereas the clients C0 and C1 share their inputs with the n servers via a verifiable

secret sharing scheme. Then, P0 and P1 respectively emulate the roles of C0 and C1, and

for every step in the computation of server sj , securely execute its next message function

using ρj to produce the next message of sj , which is secret shared between the parties. In

this work, this emulation can be carried out by invoking the OLE functionality. Moreover,

each server’s state is not available to any of the parties. Instead, it is shared amongst

them using an additive secret sharing scheme, for which the parties keep updating via the

two-party inner protocol ρj .

While the outer protocol is secure against active adversaries, the inner protocol is

secure only against passive adversaries. Therefore, there needs to be a mechanism for a

party to enforce honest behavior of the other party. To handle this issue, a novel concept

called watchlists was introduced by [72]. In essence, each party gets to check the other

party’s behavior on a subset of the servers that are on its watched list. To do so, P0 and

P1 generate each n keys, and party Pi uses key ki
j throughout the protocol to encrypt

the randomness it uses in ρj and send it to the other party. Each party Pi knows only

t of the keys of the other party (for some parameter t that will be fixed later), and can

thus check that the ρj was executed honestly for those t servers, by checking that the

messages sent by P1−i as part of ρj are consistent with the encrypted randomness they

received. In this work we implement this mechanism using actively secure t-out-of-n OT

to exchange the keys between the parties. Note that the number of “watched” servers t
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should be carefully chosen as it should not be too high to avoid compromising the privacy

of the outer protocol, whereas it cannot be too low to allow catching misbehavior of

each party with sufficiently high probability. It was shown in [72] that in the two-party

setting n = O(κ) servers is sufficient. In this work we provide a concrete analysis of this

mechanism.

4.4 Actively Secure Arithmetic 2PC

In this section, we provide our main protocol that achieves secure two-party computation

for arithmetic circuits against active adversaries. Our protocol is an instantiation of

the IPS compiler [72] with optimized components and a tighter analysis. While the

inner protocol can be typically instantiated with the classic GMW protocol [63] that

employs any passively secure protocol for the OLE functionality (cf. Figure 4.2), the

outer protocol may be instantiated with different honest majority protocols that dominate

the communication complexity of the combined protocol and introduce other properties.

For the purpose of feasibility results, the classical BGW protocol [14] can be used as

the outer protocol, whereas the instantiation with [35] induces a constant-rate protocol

for a constant number of clients. Another useful instance is obtained from the constant

round protocol from [34] that makes black-box access of the pseudorandom generator,

yielding a dishonest majority protocol with the same features. In this work, we refine this

approach by providing a concrete and optimized outer protocol for a slight variant of the

IPS compiler with a tighter analysis while extending ideas from [6].
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4.4.1 Layered Arithmetic Circuits

An arithmetic circuit defined over a finite field F is a directed acyclic graph, where nodes

(or gates) are labelled either as input gates, output gates or computation gates. Input gates

have no incoming edges (or wires), while output gates have a single incoming wire and

no outgoing wires. Computation gates are labelled with a field operations (either addition

or multiplication),3 and have exactly two incoming wires, which we denote as the left

and right wire. A circuit with i input gates and o output gates over a field F represents a

function f : Fi → Fo whose value on input x = x1, . . . , xi can be computed by assigning

a value to each wire of the circuit.

First, each input gate is assigned a value xj from the input (using a specified order).

Then, all the addition and multiplication gates whose incoming wires originate from input

gates (i.e. whose predecessors are input gates) are assigned as value the one obtained by

summing or multiplying the values of their left and right predecessors respectively. Then,

iteratively, all computation gates whose predecessors have a value are also assigned a

value in the same way. Finally, output gates (which have a single incoming wire) are

assigned the same value as their predecessors. The output of the function is obtained

concatenating the values of the o output gates (again in a prespecified order). When an

arithmetic circuit is used to describe a function to be computed securely, each input and

output gate are further labelled with the party to which it “belongs” (i.e. the party who is

to provide the input or learn the output of that gate).

In this work, we will exploit an additional structure of the circuit. Specifically, the

gates of an arithmetic circuit can be partitioned into ordered layers l1, . . . , ld, such that

i) a layer only consists of gates of the same type (i.e., addition, multiplication, input or

output gates belonging to the same party), and ii) the incoming wires of all gates of layer

3Subtraction gates can be handled analogously to addition gates, and we ignore them here for simplicity.
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i originate from gates in layers 0 to i− 1.

4.4.2 Our Optimized Outer Protocol

In this section we present our optimized outer protocol in the honest majority setting

which involves two clients C0 and C1 and n servers. We consider a protocol variant where

we allow the servers in the outer protocol to have access to a coin-tossing oracle FCOIN

which upon invocation can broadcast random values to all servers. When compiling

this variant, this oracle is implemented via a coin-tossing protocol executed between

the clients (cf. Figure 4.9). A crucial ingredient in our construction is the use of Reed-

Solomon codes as a packed secret sharing scheme [51] (as defined in Appendix 4.2.4).

We start by providing our coding notations and related definitions.

Coding notation. For a code C ⊆ Σn and vector v ∈ Σn, denote by d(v, C) the minimal

distance of v from C, namely the number of positions in which v differs from the closest

codeword in C, and by ∆(v, C) the set of positions in which v differs from such a closest

codeword (in case of a tie, take the lexicographically first closest codeword). We further

denote by d(V,C) the minimal distance between a vector set V and a code C, namely

d(V,C) = minv∈V {d(v, C)}.

Definition 37 (Reed-Solomon code). For positive integers n, k, finite field F, and a vector

η = (η1, . . . , ηn) ∈ Fn of distinct field elements, the code RSF,n,k,η is the [n, k, n−k+1]-

linear code4 over F that consists of all n-tuples (p(η1), . . . , p(ηn)) where p is a polynomial

of degree < k over F.

Definition 38 (Encoded message). Let L = RSF,n,k,η be an RS code and ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζw)

be a sequence of distinct elements of F for w ≤ k. For u ∈ L we define the message

4We denote by [n, k, d]-linear code a linear code of length n, rank k and minimum distance d.
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Parameters. Public parameters of the protocol include the block width w, the soundness
amplification parameter σ, a RS code L = RSF,n,k,η and a vector ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζw) used to
encode/share blocks of values. Client C0’s input is x = (x1, . . . , xα1) and client C1’s input
is y = (y1, . . . , yα2). The clients and the n servers share a description of an arithmetic circuit
C : Fα1 × Fα2 → Fα3 × Fα4 that implements F , partitioned into layers and blocks of gates.
Invariant. The execution maintains the invariant that, when evaluating blocks in layer i, the
servers collectively know encodings of the blocks of values for the previous layers. Moreover,
the two clients know each a 2-out-of-2 additive share of such blocks of values.
1. Input sharing. For each of their own input layers, the clients C0 and C1 arrange their
input values into blocks of length at most w, and distribute L-encodings of such blocks among
the servers. Moreover, each client generates additive shares of their own input values, send
one share to the other party and keep the other one for themselves for the computation.
2. Evaluating computation layers. The parties process blocks of gates layer by layer. To
process a block of gates G in level i, they perform the following steps:
– 2.1 Generate encodings of the inputs of a block. The clients generate additive shares of
the block of values BG

L = (v1, . . . , vw) which contains the values of the left wires of the
gates in G. Since each such value vj originates from a gate in a previous block, each client Ci

already knows an additive sharing vji of vi (so that v0j +v1j = vj), and so can simply rearrange
these additive shares according to the order of the wires in G. Each client then generates an
L-encoding of its block (vi0, . . . , v

i
w) of additive shares, and distributes this encoding to the

servers. Each server can sum the encodings received by each client, which gives a share of an
L-encoding of of BG

L . Similarly, the servers obtain an encoding of BG
R .

– 2.2a Addition/Subtraction. Blocks of addition/subtraction gates are handled without
interaction. Namely, each server adds/subtracts its shares of left and right blocks to obtain an
L-share of the block BG

O of values of the gates in G. Clients can sum the additive shares of
their blocks to obtain additive shares of the output as well.
– 2.2b Multiplication. Each server sC multiplies its encodings lC and rC of BG

L and BG
R to

obtain an encoding o′C = lCrC of BG
O . If the original encodings belong to L = RSF,n,k,η,

then the product of the encodings (o′1, . . . , o
′
n) ∈ L′ = RSF,n,2·k,η. The parties then perform

a degree reduction, so that the servers obtain a fresh L-encoding of BG
O . In particular, each

server generates a random additive share of o′GC , by sampling a0C , a
1
C such that a0C+a1C = o′GC ,

and sends a0C to C0 and a1C to C1. The clients treat the (ai0, . . . , a
i
n) as an encoding in

RSF,n,n,η, and decode it to obtain each an additive share of BG
O . Then, the clients generate

fresh L-encodings of these values and distribute them among the servers. The servers sum
the two encodings received by each client to obtain an L-encoding of BG

O .
3. Generate encodings of output blocks. The parties can obtain each an additive share or a
share of an encoding of an output block analogously to how they do so for encodings of BG

L

in step 2.1.
4. Correctness tests. See Figure 4.8.
5. Output reconstruction. Each server sends to each client its shares corresponding to the
output blocks of that client. The clients decode (reconstruct) the output blocks and obtain the
final outputs. If the received shares do not form a valid codeword in L, the client aborts.

Figure 4.7: Optimized Outer Protocol Π.
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The parties perform each of the following tests σ times.
Degree test. This test verifies that all the L-encodings of the blocks collectively held by the
servers are valid codewords, namely belong to L. We recall that, for multiplication gates, we
do not consider the encodings (o′G0 , . . . , o

′G
n ) directly resulting from the multiplication the

servers perform (and before the degree reduction), as those encodings belong to L′.
The clients first distribute fresh L-encodings z0 = (z01 , . . . , z

0
n) and z1 = (z11 , . . . , z

1
n) of

randomly sampled values among the servers. Let U ∈ Lm+2 denote the matrix that contains
z0 = (z01 , . . . , z

0
n), z

1 = (z11 , . . . , z
1
n) as the first two rows and the m blocks B2, . . . , Bm+1

to be tested as the remaining rows. The servers then receive a vector r ∈ Fm + 2 of m+ 2
random field elements from the coin-tossing oracle FCOIN and locally compute l = rTU .
That is, each server sc, who holds the C-th component of each encoding and therefore the
column Uc, locally computes lc = rTUc and broadcasts lc to all other parties. The servers
collect the vector l = (l1, . . . , ln) and abort if l ̸∈ L.
Permutation test. This test ensures that the constraints between the L-encodings of different
blocks held by the servers are respected (i.e. that steps 2.1 and 3 are performed honestly).
In particular, the test verifies that the encodings of the left and right input blocks of each
computation layer correctly encode the values from the previous layers (and similarly for the
output blocks). Note that the set of constraints that the blocks of values have to satisfy can
be expressed as a set of linear equations in at most nw equations and nw variables, where
variable xi,j represents the j-th value of the i-th block. (For example, if the circuit had a wire
between the 3rd value of the 2nd block and the 5th value in the 3rd block the constraints
would be x2,3 − x3,5 = 0.) These linear equations can be represented in matrix form as
Ax = 0mw, where A ∈ Fmw×mw is a public matrix which only depends on the circuit being
computed. To check these constraints, the clients first distribute the vectors z0 = (z01 , . . . , z

0
n)

and z1 = (z11 , . . . , z
1
n) that encode random blocks of values that sum to 0 in RSF,n,k+w,η. The

servers then receive a random vector r ∈ Fmw plus two elements b0, b1 from the coin-tossing
oracle FCOIN and compute rTA = (r11, . . . , r1w, . . . , rm1, . . . , rmw). Now, let ri(·) be the
unique polynomial of degree < w such that ri(ζc) = ric for every c ∈ [w] and i ∈ [m]. Then
server sc locally computes lc = (r1(ζc), . . . , rm(ζc))

TUc + b0z
0
c + b1z

1
c and broadcasts it

to the other servers (where UC is the vector which in position i has the C-th component
of the encoding of the i-th block being tested). The servers collect the values and abort if
l = (l1, . . . , ln) ̸∈ RSF,n,k+w,η or x1+· · ·+xw ̸= 0 where x = (x1, . . . , xw) = Decodeη(l).
Equality test. In the equality test, the parties check that the degree reduction step was
performed correctly. This procedure is similar to the permutation test but simpler. Namely,
the clients distribute two vectors z0, z1 which encode 0w in RSF,n,k+w,η. Then, the servers
receive r ∈ Fmw, b0, b1 from the coin-tossing oracle FCOIN and compute the polynomials
ri(·) that encode (ri1, . . . , riw) as above. Next, each server constructs two vectors UC and
VC where UC contains the C-th components of the encodings in (L′)m and VC contains the
fresh encodings after the degree reduction, namely in Lm. Server sc computes

lc = (r1(ζc), . . . , rm(ζc))
TUC − (r1(ζc), . . . , rm(ζc))

TVC + b0z
0
c + b1z

1
c

and broadcasts lc. The servers then collect these values and abort if l ̸∈ L′ or if it does not
encode the all 0s block.

Figure 4.8: Correctness Tests for Protocol Π
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Decodeζ(u) to be (pu(ζ1), . . . , pu(ζw)), where pu is the polynomial (of degree < k)

corresponding to u. For U ∈ Lm with rows u1, . . . , um ∈ L, we let Decodeζ(U) be

the length mw vector x = (x11, . . . , x1w, . . . , xm1, . . . , xmw) such that (xi1, . . . , xiw) =

Decodeζ(u
i) for i ∈ [m]. We say that u L-encodes x (or simply encodes x) if x =

Decodeζ(u).

Moreover, we recall that Decodeζ(·) is a linear operation, i.e. for any a, b ∈ Fn (even

if a, b not in L), Decodeζ(a+ b) = Decodeζ(a) + Decodeζ(b).

In this protocol, the computation will be performed by the servers by operating on

multiple gates at a time. We assume that the parties agree on a way to split the gates

in each layer of the arithmetic circuit into groups of at most w gates. We refer to each

group as a block and to w as the block width. During the evaluation of the protocol on

a specific input, we can associate to each block of gates G a vector (block) of w values

BG
O , which contains in position i the value that the i-th gate of the block is assigned with

as part of the evaluation (or 0 if the block has less than w gates). Moreover, for blocks

of computation gates, we can associate two additional blocks: the left block BG
L , which

contains in position i the value of the left predecessor of the i-th gate in the block, and

the right block BG
R , which contains the values of the right predecessors. In other words,

the value of the i-th gate of a multiplication (resp. addition) block can be expressed as

(BG
O)i = (BG

L )i(B
G
R)i (resp. (BG

O)i = (BG
L )i + (BG

R)i).

In the protocol, the servers will collectively compute on Reed Solomon encodings

(packed secret shares) of these blocks. The protocol parameters include a description of

L = RSF,n,k,η and a vector of elements ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζw) ∈ Fn to be used for decoding.

We say that the servers collectively hold shares of a block of values B ∈ Fw to mean

that server sC holds value lC in such a way that B = Decodeζ(l1, . . . , ln). Analogously,

saying that a client shares a block of values B among the servers means that the client
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samples a random codeword (l1, . . . , ln) in L which encodes B and sends lC to server sC .

This sampling is achieved by choosing a random polynomial pB(·) of degree smaller than

k such that (pB(ζ1), . . . , pB(ζw)) = B. We further say that a codeword l ∈ L encodes

a block of secrets that sum up to 0 if (x1, . . . , xn) = Decodeζ(l) and
∑︁w

i xi = 0. A

codeword l ∈ L encodes the all 0’s block if (0, . . . , 0) = Decodeζ(l).

A formal description of our protocol is given in Figures 4.7, 4.8. The following

theorem describes its security guarantees.

Theorem 39. Let k, t, e, w, n be positive integers such that k ≥ t + e + w, e < d/3,

and 2k + e < n, and let F : Fα1 × Fα2 → Fα3 × Fα4 be a two-party functionality,

then protocol Π from Figure 4.7 securely computes F between two clients and n servers,

tolerating adaptive adversaries that actively corrupt at most one client, e servers and

passively corrupt at most t servers, with statistical security of (d+ 2)/|F|σ where σ is a

soundness amplification parameter and d = n− k + 1 is the distance of the underlying

code.

4.4.3 A Proof of Theorem 39

Given an adversary A that corrupts one client and at most e servers, we describe our

simulator S and argue security. Since the actions of the clients are symmetric, it suffices

to provide the simulation for the case that A corrupts C0.

A description of the simulator. To simulate the view of C0, the simulator needs to

generate all the messages received by C0 from the honest client C1 and the not-actively-

corrupted servers. Recall that the adversary is allowed to adaptively corrupt up to t

servers passively and e servers actively. Whenever a corruption occurs, the simulator is

required to produce the current view of these servers.
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The simulator begins the simulation by setting the inputs of the honest client C1 to

all 0’s and simulates the actions of C1 and all the uncorrupted servers honestly up until

the end of the degree, permutation and equality tests. Next, the simulator checks the

following correctness conditions, and aborts if any of them is not satisfied:

1. Let Sdeg denote the set of servers that are honest at the end of the degree test.

Consider the matrix USdeg
which contains as rows the shares (encodings) of all

the blocks collectively held by the (simulated) servers in Sdeg during the protocol

execution, except for the ones obtained after processing multiplications (namely,

in step 2.2b before the degree reduction). Note that USdeg
is a sub-matrix of the one

defined in the degree test. We require that this matrix is a valid codeword in L̂m

where L̂ = RSF,|Sdeg|,k,ηSdeg
. In particular, each row of this matrix can be decoded

to a set of unique values which can be associated with gates in the computation of

the circuit.

2. We require that the degree reduction step is performed correctly. In more detail,

we require that condition 1 holds and that for each 3 rows u1, u2, u3 of USdeg
which

encode blocks of values v1, v2, v3 representing the left inputs, right inputs, and

outputs of a block of multiplication gates respectively, it holds that v1 · v2 = v3

(where · denotes component-wise multiplication). Note that condition 1 guarantees

that the encodings are valid and the values well defined.

3. We require that condition 1 holds, and that the relations between the gate/wire

values induced by the circuit structure (described in figure 4.8 as part of the

permutation test) are respected by the values obtained by decoding the rows of

USdeg
.

If all the conditions are satisfied, the simulator proceeds to the output phase where

the shares of the output encodings sent from the honest servers to C0 are altered. More
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precisely, the simulator obtains C0’s inputs by decoding the vectors corresponding to the

input blocks shared by C0 held by the servers in Sdeg. Since at this point all the vectors

are valid codewords, valid input blocks can be decoded. The simulator sends C0’s inputs

to the ideal functionality and receives its output Y , which it then arranges in blocks of

values y analogously to what is done in the protocol. Next, the simulator needs to provide

the field elements transmitted by every honest server sc corresponding to each output

block y. Let uSdeg
be a row in USdeg

corresponding to such output block for C0, which

encodes a specific block of values x = Decodeζ(u) different from y (as the simulator

simulated the view of the adversary using 0’s as inputs for C1). The simulator computes

z = y − x and a random codeword v ∈ L such that Decodeζ(v) = z where the entries

in v that correspond to the currently (actively and passively) corrupted servers are set to

0. This is always possible because at most t+ e servers are corrupted by the adversary

and the dimension of the code is k ≥ t+ e+ w. Finally, the simulator sends vc + uc on

behalf of a honest server sc as the component of the encoding that corresponds to y.

Proof of indistinguishability. We argue security by a sequence of hybrid arguments.

Consider the following hybrid games:

• H0: This game is a real execution of the protocol.

• H1: In this hybrid, we introduce a simulator which simulates all honest parties as

in H0, In addition, the simulator aborts the execution whenever all the 3 tests pass,

but the 3 correctness conditions described above are not satisfied.

• H2a: This hybrid is defined as hybrid H1, except that the output of the degree

test is simulated to make it independent from the rest of the protocol execution

conditioned on being consistent with the adversary’s view up to this point. In

particular, let Sh be the set of servers that were honest at the point of the degree test

where FCOIN is invoked, and let USh
be defined analogously to USdeg

in correctness
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condition (1), but adding two extra rows at the bottom for the encodings of the

two random blocks z0, z1 sent by each of the clients at the beginning of the

degree test. Note that Sdeg ⊆ Sh. Recall that each row in the USh
matrix is

obtained either directly from the client or is the sum of the vectors obtained from

the clients. Therefore, we can write USh
= U0

Sh
+ U1

Sh
, where U i

Sh
contains the

components of the values of USh
sent by client Ci to the honest servers. Moreover,

the simulator also knows U1, which extends U1
Sh

to include the shares sent by the

simulator on behalf of the honest client to the corrupted servers. At the end of the

degree test, instead of broadcasting lc = rT (USh
)c on behalf of each sc in Sh, the

simulator samples at random a codeword z in L (encoding random values) such

that for each corrupted server sj , zj = (rTU1)j . Then, the simulator broadcasts

lc = rT (U0
Sh
)c + zc on behalf of each honest server sc. Moreover, if the adversary

later corrupts any additional server sc, the shares z1c received by such server sc

from C1 as part of the degree test (i.e. the last entry in (U0
Sh
)c) is updated to be

z1c = 1
rm+2

(lc −
∑︁m+1

i=j rj((USh
)c)j).

• H2b: This hybrid is defined as H2a, except that the output of the permutation test is

altered to make it independent from the rest of the protocol execution conditioned

on being consistent with the adversary’s view up to this point. This is done

analogously to the previous hybrid, except that z is now an encoding of degree

smaller than k + w of a block of random values that sum to 0.

• H2c: This hybrid is defined as H2b, except that the output of the equality test is

altered to make it independent from the rest of the protocol execution conditioned

on being consistent with the adversary’s view up to this point. This is done

analogously to the previous hybrids, except that z is now an encoding of degree

smaller than 2k of a block of 0s.

• H3: This hybrid is defined as H2c, except that the shares of the output blocks
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sent by the honest servers to the malicious client follows the code of the actual

simulation (as described above). In more details, the output of the function is

first computed honestly based on the honest party’s true input and the input for

the malicious party extracted from the encodings of its input blocks. Then, the

components of the encodings sent by the honest servers to the malicious parties

are adapted accordingly to this output.

• H4: This hybrid is defined as H3, but the protocol is executed using 0s as inputs

for the honest client C1 (in the last step, the shares of the output blocks sent to the

malicious client are still computed using C0’s true input)

• H5c: This hybrid is defined as H5b, except that the output of the equality test is

altered analogously to the definition of H2c.

• H5b: This hybrid is defined as H5a, except that the output of the permutation test is

altered analogously to the definition of H2b.

• H5a: This hybrid is defined as H6, except that the output of the degree test is

altered analogously to the definition of H2a.

• H6: This is an ideal execution of the protocol, where the simulator described above

interacts with the adversary and the ideal functionality for F .

To prove security, we need to argue that the outputs of H0 and H6 cannot be distin-

guished with probability better than (d+ 2)/|F|, where d = n− k + 1 is the minimum

distance of L. We will do so by arguing that H0 and H1 cannot be distinguished with

probability better than (d + 2)/|F|, and that all other hybrids are statistically indistin-

guishable.

H0 and H1 can be distinguished only if the simulator aborts when all the correctness

tests pass but the correctness conditions are not satisfied. The probability of this hap-
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pening can be bounded by (d+ 2)/|F| based on the soundness properties of these tests,

analogously to what is done in [6] and adapted to the two-party setting.

Condition 1: We will bound the probability that the degree test passes given that

condition 1 is not satisfied. Consider the point of the execution before FCOIN is invoked

as part of the degree test. Let edeg′ be the number of actively corrupted servers at that

point, Sdeg′ be the set of the remaining servers, and USdeg′
be defined analogously to USdeg

in correctness condition (1), but adding two extra rows at the bottom for the encodings of

the two random blocks z0, z1 sent by each of the clients at the beginning of the degree

test. Note that Sdeg ⊆ Sdeg′ . Moreover, note that even if the simulator does not know the

values of the columns of USdeg′
corresponding to passively corrupted parties, such values

(and therefore the matrix) are well defined since these parties follow the protocol honestly.

Moreover, let LSdeg′
= RS|Sdeg′ |,k,ηSdeg′

, let e′ = e − edeg′ be the number of servers the

adversary can still actively corrupt, and let l = rTUSdeg′
be the encoding (defined by USdeg′

and by the output r of FCOIN) which the servers in Sdeg′ would broadcast at the end of the

degree test. Since we know the degree test passes, this encoding l can be at most e′ far

from LSdeg′
(since otherwise the adversary will have to corrupt more than e′ servers before

such broadcast to make the degree test pass). We have two cases, depending on wether

d(USdeg′
, Lm+2

Sdeg′
) > e′. If d(USdeg′

, Lm+2
Sdeg′

) > e′, then the following lemma (proven in [6])

can be used to bound the probability that d(l, LSdeg′
) ≤ e′ by d/|F| (where d = n−k+1).

This also bounds the probability that the degree test passes.

Lemma 40. [6] Let L = RSF,n,k,η and e a positive integer such that e < d/3, where d

is the minimum distance of L. Suppose d(U,Lm) > e where U is as defined as above.

Then, for a random l∗ in the row-span of U , it holds that

Pr[d(l∗, L) ≤ e] ≤ d/|F|.

Consider the case where d(USdeg′
, Lm+2

Sdeg′
) ≤ e′. In this case, we prove that if i ∈
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∆(USdeg′
, Lm+2

Sdeg′
), then i ̸∈ Sdeg (i.e., server i must have been corrupted to make the degree

test pass) except with probability 1/|F|. Then by a union bound over the bad columns

∆(USdeg′
, Lm+2

Sdeg′
) we have that except with probability e/|F| condition 1 holds. Note first

that e < d
3

implies e′ < d′

2
, where d′ is the minimum distance of LSdeg′

. Let W be the

closest codeword to USdeg′
, i.e. USdeg′

= W + E where W ∈ Lm+2
Sdeg′

and E has at most

e′ non zero columns. We have that any random linear combination u := rTUSdeg′
is at

most e′-far from LSdeg′
, since rTUSdeg′

= rTW + rTE, w := rTW is in LSdeg′
and rTE

has weight at most e′. Moreover, the above proves that w is the closest codeword to

u, since e′ < d′

2
and there can be only be one codeword in LSdeg′

with distance smaller

than d′/2 from u. This means that ∆(u, LSdeg′
) contains the columns corresponding to

the non-zero components of u − w. If i ∈ ∆(USdeg′
, Lm+2

Sdeg′
), then for some j-th row uj

of USdeg′
we have that i ∈ ∆(uj, LSdeg′

). As above, the j-th row wj of W is the unique

closest codeword to uj and so the j-th row of E has a non zero i-th value Ei,j . Let

u′ := u− rjuj, w
′ := w − rjwj . We have that u−w = (u′ −w′)− rjEi,j (where u′, w′

are constant with respect to rj). It follows that there is at most one value of rj that will

make the ith column of u − w vanish making i ̸∈ ∆(u, LSdeg′
), and this happens with

probability at most 1
|F| as rj is uniformly sampled in F. If i ∈ ∆(u, LSdeg′

), the adversary

must have corrupted si to make the degree test pass and correct the error, so i ̸∈ Sdeg.

Finally, since the two cases (defined on whether or not it holds that d(USdeg′
, Lm+2

Sdeg′
) >

e′) are mutually exclusive, we can conclude that the probability that the degree test passes

but condition 1 is not satisfied is at most d/|F|.

Conditions 2 and 3: We will bound the probability that conditions 2 and 3 do not

hold assuming condition 1 holds and the degree and equality tests pass, by 2/|F|. Since

condition 1 holds, there is a set of columns Sdeg such that USdeg
contains valid codewords

in each row.
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Let u and v be the vectors of shares broadcasted as a result of the permutation and

equality tests. Since these tests pass, these codewords must each belong to RSF,n,k+w,η

and RSF,n,2k,η respectively and thus can each be decoded to a unique set of values. Call

uSdeg
and vSdeg

the restrictions of u and v to servers in Sdeg. The analysis in [6] shows

that, if the columns of USdeg
do not satisfy condition 3 then, except with probability

1
|F| , uSdeg

will not decode to values that sum to 0 which would make the permutation

test fail. Similarly, if the columns of USdeg
do not satisfy condition 2 then, except with

probability 1
|F| , vSdeg

will not decode to all 0’s values which would make the equality

test fail. Note that the adversary cannot corrupt enough parties after FCOIN is invoked in

each test in order to change the values which u and v decode to and make the tests pass

since the distance of the code is at least n− (k + w) + 1 > e. Therefore, the probability

that condition 3 (or condition 2) is not satisfied given that condition 1 holds and the

permutation test (the degree test resp.) passes can be bounded by 1
|F| .

Therefore, we can conclude using a union bound that the overall simulation error is

at most (d+ 2)/|F|.

H1 and H2a are statistically indistinguishable. To see why, note that the adversary’s

view is generated in the same way, except for the vector lSh
consisting of the lc values

broadcasted by the honest servers in Sh at the end of the degree test (and the entries z1c of

USdeg
which might be updated if any server sc is corrupted). To show that the two hybrids

have the same distribution, one can notice that first sampling ẑ1 on behalf of C1 in H2a

(denoted here as the encoding shared at the end of the degree test which defines U1), and

then sampling z to be random but consistent with the view of the malicious servers (in

particular with U1), yields to the adversary the same view as sampling the following

z1 =
1

rm+2

((z + rTU0)−
m+1∑︂
i=j

rj(USh
)j) =

1

rm+2

(z −
m+1∑︂
i=j

rj(U
1)j)

in hybrid H1. Since U1 consists of encodings generated by the honest client, the sum-
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mation term is a fixed valid codeword in L. Furthermore, we know that z1 is sampled

uniformly in H1, and that z is uniformly sampled in H2a conditioned on some compo-

nents of rTU1, where these components are themselves uniformly randomized by the

choice of ẑ1. Therefore, the two distributions are statistically indistinguishable.

H2a, H2b and H2c can be proven statistically indistinguishable with an argument

similar to the one above.

H2c and H3 are statistically indistinguishable. The only difference between the two

is in the output phase: if the simulator aborts (as defined in H1) or the honest parties abort

due to a failed test before such phase, than the two hybrids are identical. Otherwise, the

correctness conditions of H1 are satisfied, which we will prove implies that the encoding

delivered to C0 by the non actively corrupted servers for each of C0’s output blocks

encode the same value in both hybrids. Let’s focus on one such encoding, and prove the

above by induction on the number of rows in USdeg
. In other words, we want to prove

that (in both hybrids, and assuming all correctness conditions hold) each row of USdeg
(as

defined in H1) decodes to the values corresponding to the trace of an honest execution

of the circuit, generated using the true input of the honest client and the input for the

malicious client obtained by decoding its own input blocks in USdeg
. As a base case,

encodings of input blocks shared in step 1 encode the correct values by definition in the

case of C0, and because of honest behavior in the case of C1 (it correctly encodes its own

input and sends it to the servers). Now, assume that we are considering the encoding uj

of a block vj , where the encodings of all previous rows USdeg
are consistent with the trace.

By condition 1, this encoding is in LSdeg
and thus the block of values it encodes is well

defined.

• If uj is an encoding of the (left or right) inputs of a set of gates (generated in step

2.1), then by condition 3 the values it encodes are the same as those of the trace
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(since the matrix A ensures the relationship induced by the wires in the circuit are

respected, and the previous gates where the wires originate hold the correct values

by the inductive hypothesis).

• If uj is the result of an addition of two other encodings (step 2.2a), then its decoded

values are consistent with the trace by the additively homomorphic property of

packed secret sharing.

• If uj is obtained while evaluating a block of multiplication gates (step 2.2b), then

by condition (2) it decodes to the pointwise product of the values encoded by two

previous rows of USdeg′
, which encode the left and right input values respectively

by the inductive hypothesis. Therefore uj is consistent with the trace.

• Finally, the same argument for the encodings of a block of input wire values (step

2.1) can be used for encodings of output blocks in step 3 (for H2a). For H3, output

blocks are consistent with the trace by definition.

It remains to argue that the two hybrids have the same distribution when assuming

that the encodings of the output blocks delivered to C0 in both hybrids decode to the same

blocks (as we have just argued). To prove that, it is sufficient to notice that the output

encodings delivered to C0 are independent from the rest of the execution (conditioned on

the values they encode being fixed and conditioned on the values held by the non honest

servers). This is the case in H3 by construction, and in H2c due to the uniformly random

encoding of its own additive shares of each output block generated by C1 in step 3 by C1

and sent to the servers.

H3 and H4 are statistically indistinguishable. This is because, intuitively, the adver-

sary corrupts at most t+ e servers throughout the execution and, by the privacy property

of packed secret sharing, t + e shares give no information on the block they encode.

Whenever corrupted servers receive information from the honest client, these are freshly
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generated encodings. Moreover, whenever the malicious client receives information from

the other client (in step 1) or the honest servers (in step 2.2b), these are 2-out-of-2 fresh

uniformly random additive shares which reveal no information of the value they are

encoding. These properties are independent from the adversary’s behavior. Moreover, the

shares revealed in the correctness test have been simulated in a way that is independent

from the encoding of the block held by the honest servers, and thus the adversary cannot

learn from those either.

H4, H5c, H5b, H5a and H6 can be proven indistinguishable analogously to the

arguments for H3, H2c, H2b, H2a and H1 respectively.

4.4.4 The Combined Protocol

In this section we provide our complete two party protocol for realizing arithmetic

functions over any field F that achieve security against active corruptions. This is

obtained by compiling our outer protocol described in 4.4.2 and the inner protocol

instantiated using the GMW protocol [63] with a variant of the IPS compiler, introduced

in Section 4.3. In more details, we instantiate the IPS compiler by using the honest

majority protocol of section 4.4.2 as the outer protocol, and implementing the FCOIN

oracle calls made by such protocol with a simple commit and reveal coin-tossing protocol

between the two parties. The parties will also maintain additive shares of the state of the

virtual servers of the outer protocol. The operations of the servers are implemented as

follows:

• To implement a server adding two values, the parties simply sum the additive

shares of those values they hold

• To implement a server multiplying two values and sending an additive share of the
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product to each client, we use the passively secure GMW protocol (in the passive

OLE-hybrid), where the OLE functionality can be instantiated with any passively

secure protocol [111, 73].

• To implement a server broadcasting a value, each party reveals its share of this

value to the other party, and both parties consider the public value as part of the

state of all servers.

• To implement a sever sending a value to a client, the other client sends its share of

such value to the first client.

• To implement a client sending a value to a server, this client sets the value as its

own share of the server’s state, and the other clients sets 0 as a share.

A detailed description of the combined protocol is given in Figure 4.9. The work

of [72] provides a formal proof of security for the combined protocol, however, their

analysis provides only an asymptotic guarantee. In this work, we consider a concrete

security analysis while taking statistical security parameters into account.

Theorem 41. Let Π be an MPC protocol that computes a two-party functionality F :

Fα1 ×Fα2 → Fα3 ×Fα4 between 2 clients and n servers, tolerating adaptive adversaries

that actively corrupt at most one client and e servers, and passively corrupt at most

t servers with statistical error δ. Assume in this protocol the servers only perform

arithmetic operations over F, and that the protocol is described in the FCOIN-hybrid

model. Let Fmult be the multiplication functionality, that takes additive shares as inputs

from the parties and outputs additive shares of the product, and ρOLE a two-party protocol

that realizes Fmult in the OLE-hybrid setting, tolerating one passive corruption. Then,

the protocol obtained by instantiating the IPS compiler, as described in Figure 4.9, using

t as the watchlist size, securely realizes F in the (passive OLE, active OT, FCOIN)-hybrid

model, tolerating one active (static) corruption, with statistical security δ + (1− e/n)t.
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Setup. P0’s input is x = (x1, . . . , xα1) and P1’s input is y = (y1, . . . , yα2). The parties
share a description of an arithmetic circuit C : Fα1 × Fα2 → Fα3 × Fα4 that implements F .
P0 and P1 simulate an execution of protocol Π, playing the roles of C0 and C1 respectively,
and also simulating the actions of the n servers through the GMW protocol as follows:
Watchlists setup. To establish the watchlist, P0 and P1 run two instances of an actively
secure t-out-of-n oblivious-transfer (OT) protocol (cf. Figure 4.1) where t is the privacy
parameter of the outer protocol. In one instance P0 plays the role of the sender with n freshly
sampled symmetric keys (k01, . . . , k

0
n) as input and P1 plays the receiver with an arbitrary

t-subset of [n] as its watchlist. In the second instance, the parties execute the same protocol
with the roles reversed. Each key kiC will be used to encrypt (and send to P1−i) the state and
randomness used by Pi to simulate server sC .
Protocol emulation. P0 and P1 play the roles of C0 and C1 in Π, simulating the n servers
as follows. Over the execution, the two parties hold additive shares of the state of each server.
Moreover, each party knows the additive shares of the state held by the other party for the t
servers in its watchlist and can thus check that the simulation of those servers is performed
correctly, aborting if any inconsistency is detected.
– Distributing encodings among the servers. Whenever a client Ci has to simulate distribut-
ing an encoding l = (l1, . . . , ln) among the servers, such party computes mj = Enckij

(lj)

for all j and sends c = (c1, . . . , cn) to the other party (which can decrypt only t of those
ciphertexts using the keys in its watchlist). Moreover, Ci now considers lC as part of sC’s
state and, to maintain the invariant that the state has to be additively shared, the other party
implicitly uses 0 as a share for lC .
– Linear combinations. Each time a server should sum two values, the two parties simply
sum their additive shares of those values. Analogously, to simulate the server performing
a linear combination of its values with public coefficients (as in the correctness tests), the
client each perform this linear combination on their additive shares of those values.
– Multiplications. To simulate a server sC multiplying two values a, b and distributing
additive shares of the product among the clients, the two parties invoke the GMW protocol.
Each party uses as input their additive shares of the two values, and (consuming two OLE)
obtains an additive share of the product. In addition, each party Pi encrypts the randomness
used in GMW (i.e. to compute the OLE) under kiC and sends it to the other party, which can
thus check that the GMW execution is performed correctly for the servers in its watchlist.
– Coin tossing. Whenever Π invokes the coin-tossing oracle FCOIN, the parties run a coin-
tossing protocol using the commitment functionality FCOM (cf. Figure 4.3). Namely, P0

commits to a random value r0, then P1 samples a random value r1 and sends it to P0, upon
which P0 opens the commitment to r0 and the output of the coin-tossing is set as r = r0 + r1.
– Messages from the servers. Whenever a server sC sends a value to a client Ci, then party
P1−i sends Pi its additive share of that value, which Pi can then combine with its own share
to reconstruct such value. Whenever a server broadcasts a value, the parties exchange their
share of such value and consider the reconstructed value as common knowledge of all the
servers. Moreover, each party checks that the shares sent on behalf of servers in its watchlist
are consistent with the state of such server.

Figure 4.9: The Combined Protocol Φ.
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Proof Sketch. The security proof of our combined protocol follows essentially from

[72, 73], but here we are interested in concretely analyzing the statistical simulation

error. In more detail, [72] reduces the security of the combined protocol to the security

of the outer protocol, where for every adversary A corrupting a party Pi in the combined

protocol, there exists an adversary A′ corrupting the corresponding client Ci in the outer

protocol. In addition to corrupting one of the clients, A′ also (adaptively) corrupts a

subset of the servers. The servers that are on the watchlist of the corrupted party are

passively corrupted at the beginning of the computation. On the other hand, if A deviates

in the emulation of some server sj , that server is adaptively corrupted by A′ (where

the simulator knows whether a server is deviating as it can observe all the information

exchanged over the watchlist channels, by extracting all the symmetric keys submitted

by the adversary as inputs to the OT execution and decrypting all the communication

channels). In order to argue that A′ will corrupt at most e of the servers, the IPS analysis

proves that if A deviates in the emulation of more than e servers, it will be caught except

with a small statistical error (1− e/n)t. Therefore, we can conclude that except with this

small errorA′ corrupts at most e servers. This reduction fromA in the combined protocol

to A′ in the outer protocol allows us to argue both privacy and correctness. Therefore,

the overall error can be bounded using an union bound as

(1− e/n)t + δ

where δ is the statistical security error of the outer protocol. We note that the actual proof

is more intricate as it allows A to adaptively corrupt all clients involved in the inner

protocol instance for emulating the computation of sj , where these corruptions can take

place in the presence of erasing the states of the clients (where this notion of security is

much easier to achieve).5

5More formally, in order to carry out such a corruption phase, [72] requires that the inner protocol
meets an additional property, denoted by a two-step passive corruption, where the second phase considers
adaptive corruptions even in the erasing model. This property is met by most natural protocols that include
a preprocessing that is an input-independent phase.
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Applying this theorem to the outer protocol of section 4.4.2 yields protocol Φ,

described in Figure 4.9, whose concrete statistical security is

(d+ 2)/|F|σ+(1− e/n)t

and communication complexity is:

2 · CCt-out-of-n OT⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
watchlist setup

+ n · d · CCρ⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
passive invoc.

+ d · n · log2|F|⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
output in each layer

+ 3 · κ⏞⏟⏟⏞
coin-toss

+2 · σ · (t+ e+ w) · log2|F|⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
degree test

+ 4 · σ · (t+ e+ w) · log2|F|⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
perm./equality test

where d = n−k+1, CCρ is the communication complexity of ρOLE and σ is a soundness

amplification parameter. In addition, the number of OLE invocations of Φ is n · d · rρOLE

where rρOLE is the number of OLE invocations of ρOLE.

4.5 Applications

In this section, we present our main applications as instantiations of our combined

protocol.

4.5.1 Choosing concrete parameters

Our combined protocol depends on different parameters. Below we discuss the constraints

in order to optimize concrete performance. Let s be the statistical security parameter.

The set of parameters includes the number of servers n, the block width w, the watchlist
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size t, the number of active corruptions in the outer protocol e and the parameters k, d

for the Reed Solomon encodings subject to the following constraints:

(1− e/n)t + (d+ 2)/|F| < 2−s

k ≥ t+ e+ w

2k + e < n

e < d/3

The dominating costs in the execution of this protocol is the computation of the OLE

functionality and (to a minor extent) computing the Reed Solomon encodings. To

optimize concrete efficiency, we first want to minimize the number of OLE calls. Note

that for every block of w multiplication gates which is part of the circuit, the outer

protocol requires each of the n servers to perform one multiplication, which is simulated

in the combined protocol via the passive [63] using 2 OLE calls. Therefore, if all the

blocks of w gates are “full”, i.e. they all contain exactly w gates, then the protocol

requires 2 · n/w OLE (amortized) calls per multiplication. Another useful optimization

is setting k to be a power of two, as this greatly increases the encoding efficiency by

allowing to use finite field FFT algorithms.

We provide a few examples of different sets of parameters in Table 4.1, where we

consider 40 bits statistical security and where we additionally set k = t + w + e and

d = n − k + 1. It can be inferred from the table that as w grows, n/w approaches 2,

which translates to roughly 4 OLE calls per multiplication gate in the circuit. Note that,

the higher the number of multiplication blocks with less than w gates within the circuit,

the lesser “utilized” the OLE calls to evaluate that block, where the concrete number

of OLE calls per multiplication is farther from 4. In general, given a circuit, finding

a value of w that allows for a small ratio of OLE calls per multiplication is easier the
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more multiplications the circuit has and the wider the circuit is (i.e. the circuit has many

multiplication gates condensed in few layers).

Table 4.1: Concrete parameters for our protocol with the overheads embedded within
the parameter n/w (which captures the amortized number of OLE invocations per
multiplication gate with 40 bits statistical security.)

w e t n n/w
1317 272 459 4640 3.52
3065 362 669 8916 2.91
6749 509 934 17402 2.58
14332 690 1362 34147 2.38
29864 987 1917 67493 2.26
61386 1369 2781 133769 2.18

125195 1964 3913 265987 2.12
253781 2778 5585 529690 2.09
512404 3951 7933 1056213 2.06

4.5.2 Main Application: Arithmetic 2PC with Active Security

Our main result provides a concretely efficient two-party protocol for arbitrary arith-

metic computations with active security against static corruptions. Given an arbitrary

instantiation of a passive OLE protocol, we describe two instantiations:

• For “large and wide” arithmetic computations (in the sense explained in Sec-

tion 4.5.1), we design a protocol that makes 4 amortized black-box invocations of

a passive OLE protocol per multiplication gate in the computation.

• For arbitrary arithmetic computations, we design a protocol that makes 16 amor-

tized black-box invocations of a passive OLE per multiplication gate in the compu-

tation.
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Variant 1: In our first variant we consider arithmetic circuits over an arbitrary field F for

which we can pick a large value w such that each layer has a multiple of w gates (or is a

few gates short of such a multiple). In these cases, the combined protocol of figure 4.9

can be directly instantiated with the appropriate w and the parameters from table 4.1.

Variant 2: In our second variant we will rely on the work of Döttling et al. [42] to

yield a secure two-party protocol for general arithmetic circuits, which, in particular

can have arbitrary few gates per layer. In more detail, this work shows how to reduce

the design of secure arithmetic computation to realizing an input-independent offline

arithmetic functionality. This functionality described in Figure 4.4 essentially generates

“authenticated” triples which are provided to the parties. We can instantiate their protocol

by securely realizing the offline functionality using our first variant. Note that these

authenticated triples can be computed using a wide circuit, where the width is proportional

to the number of triples required in the computation of the original circuit, which equals

the number of multiplication gates in such a circuit. This offline functionality requires 4

multiplications to be performed per triple. Furthermore, our first variant implies 4 passive

OLE per multiplication for wide circuits. Hence, we obtain a protocol that consumes 16

passive OLE per multiplication gate.

This is in contrast to the work of Ghosh et al. [58] which provides a construction of

actively secure OLE in the OT-hybrid based on noisy encoding and requires 44 passive

OLE per multiplication gate based on this assumption.

4.5.3 Black-Box Active OLE from Passive OLE

Our second application is a concretely efficient protocol for achieving OLE with active

security from one way functions, active OTs and passive OLE in a black-box way where
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the overhead is roughly 2 passive OLE. This is obtained by instantiating our compiler

with the batch (or parallel) OLE functionality as described in Figure 4.6. This overhead

can be achieved by instantiating our compiler with parameters specified in Table 4.1.

We remark that, in general, our compiler invokes 2 calls to the passive OLE protocol

per server per multiplication gate in the circuit. In order to realize w parallel invocations

of the active OLE functionality naively, this would result in 2 · n calls to the passive OLE

protocol, i.e. an amortized overhead of 2 · n/w. We now describe a simple optimization

that can reduce this by a half to get an overhead of only n/w. Our optimization exploits

the fact that all the multiplications computed within the OLE functionality are performed

in the first layer, where the left input wires and the right input wires are respectively split

between the parties. Therefore, the input sharing phase can be avoided. This implies

that we need only one passive OLE call per server per multiplication and thus obtain an

overhead of n/w calls which for large w results in roughly 2.

This protocol results in the following communication complexity.

ρOT

t−out−of−n⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
κ-bits OT

+ n · ρOLE

passive⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
passive OLE

+ 3 · κ⏞⏟⏟⏞
coin-toss

+2 · σ · (t+ e+ w) · log2|F|⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
degree test

Our construction naturally extends to the setting when the underlying passive OLE

protocol is batched. This scenario is particularly interesting when instantiating our

protocol with packed additively homomorphic encryption schemes based on LWE that

allow for parallel passive OLE computations.

4.5.4 Privacy-Preserving Secure Neural Network Inference

We next describe a concrete use case of outsourcing arithmetic computation in the two-

server setting. Such a model has already been considered by several works, focussing
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on machine learning computations [110, 96], which are heavily arithmetic in nature,

where most previous works in this area only achieve passive security. In more detail, we

consider two clients: C0 and C1 with private inputs, respectively x and y, that wish to

securely outsource an arithmetic computation F to two cloud servers s1 and s2. This can

be done by having the clients share their inputs with the servers that, upon receiving the

inputs’ shares, securely evaluate the function F and return the result to the clients. We

require that the protocol will be secure against an active corruption of at most one server

and one client up to abort and employ our protocol from Section 4.4.4 for this goal. In

order to ensure the authentication of the inputs we employ a simple MAC.

We begin with a slightly modified (randomized) functionality F ′. Roughly speaking,

F ′ takes as input MAC keys kx and ky and MACs mx and my, in addition to the inputs

x and y, and produces as output (f(x, y), flag). The flag bit will be set to a random

linear combination of the values dx = mx−MACkx(x) and dy = my −MACky(y). The

actual functionality F computed by the servers will essentially be F ′ with the exception

that the inputs to F ′ are additively shared between the two servers. In other words,

the functionality takes the shares from the servers along with MACs and MAC keys,

reconstructs the inputs and evaluates F ′ on the outcomes. In the actual realization, the

servers employ the protocol from Section 4.4.4 and return the results to the clients. If the

flag bit is zero the clients accept the output, and reject it otherwise.

To formally argue security, we observe that a corrupted server can change the additive

share received as input before entering the computation. This can be captured as an

additive input-independent attack on the input of the protocol. We now have that if any

corrupted server manipulates its input, the probability that either dx or dy is non-zero and

the output flag bit is zero is at most 1
|F| by the security of the MAC. Therefore, the clients

will reject the output with very high probability.
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As a concrete instantiation of this framework, we implement a secure neural network

(NN) inference problem and consider a neural network that is an arithmetic circuit

friendly. Specifically, following Ghodsi et al., [57], we consider the following neural

network repeated verbatim from their work. Without loss of generality, a standard L layer

neural network can be modeled as follows. The input to the network is x ∈ Fn0×b where

n0 is the dimension of each input and b is the batch size. Layer i ∈ [1, L] has ni output

neurons, and is specified using a weight matrix wi−1 ∈ Fni×ni−1
p and biases bi−1 ∈ Fni

p .

The output yi ∈ Fni×b
p of Layer i ∈ [1, L] is defined by:

yi = σquad(wi−1 · yi−1 + bi−11
T )

∀i ∈ [1, L− 1]; yL = σout(wL−1 · yL−1 + bL−11
T )

where σquad(·) is the quadratic activation function, σout(·) is the activation function of

the output layer and 1 ∈ Fb
p is the vector of all ones. The final output layer uses the

softmax activation. We consider a 3 layer NN with quadratic activation function. The

performance of such NN has been discussed in [57]. We provide benchmark for this

application in Section 4.7.

4.6 Active OLE from Imperfect OLE

In this section, we show that our compiler can amplify an imperfect OLE to a fully

secure OLE. Roughly speaking, an imperfect OLE in this work refers to one that has

a non-negligible simulation error. This is particularly relevant to lattice-based OLE

constructions where setting the parameters more aggressively can result in such simulation

error.

One approach towards amplifying the security of such an imperfect OLE is to argue

that it realizes a weakened ideal OLE functionality that reveals the honest inputs to the
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adversary with small probability. When this OLE is plugged into the IPS compiler we

can amplify it to full security by increasing the security threshold t to be large enough

to accommodate the leakage caused by a few faulty OLE. To employ such an argument

one would need a strong “statistical-to-perfect” style lemma [102, 70]. For example,

Ishai et al. [70] proved that any implementation of functionality F with statistical error

ϵ perfectly realizes a weakened functionality F ϵ′ for ϵ′ = ϵ · |X|·|Y | where X and Y

are the respective domain and range of F , and where F ϵ′ is equal to F with probability

1− ϵ′ and reveals the inputs to the adversary with the probability ϵ′. For small fields, the

statistical-to-perfect lemma gives good bounds. But for large fields, this lemma might be

overly pessimistic.

We will instead model the imperfect OLE in a slightly different manner. We consider

an ideal OLE functionality that will ask the adversary to specify an an exclusion set A

and will leak to the adversary one bit of information on whether the honest party’s input

belongs to the exclusion set. For this model, we are able to prove that if the exclusion

set is relatively small compared to the field size, we can amplify the security via the IPS

compiler. On a high-level, we will argue that, in the IPS compiler, even if the adversary

learns all the shares in its watchlist and a little bit of leakage (via exclusion sets) in each

of the remaining shares, the actual secret remains hidden. Recently, the leakage-resilience

of Shamir’s secret sharing scheme was studied in the work of Benhamouda et al. [16]

who gave some parameter regimes under which the scheme is leakage resilient. However,

their results are not strong enough for our setting as they consider the case where 2k ≥ n

such that k is the degree of the Shamir shares. We establish a new result on the leakage

resilience of Shamir’s secret sharing scheme that will allow us to argue security also

when 2k < n. We remark that their work studied the leakage resilience where m-bits of

information were leaked on every share, while we will consider the exclusion-set model

where less than one bit of information is leaked on each share. Our approach extends the
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analysis from [16] and sharpens the parameters. We remark that our bounds still look

pessimistic and leave room for improved analysis.

Our leakage model follows the one from [16], where the adversary can first choose

a subset Γ ⊆ [n] of the parties and obtain their entire shares, and then leak partial

information from all the shares of the remaining parties. The information learned by the

adversary is captured as follows:

LeakΓ,τ = (s(Γ), (τ (i)(s(Γ), s(i)))i∈[n])

where τ = (τ (1), τ (2), . . . , τ (n)) is a family of leakage predicates and s(Γ) = (s(j))j∈Γ

are the complete shares of the corrupted parties. We allow the adversary to choose the

functions τ arbitrarily. In the exclusion set model, we restrict the functions in τ to be

predicates and bound the fraction of inputs on which the functions take the value 1. Next,

we recall (a simplified variant of) the definition of local leakage resilient from [16].

Definition 42. Let Γ ⊆ [n]. A secret sharing scheme (Share,Rec) is said to be (Γ, ϵ)-

local leakage resilient if for every leakage function family τ = (τ (1), τ (2), . . . , τ (n))

where τ (j) is a predicate for every j, and for any pair of secretes s0, s1 we have that the

statistical distance between the following two distributions is at most ϵ:

• {s← Share(s0) : LeakΓ,τ (s)}

• {s← Share(s1) : LeakΓ,τ (s)}

We prove the following theorem in Section 4.6.1.

Theorem 43. Let C = RSFp,n,t,η be an RS code. Let τ = (τ (1), τ (2), . . . , τ (n)) be any

family of leakage predicates such that for all j, Pr [x← Fp : τ
(j)(x) = 1] ≤ ϵ, and let
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cϵ =
sin(ϵ·π)

p·sin(π/p) . Then,

SD(τ(C), τ(Un)) ≤
1

2
(p− 1)p−t(1 + 2 · cϵ · p)n.

We conclude by a simple hybrid argument that RSFp,n,t,η is (Γ, ϵ) locally leakage

resilient if for all j, Pr [x← Fp : τ
(j)(x) = 1] ≤ ϵ′ where ϵ = 1

2
(p− 1)p−t(1+2 · ϵ′ · p)n.

By setting

log2(ϵ
′) < − log2(p)

2
− s

n
(4.1)

the statistical distance becomes 2−O(s) and we have that RSFp,n,t,η is locally leakage

resilient.

Remark 44. We remark that the preceding analysis still seems pessimistic and can most

likely be further tightened. For instance, the bound becomes worse as p increases but

intuitively the leakage resilience should get better with larger p.

Concrete LWE parameters. We provide a crude analysis of how one could possibly set

the parameters in LWE to get an imperfect OLE that we can amplify. To understand the

leakage in standard Ring-LWE based schemes [97], we recall some relevant parameters.

Let the plaintext modulus be p and the ciphertext modulus be q. Then the magnitude

of the statistical error is bounded by log2(q)− log2(O(c · p2 · Φ)) where c ≡ q(modp)

(typically made small by choosing an appropriate q) and Φ is the packing factor. In other

words for different inputs, the statistical distance of the encryptions is roughly c · p2 ·Φ/q

which could be large when we set parameters aggressively. We prove leakage resilience

for a slightly different kind of leakage where the adversary learns roughly c · p2 · Φ/q

bits of leakage from unrevealed shares.

In order to get a passive OLE, one needs the magnitude of this error to be at least the

statistical parameter (eg, 40, 80 or 128). For example, if p is a 20-bit prime and Φ = 213,

then a 127-bit modulus q gives a passive OLE with 64-bit security (where typically c
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and the constant behind O() are roughly 25). However, if we use a 88-bit modulus q, the

statistical error will be roughly 2−25. For these parameters, the error is roughly 1/
√
p

which means Equation 4.1 is satisfied. Therefore, our IPS compiler can amplify this to

a fully secure OLE. Since our IPS compiler requires twice as many passive/imperfect

OLEs, we can estimate the communication overhead of actively secure OLE protocol

against the passive OLE protocol by 2 · 88/127 = 1.38 < 2.

For some parameter regimes (e.g., larger statistical security parameter), our con-

struction of actively secure OLE is actually more communication efficient than a naive

construction of passively secure OLE with a bigger security parameter. If we used the

parameters described above but demanded 128-bit security, log2(q) will be 184 and 85

respectively for passive and active and the overhead will be 2 · 89/184 = 0.97 < 1.

4.6.1 Proof of Theorem 43

We follow the proof strategy of [16], which relies on the Fourier analysis, and adapt it to

our setting. We recall some basic definitions for the purpose of the analysis. Let G be

any finite Abelian group. A character is a homomorphism χ : G→ C from the group G

to C, i.e. χ(a+ b) = χ(a) · χ(b) for all a, b ∈ G. For functions f : G→ C, the Fourier

basis is composed of the group ˆ︁G of characters χ : G→ C. The Fourier coefficient ˆ︁f(χ)
corresponding to a character χ is defined as:

ˆ︁f(χ) = E[x← G : f(x) · χ(x)].

We will be focussing on Reed-Solomon codes over Fp and we can describe the Fourier

characters by χα(x) = ωα·x where ω = e−2πi/p is a primitive p-th root of unity and

α ∈ Fp. For ease of exposition we will sometimes write ˆ︁f(χα) by ˆ︁f(α). We will rely on

the following lemmas established in [16].
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Lemma 45. Let C ⊂ Fn
p be an [n, t − 1, n − t + 1] linear code. Let τ =

(τ (1), τ (2), . . . , τ (n)) be a family of leakage predicates τ (j) : Fp → {0, 1}. We then

have

SD(τ(C), τ(Un)) =
1

2

n∑︂
j=0

⃓⃓⃓⃓
⃓⃓ ∑︂
α∈C⊥\{0}

∏︂
j

ˆ︁1j(αj)

⃓⃓⃓⃓
⃓⃓

where 1j ≡ τ (j), C⊥ as the dual code of C and α = (α1, . . . , αn).

Lemma 46. Let cϵ =
sin(ϵ·π)

p·sin(π/p) . Then for any set A ⊆ Fp such that |A|≤ ϵ · p, we have:

|ˆ︂1A(α)|+|ˆ︂1Ac(α)|≤ 2cϵ if α ̸= 0

|ˆ︂1A(α)|+|ˆ︂1Ac(α)|≤ 1 if α = 0

We now proceed to prove Theorem 43. Applying triangle inequality to Lemma 45,

we have

SD(τ(C), τ(Un)) ≤
1

2

∑︂
α∈C⊥\{0}

n∑︂
j=0

⃓⃓⃓⃓
⃓∏︂

j

ˆ︁1j(αj)

⃓⃓⃓⃓
⃓

Using Lemma 46 and the fact that all the leakage function in τ satisfy that

Pr [x ∈ Fp : τ
(j) = 1] ≤ ϵ we obtain

SD(τ(C), τ(Un)) ≤
1

2

∑︂
α∈C⊥\{0}

(2 · cϵ)HW(α)

where HW(α) denotes the hamming weight of α.

We now use the following fact about the hamming weight distribution of Reed-

Solomon codes.

Lemma 47. The number of codewords in a (n, n− t, t)p Reed-Solomon code of hamming

weight j is given by (︃
n

j

)︃
(p− 1)

j−t∑︂
i=0

(−1)i
(︃
j − 1

i

)︃
pj−t−i

.
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We can now bound
∑︁

α∈C⊥\{0}(2cϵ)
HW(α) as follows:

∑︂
α∈C⊥\{0}

(2 · cϵ)HW(α) =
n∑︂

j=t

(︃
n

j

)︃
(p− 1)

j−t∑︂
i=0

(−1)i
(︃
j − 1

i

)︃
pj−t−i(2 · cϵ)j

≤
n∑︂

j=t

(︃
n

j

)︃
(p− 1)pj−t(2cϵ)

j

≤ 1

2
(p− 1)p−t(1 + 2 · cϵ · p)n

For small values of ϵ, we can approximate cϵ ≈ ϵ. Therefore, we have that

SD(τ(C), τ(Un)) ≤
1

2
(p− 1)p−t(1 + 2 · ϵ · p)n.

4.7 Implementation and Results

We implemented our protocol in C++ using Shoup’s NTL library [128] to perform

arithmetic over finite fields, in particular vector linear operations and discrete Fast Fourier

Transforms (which are used to efficiently perform encoding of Reed-Solomon code

words). We ran all our experiments with 40 bits of statistical security, using the parameters

of table 4.1 and a 25 bit prime. We implemented our symmetric encryption by xoring our

plaintexts with a pseudorandom mask generated by NTL’s PRG implementation on input

a 256 bit seed. In addition, we used the cryptoTools library [122] maintained by Peter

Rindal for the commitment functionality, as well as network communication (which is, in

turn, based on Boost Asio). We also used the libOTe library [115] for implementing the

t-out-of-n oblivious transfer functionality which is maintained by Rindal [122]. We used

the batched version of the (batched) passive OLE protocol due to de Castro et al. [38] that

is based on the LWE assumption. All the operations were performed in a single thread,

with the exception of network management which was handled by a separate thread. The
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parties in our experiments were executed on two Amazon EC2 machines, located in Ohio

and N. Virginia. Both machines were Amazon EC2’s “r4.8xlarge” instance (2.3 GHz

Intel Xeon E5 Broadwell Processors, 244Gb RAM) running Ubuntu 16.08.

Online/offline tradeoffs. Our implementation allows to preprocess the OLE instances

and setup the watchlist before the parties’ inputs are known. In more detail, the protocol

proceeds in two phases. In the first “offline” phase, the parties setup the watchlist by

performing t-out-of-n OT to exchange random strings which will be used as PRG seeds

to generate the randomness used for each of the servers. Moreover, they precompute

many OLE instantiations on random inputs. In the “online” phase, the parties perform

the actual computation, consuming the random OLE tuples to realize the OLE calls they

need. Typically the offline phase is the most expensive one, and across our experiments

the online phase took at most 25% of the overall running time.

Overdrive. We compare the performance of our protocol with the Low Gear protocol

from Overdrive [79], which is considered the state-of-the-art. Low Gear generates

authenticated triples in the two-party setting and, when combined with the SPDZ protocol,

can be used to evaluate any two-party arithmetic functionality with active security. We

compiled and executed Low Gear with parameters similar to the ones of our experiments.

More precisely, we ran Low Gear on a single thread over a 25-bit prime field, 40-bit

security, and on the same AWS instances located in the same two places: Ohio and

N.Virginia. When generating about a third of a million authenticated triples, the Low

Gear protocol produced 3.1k authenticated triples per second, with 2.80kB of data

transmitted (sent and received) per triple.

Authenticated triples As a warmup, our first benchmark consists of computing SPDZ-

style authenticated triples [37]. Generating multiple authenticated triples in parallel can
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Table 4.2: Communication and computation costs to generate authenticated triples.

#triples block width triples/ms bytes/triple
1M 1317 1.90 5533

3065 2.12 5153
6749 2.20 4946

14332 2.48 4815
29864 2.49 4754
61386 2.35 4745

125195 2.86 2887
10M 14332 2.65 4006

29864 2.73 3929
61386 2.99 3877

125195 3.14 3851
253781 3.13 3850

Low Gear 3.10 2800

be implemented with a wide and low-depth circuit. We further optimize our protocol

for this functionality by directly using the additive shares obtained by the outer protocol

right before output reconstruction step, avoiding an additional sharing phase required by

the functionality.

We ran our benchmark generating 1 million and 10 million authenticated triples at

a time with the various block widths listed in Table 4.1, and report the computation

time and communication per triple in Table 4.2, using Low Gear as a reference. As one

can see, our performance is comparable to Low Gear both in terms of computation and

communication, and increases for larger block widths.

Random “wide” circuits. While the above benchmark illustrates that we can match

previous implementations for generating authenticated triples, the strength of our protocol

comes in utilizing our combined IPS protocol instead of relying on a SPDZ online

phase consuming such triples. To showcase the protocol’s potential in this scenario, we

executed it on synthetic circuits, consisting of r multiplication layers with g gates each,
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with randomly assigned wires. We set g to equal the block width w, so that all the blocks

in the computation are full. Table 4.3 and Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the results for

r = 4096 and various block widths. The efficiency of the protocol increases with the

block width. In particular, for w = 61386, the protocol processed 15.7k multiplications

per second at 662 bytes per multiplication. To compare this result with Low Gear, we

need to consider the cost of generating authenticated triples for our synthetic circuit using

the Low Gear protocol. When evaluating the performance of Low Gear, we ignore the

costs of the online phase which utilizes the SPDZ [37] protocol. Our results show that our

protocol can compute circuits at least 5 times faster and with 4 times less communication

compared to using SPDZ with Low Gear.

On the other hand, we also compare our protocol execution to a passively secure

protocol. In Figures 4.10 and 4.11 we plot the communication and running times for

generating passive OLEs required for a GMW-style passive protocol to evaluate the same

circuit (where the passive OLE protocol is instantiated with the same OLE we used for

our active protocol). We only plot the offline time (noting that the online time will not be

significant). Our results show that our communication and running times are within 4x

slower than the naive passive protocol.
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Table 4.3: Communication and computation costs to evaluate randomly generated wide
circuits.

block width circuit size (# mults) mult/ms bytes/mult
1317 5.3M 8.44 1071
3065 12.5M 10.62 884
6749 27.6M 13.05 784

14332 58.7M 13.26 724
29864 122M 15.03 687
61386 251M 15.70 662

Table 4.4: Communication and computation costs to generate 10 million active OLE.

block width mult/ms bytes/mult
1317 17.32 715
3065 20.07 650
6749 21.93 614

14332 23.11 592

Passive to active OLE. We also benchmark our optimized active OLE protocol from

section 4.5.3, and show the results in table 4.4. When generating 10 million active OLE

we obtain the fastest time performance of 23k OLE/sec with 592 bytes/OLE with a block

width w = 14332. The savings compared to other benchmarks are explained by the fact

that we only consume n/w passive OLE per active one, compared to the 2n/w passive

OLE per multiplication of generic circuits.

Actively secure neural-network inference. Last, we benchmark our system on a simple

neural network inference problem. We use a network trained on the TIMIT speech

recognition dataset with the network architecture described in [57]. The neural network

we used comprises of a four layer network with 3 hidden, fully connected layers with

N neurons and quadratic activations. The input is encoded as an X components vector,

and the output layer is fully connected with O output neurons and relies on the softmax

activation. We do not perform the softmax activation function via a secure computation
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and delegate that computation back to the client. We assume that both the network and

the input to be classified are shared among the two parties, who also hold MACs on these

values which are verified as part of the computation as detailed in Section 4.5.4. We ran

an experiment for X = 1845, N = 2000, O = 183 with a block width w = 6749. The

entire computation took about 34.6 minutes and the total communication was 20.7GB.
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